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isleeted As•Belli /1)1 Round Kentucky Community Newspaper
Today's Ledger & Times
contains a regular 12-page
section, the regular weekly, IIpage, Leisure Time section,
plus a special ti-page tabloid
"Home Improvement" section
making a teal of 40 pages in
today's edition.
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We got hung up on desert and
dessert. The first one is a
wasteland and the second one is
the goodie.

Anyway Mr. Angst has
designed a new flag for the state
and here it is. The present state
flag is on top and the new
design on the bottom.
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Background is blue and the
plate is a round white disk. The
interlaced hearts are red.
The Idea is that the details of
the present flag are about lost
with possibly the only thing
being seen is the two men
shaking hands.
As we said most state flags
are not flags at all, just the state
seal on a blue background.
The council meeting last night
lasted just barely over an hour.
Councilman Buel Stalls is still
out following an operation.
Councilman Dave Willis looked
real sharp after his operation.
Says he is now running on
batteries
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NO ONE INJURED--It'slaid to believe, but Hershel! Shelton moved rather quickly to get off Ilia tractor before he was trapped
underneath as a county bridge collapsed Thursday. Shelton reported that be had crossed the bridge, about two miles off Highway
641 South, only about a half-hour eerier. Some damage was reported to the tractor, with the steering wheel broken, the muffler
damaged, and part of the hood bent, but apparently no major damage was caused. Gardner's Wrecker Service pulled the tractor
out, and although nothing about the situation was humorous at all, it was hard to suppress a smirk when Ronnie Gardner fell off the
Staff Photo by David Hill
tractor into the water, while trying to attach a cable to the evidele.

Mrs. Belt Gins-Report At 11
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Cancer Test
Clinic To
Be Monday
A cervical cancer screening
f Pap Test) Clinic will be held at
the Calloway County Health
Department on Monday, July 2,
at six p.m.
Persons must call to make an
appointment for the test. Hours
to call are from eight a.m. to
4:30 p.m. on Monday. Persons
may call 753-3381 or 753-3445, a
health department spokesman
said.
Cervical cancer is the second
most common cancer in
worrien, but could be greatly
reduced if more women were
tested, health officials said. The
test is free and is available to all
women, but appointments must
be made, officials said

Fair and mild tonight, low
around 60. Partly sunny and
warm Saturday, high in the
mid 80s. Partly cloudy and
warm Sunday with chance of
afternoon thundershowers.

A $573,115 budget was approved for the 1973-74 fiscal
year by the Calloway County
Fiscal Court at their regular
monthly meeting, held Thursday, according to Counti
Judge Robert 0. Miller.

The figure does not include
arry revenue sharing money,
Herds said. Last year's budget
was PRON.
In other business in the rather
short meeting, official confirmation was given to expanding the facilities of
the county court clerk's office to
be uexpanded into the

Three accidents occurred
within an hour Thursday aftarnoon in Murray.
The first accident was
reported to have occurred at
2:42 p.m. on the parking lot at
the Administration Building at
the university
City Policemen said that a car
driven by Patsy Rowland Dyer
of Murray Route Six was
backing south out of a parking
space. Officers said that a car
driven by Deborah Woodson of
7395 Fourth in Louisville was
backing north out of a parking
apace and the two cars hit each
ether in the rear.
Both cars received rear end
damage, police reports said.
The second accident involved
a Max H. Churchill ambulance
driven by James Horace
Shelton of 312 North Fifth Street
and a 1973 two door driven by
Earl Willard Grogan • of 133
Riviera Court.

Investigating officers said
that the ambulance was going
west on Chestnut on an
emergency call and tried to
pass the Grogan auto when the
Grogan vehicle turned left and
hit the ambulance in the side.
The Grogan auto received
damage to the left front while
the ambulance was damaged In
the right front, the door and the
right front fender, police officers said.
The accident occurred at 3.29
p.m.
The third collision occurred at
3:34 p.m. on South Fifth Street.
According to police records, a
1968 two door driven by Emeline
Jones Compton of Murray
Route Four was attempting to
back out of a parking place.
Officers said that the Compton auto backed from the curb
and struck a 1987 four door
driven by Opal Garrison Taylor
f-4& Murray Route Four.

By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Writer

Reading an editorial in the
Kentucky Post about the
possibility of changing the state
flag. Some fellow named Walter
Angst who is a vexillologist(got
you there, didn't we), claims
most state flags are just the seal
of the state on a blue
background which cannot be
seen or read unless the flag is
straight out. By the way we did
not know what a vexillologLst
was either. He is a person who is
expert in the science of flags.
Vexillology is the science of
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In Our 94th Year

Councilman Paul Mansfield
last night asked for funds to pay
.expenses for two applicants for
the position of Superintendent
for the local natural gas system,
to come to Murray to be interviewed. Mansfield said that
several applications had been
received for the position,
vacated since January 1. The
council approved this expenditure.
Mayor Holmes Ellis made the
comment that local applicants
are also being considered but
that he felt that consideration
should be given to all applicants
to operate the one and one-half
million dollar enterprise.
Joe Pat Trevathan of the firm
of Richardson & Trevathan,
Certified Public Accountants,

reviewed the audit of the gas
system for the past year. This
audit was accepted by the
council.
In the very short meeting last
night, the City Council also
passed three ordinances on the
second and final reading: no
parking on the north side of Elm
street from Fourth to Eighth,
the tax rate for 1973 ( the same
as last year), and the new
charges planned for connections and reconnections by
the gas system.
An ordinance reaffirming
right-of-way along Main street
for highway work was also
passed.
Parker Ford was the low
bidder on a two-ton dump truck
for the Murray Street Depart-

Richardson Resigns

The First Dishict of Kentucky Federation of Women's
Clubs Workshop was held at the
_First Baptist Church in Clinton
on June 28. The coffee hour and
registration were held at 9:30
ment. Parker bid $5,3$3.93 and with the Clinton Woman's Club
serving as hosts. Mrs. Austin
Taylor Motors bid $5,292.34.
Councilman Rex Alexander Rheid, Clinton, gave the
reported that the five tennis welcome.
Mrs. James R. Austin, First
courts to be built on Murray
High School property would District Governor, presided
probably be completed by during the business session and
spring. The courts will be 'resented the scorecard for the
constructed with a federal 1973-74 club year.
Mrs John Belt, Murray
gent.
Councilman James Rudy Woman's Club gave a report of
Allbritten noted that County the State Convention held at
Jailer Wimpy Jones had Louisville in May. Mrs. Belt will
serve on the district nominating
resigned as dog catcher.
Councilman Paul Mansfield committee that will present
asked for permission to sell or names for governor and vice
trade a truce owned by the governor.
Eighty persons attended the
Murray Natural Gas System,
which was wrecked recently. workshop including five district
A discussion was held on a officers, two staterfficers, and
problem submitted by Mr. one past governor. Attending
the meeting from the Murray
(Set C,ouncil, Page 12)
Woman's Club were Mrs. J.
Matt Sparkman, Mrs. Sam
Knight, and Mrs. Belt.

Perry Johnson Appointed Totfill
Term On Murray Independent Board
member, effective June 30,
By JO BURKEEN
1973.
Ledger & Times Writer
Richardson in a letter to the
A new board member was
appointed, a ten year board board said that he was submember resigned, new teachers mitting his resignation as he
were hired, and other items of and his wife have purchased a
business were conducted at the home outside the Mueray City
closing meeting of the current School district and he will be
fiscal year of the Murray In- Ineligible to serve as a board
dependent School Board held member. He has said he had
Thursday evening in the offices enjoyed his years of work with
of the School Superintendent the board and wished them
Fred Schultz, South 9th and continued success in their efforts.
Poplar Streets.
Perry T. Johnson of 100
The Murray man, RichardGarden Street, Murray, was son, partner of the accountant
appointed by the Murray Board firm of Richardson-Trevathan,
to fill the unexpired term of was first elected as a member
Bethel Richardson who sub- of the city school board in
mitted his resignation as board November 1962. He started his
first term on Junary 1, 1963, and
was reelected by the people of
the Murray district for two
other terms. He and his wife,
Sins, have four daughters,
Audrey, Brenda, Michelle, and
Jim Bethel of Greenville, Beth, and are members of the
vacationing on Kentucky Lake, First Baptist Churett, Murray.
was reported injured in a
Johnson, the new board apmotorcycle accident on High- pointee, will serve the unexway 444 near New Concord on pired term of Richardson which
Thursday about 6.45 p.m
will end on December 31, 1974.
Bethel was treated for An employee of the Michiganabrasions and contusions at the Wisconsin Pipeline Company,
emergency room of the Murray- Johnson is serving his second
Calloway County Hospital and year as president of the Douglas
later relased.He was taken to Civic Improvement Club. He
the hospital by a J. H. Churchill and his wife the former Frances
ambulance.
Cunningham, are active in
Reports are that Bethel was Scout, civic, and church
are
They
riding his motorcycle when a organizations.
members of St. John's Baptist
dog ran out in front of him and
he was thrown off of his Church and have four children,
Claude and Craig at Murray
motorcycle.

Middle School and Melinda and
Melissa at Carter Elementary
School.
The new board member will
be sworn in at the next board
meeting to be held on Thursday,
July 5, changed from July 12.

Football Booster Club
An organizational meeting of
an MSU Football Booster Club
will be held on Monday night at
7:30 p.m. at the football office in
the Carr Health Building. This
meeting also concerns the new
stadium which will be placed
into use this fall. All interested
persons are urged to attend this
meeting. M Club members are
especially urged to attend.

basement of the building. The
new space will include that was --the old county jail, and what is
now the ladies restroom. A new
restroom is being constructed on the east side of the courthouse.
County Attorney Sid Easley
was authorized, to draw up a deed to sell the county dog
pound to Fisher-Price Toys,.'
currently constructing a new
plant north of Murray near the
dog pound. The purchase price
of the dog pound is to be $15,000,
and the county will lease the
land from Fisher-Price until a
new location can be found.
County Judge Robert 0.
Miller, is to check on the
progress on Highway 641
construction from the end of the
present four-laning to Benton.
ultimate plans call for the four'ening of 841 from Murray to
Benton.
The court also authorized the
payment of a $65 per month
rental, to Fremon Fitts for land
on Industrial Road where
county equipment is now being
stored. The payments are
retroactive to begin February,
1973.
Other routine business included authorization to pay
bills, and the treasurer's report
approval. Several checks were
received, including one for over
$48,000 from Harris, returning
excess fees. Authorization was
also given by the court for the
county to purchase surplus
vehicles from the government.

Part Of Past Captured
By Antique Auto Show
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Writer
There are a few people left in
the world who like to preserve
the past and show the
generation of today a part of a
great tradition that once
exemplified a golden age.
About 70 people were on hand
yesterday in the cool shade of
the Howard Brandon residence
In Murray to eat barbeque and
discuss a part of American
culture that has almost been
forgotten.
It was an antique car show
sponsored by the Brass & Gas
Chapter of the Veteran Motor
Car Club of America that
brought together some of the
finest and most beautiful cars
ever made.
Like the vanishing wilderness and she great American
bald eagle, antique cars are a

The hood hides 455 cubic
part of our culture that should
inches of sheer power and
live on
Unfortunately, the wilderness beauty
What drives a man to own one
has become polluted with
smoke from nearby factories of these antique cars?
"It's something I remember
and the bald eagle, is all but
when I was a kid and it has
extinct.
me,"
interested
These proud car owners are always
trying to prevent this same Coperton said.
"It is fun to get out and drive
thing from happening to their
products from the great golden and see the countryside which
you wouldn't ordinarily see in a
age.
From all over Kentucky and modern car "
Jack Skaff of Pontiac,
from as far away as Michigan
had his 520 cubic inch
Michigan,
compare
to
talk,
to
came
people
their cars and to reminisce 1910 Pierce Arrow at the show.
about the almost forgotten days The car, which was made in
when a ride through the country Buffalo, was the type of vehicle
was as exciting as a trip to that was used by the White
House in that era.
Disney World.
"About three times each
A 1907 Renault owned by John
Caperton of Louisville was the year, we attend this type of
tour," Skaff said.
oldest car at the show.
"Any car in the tour must be
The car, which originally sold
for $7,800, is a four cylinder at least 1912 or older. I'd say
speedster that will reach 75 or that there are about 70 mem(See Autos,Page 12)
10 miles per hour.

(See School Board,Page 12)

Gas Supplies
To Be Increased
By Companies
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Texaco Inc., Gulf Oil Corp.
and Shell Oil Co. have announced they will be increasing
gasoline allotments in July to
their service stations throughout the country.
In announcements Thursday,
Texaco outlined a formula for
Increasing its supplies and Gulf
simply said it would be raising
gasoline amounts by "a reasonably large amount through
July."
Shell said it would make 7
per cent more gasoline available next month than had been
provided last July.
Texaco said its dealers will
be entitled in July to 101 per
cent of the amount each received during the period June 1
to July 1, 1972--or 101 per cent
of the amount purchased during
any two consecutive months between January and May of this
year.

A SCENE FROM THE PAST—John Coperton of Louisville proudly displays his 1907 Renault. Copertoe's antique car was only one
of the 21 at the Howard Brandon residence in Murray Thursday for the show sponsored by the Brass and Gas Chapter of the Veteran
'IStaff Photo by Mike Brandon )
Motor Car Club of America.
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A Class Horse
Even before Secretariat had run that magnificent
mile and a half in the Belmont Stakes on Saturday,
Audax Minor of the New Yorker had called it by
writing: "Secretariat has something we call class,
which will carry him any distance, with colors
flying, and on to a triple Crown."
There is no need to say more. Great horses, a
noted horseman once said, should be left alone in
their time and not compared to those of another era.
By coming home so alone in the Belmont,
Secretariat won for himself the distinction of being
one of the very few of those incomparables.—
Louisville, (Ky.) Times.

Ten Years Ago Today
lalKilta•TUOU1 FILE

Deaths reported are Raymon Sanders, age 65, of
‘WEEDNG, RECKtESS %MING) IGNORING SIGNALS...
Coldwater, and Mrs. Cordie Scofield of Murray, both
yesterday.
The Calloway County Fiscal Court yesterday
adopted the budget for the coming fiscal year Business Mirror
Robert 0. Milleris county judge and James Overby
is county attorney.
William G. Burkeen , son of Mr. and Mrs. Leon
Burkeen of Dexter has been promoted to Master
Sergeant in the U.S. Air Force in Alconbury R.A.F.
Station, England.
Miss Joyce Alley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
ests of reality, that institutions currently make public their
By JOHN CUNNIFF
Marvin Alley of Bellevue, Nebraska, and Airman.
adopt measures similar to portfolios. If other institutions
AP Business Analyst
First Class Jerry R. Nelson, son of Mr. and Mrs.
NEW YORK (AP) — Almost those used by exchange exam- were to act similarly, this fact
WA.Nelson of Murray, were married June 16, at the nobody denies any more that iners when they study the fi- alone might make them more
Capehart Chapel at Offutt Air Force Base, the big institutions have nancial condition of member concerned about the way they
use the markets.
created serious problems for firms.
Nebraska.
USE OF INFORMATION: In-

Big Institutions Scaring Many
Small Stockholders On Market

the stock markets. One of them
is to scare the wits out of small
stockholders and send them
scurrying for cover.
Instinct tells the little inLIDO=•TM.alia
vestor that he risks serious injury participating in the sportMax E. Hicks, age 19, and Gene Terry Robeitnon, ing events of the elephant withage 22, were killed last night in a car and truck out first insisting that a spirit
collision at Coldwater. Another death reported was of eivilized restraint and equalAlbert Chapman,age 69, who died today at his home ity be agreed upon.
So he has been popping up
on Dexter Route One.
now and then, but only to
; William McElrath is serving as assistant camp watch the behemoths—some
director and music director at the Baptist Royal with assets of a billion dollars
or more—knocking prices about
',Ambassador Camp at Ccdarmore, Ky.
; Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Walker of Hazel announce like a ball.
There is a lot more to the inThe engagement and approaching marriage of their
stitutional problem, of course.
daughter, Anne to John Walter Brinkley, Jr., son of One particular negative is the
Mr. and Mrs. J.W. Brinkley, Sr., of Clinton.
,tendency of these funds and
Mr. and Mrs. John Gentry and children of trusts and insurers to concenColumbia, S.C., spent the past week with her trate on certain companies, ignoring the shares of others and
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Wilkinson.
leaving them fearing their ability to raise capital.
But any solution must have a
beginning, and Paul Kolton,
American Stock Exchange
president, has been telling ConI love the Lord, because he hath heard my voice gressmen and regulatory officials and institution manaAri
and my supplications. Psalm 116:1.
they must institute rules of
A better reason for loving God is because of His that
civilized competition.
goodness when we forget to ask
During the past month he has
repeatedly urged steps in four
areas, avoiding the specifics so
as not to distract from the principles involved, but insisting
that his ideas are not just sugby Carl Riblet Jr.
gestions but proposals for acIt is easy to imagine a situation of dialogue that tion.
TRADING: Institutions must
would csimplete the act of cutting the ties between
guidelines for trading,
f..the White House and the more professional develop
because the demands they
Republicans. The White House spokesman would make on markets are often
,:say: "Fellow Republicans, we love you more than greater than the markets can
supply.
ever these days." The Republicans would say: "In
For example, when an inresponse we can offer no similar emotion."
has spent months acstitution
"The thing that makes it chancey to
quiring a large position, is it
associate with politicians is their
reasonable to expect the public,
willingness to cut, the throat of a
the specialists or other block
loser.!"
traders to absorb the entire po5
sition in a few minutes or
—Dictionary of Opinions
hours"
That's where the big price
swings often occur. And so Kolton suggests that the institutions consider limiting
The following is a review of a cause of death. But Hook knows themselves to disposal of only a
new book, "To Die In Califor- his son would never kill himself. certain amount of stock within
a specified time period.
nia," by Newton Thornburg So he set out to California to
VALUING PORTFOLIOS: In
• c1973, Little, Brown & Com- discover how Chris did die.
In his search he encounters sympathy with commissions in
pany, $6.95, by Margaret
famous some other sports, Kolton is adaddicts,
Trevathan, librarian at the drug
Public politicians, law enforcement vising some of the players to
County
Calloway
1! Library. Persons may check the officers, and the women who take a haircut. By this he
said they were witnesses to the means that institutions should
book out at the library.
boy's death. A sophisticated consider trirruhing the stated
I. Mrs. Trevathan's review is as young
woman
figures value of their holdings.
follows:
prominently in the mystery
Very often the holder of 200,This novel has a hero you'll Involved in Chris's death. There 000 shares in a company prices
never forget. His name is David are many powerful people who them at market value, at the
Hook, a well-to-do farmer in are determined to keep the same price per share you see
Illinois-tough, well-educated cause of death listed as suicide in the newspaper, even though
it is unlikely they could dispose
and resourceful. Hook is called Why?
The author tells a powerful of such large holdings at these
to Santa Barbara to claim the
body of his eldest son, Chris. and suspenseful story with a gift prices.
Kolton suggests, in the interSuicide, they told him, was the for realistic characterizations.

20 Years Ag0day

Bible Thoughtfor Today

Isn't It The Truth!

'New Book At Public Library

FT3-rj

ANTI-INFLATION MEDICINE

THE LEDGER & TIMES

"When our examiners look at
our own firms," Kolton said,
"they might decide that if the
firm had to sell a big block
held in its own name they
would get less than market value.
"In that case, a $50 stock
might be assigned a hypothetical value of $45 or $40. And if it
Is an over-the-counter stock,
where the market is apt to be
less liquid, the price could be
even lower."
Wouldn't it make sense, he
asks, for institutions also to
take haircuts based on a criteria that includes the amount
of stock in relation to shares
outstanding, the amount of public trading, and holdings by other institutions?
DISCLOSURE: Some Institution', mainly mutual funds,

stitutional investors might consider establishing clear guidelines, publicly articulated, concerning their handling of corporate information for trading
purposes.
Such guidelines, relating to
the kind of nonpublic material
information that might be used
as a basis for trading, would go
a long way toward convincing
the individual investor that he
can achieve a fair shake in the
market.
Kolton hopes to obtain voluntary action. "When you can get
voluntary agreement instead of
government action it is more
effective and efficient."
But if that isn't forthcoming
he suggests that the Securities
and Exchange Commission act,
"and if it is not in their ambit,
then Congress should act."

President Nixon has imposed- a
freeze on prices like a doctor reluctantly handing diet pills to an overweight patient who is unable to control his appetite without them. Mr.
Nixon is highly aware of the potential for economic controls to become
a "narcotic." Thus he has presecribed strong anti-inflation medicine with the warning that it must be
used for no more than 60 days if our
economy is to remain dynamic and
fully productive.
Addiction develops when a person
becomes so inured to the artificial
comfort produced by a drug that the
pain of withdrawal and a return to
harsh reality is more than he is willing to bear. Whether this new price
freeze really helps, then, depends on
the progress we make in the next
two months of treating the causes of
inflation, and on the response to
Phase 4, which presumably will
bring a roarIaxation or lifting of controls.
If the stock market or European
currency exchanges are to be taken
as barometers of confidence in the
ability of America to defeat its inflation problem, their reaction to the
President's announcement was not
particularly heartening. However,
Mr. Nixon would be the first to admit
that his price freeze only treats a
symptom of inflation. It is buying
time, so that the conditions which
are driving prices upward can respond to other aspects of the program he announced Wednesday
night.
With the support of Congress, the
President hopes to take pressure off
prices of scarce commodities by

Runaway Trailer -

WASHINGTON (AP) — Although the draft is ending, registering with Selective Service
still is required for 18-year-olds
but an increasing number are
failing to sign up.
Just how many men are not
registering was not known by
Selective Service Director Byron V. Pepitone. But, he said,
"we know it's higher than last
year." Then the nationwide average was put at between 9 and
12 per cent, and was as high as
20 per cent in Chicago.
An Associated Press spot
check of state draft directors
showed that for this year the
percentages of nonregistrants
ranged from a reported zero in
Minnesota to 30 per cent in Illinois. In Kentucky, 6 per cent
of the eligible young men were
reported not having registered,
and North Carolina's figure
was put at 25 to 30 per cent
Pepitone said the failure to
register stems mainly from the
mistaken belief that the draft
law expires June 30 But the
only portion of the law expiring
is one sentence that gives the
president the authority to draft
men.
The law setting up the draft
machinery remains on the
books and requires eligible
young men to continue to regis-

—Tom Perkins
BUG

-Anyone who undertakes to haul
a trailer on the public roads must
also undertake reasonable precautions. He must exercise a degree
of care commensurate with the
size and speed of Ms.:extra vehicle.
Furthermore, he must cOnlThdeit;
to the special requirements—such
ter.
as a "fail safe" set of chains—
"Most of the 18-year-olds are that may be called for by the local
saying they thought the draft traffic code.
Even if a trailer does not actuwas over so they didn't have to ally break loose, it may still be
register," said the Illinois state dangerous because of swaying.
draft director, Capt Thomas Another driver incurred liability
Hornada. "Some say they because his trailer, swinging from
down a wothought that, when they regis- side to side, knocked shoulder of
man walking on the
tered to vote, they automatical- the highway.
ly registered for the draft at
On the other hand, not every
the same time. We're getting injury inflicted by a trailer is the
driver's fault. Consider another
all kinds of crazy ideas."
case in which a runaway trailer
The most widespread failure -4-caused a collision. This time, the
to register was found in the trailer came loose as a result of
West and New England, with the shearing off of a pm in the
hitching mechanism.
the best compliance in the MidBut there was nothing to put
west, despite Illinois. There the driver on guard for such an
was more neglect in urban than eventuality- no visible defect, no
prior experience to warn him of
In rural areas, Pepitone said.
danger.
Accordingly, a court refused to
"It's unfortunate the men are
not registering," because they make him pay damages.
—rfie collisiorr,"said the judge.
are violating the law, he told a "was the result of an unavoidable
reporter.
accident."

In an effort to reverse the
figures, his headquarters is
gearing up a nationwide publicity cavpaign, expected to start
next month. Pepitone plans to
use such devices as posters in
schools and radio and TV spots.
Also, Selective Service is
making it easier to register by
allowing the young men to sign
up with such people as barbers,
teachers and neighborhood
businessmen, appointed as unpaid registrars. Others, including ministers and police officers, have been appointed advisers to registrants.

FRED
Old Fred thought he was a part
Of all that others were
Being about average in money,
And having the upper three inches
Equaling just about exactly three inches.
But he wasn't so bad being no
Different much from those no different.
White and proud though he didn't
Have no nothing against color
Or politics, and 'Uncle liked seeing both.
Thinking there is indeed a time for
Everything as long as all things didn't
Happen unexpected and too fast.
Fred liked change and stayed where
He was because there 'never was
Nor never would be anywhere quite like
What was his and he didn't much care
If only the foolish couldn't see that.

Number Of 18-Year-Olds
Failing To Sign Up For
Selective Service Use
By JERRY T. BAULCH
Associated Press Writer

limiting exports and stimulating imports. His forthcoming energy legislation will seek to ease oil and gas
shortages which would otherwise
drive prices still further upward.
In leaving farm prices outside the
freeze, Mr. Nixon is recognizing that
controls at that level would work
against the goal of increasing agricultural production. It remains to be
seen, however, whether frozen
prices at the retail level will not
have an impact on farm markets.
The President is banking on laiior
organizations to act as responsibly
in their wage demands in the months
ahead as most of them have in recent negotiations and settlements.
He is banking on spending restraint
in Congress and has renewed his
pledge to veto "budget-busting"
programs.
Mr. Nixon has met the necessity of
protecting consumers against an
immediate threat of further price increases. His retreat to a partial economic freeze, a step contrary to his
frequently stated distaste for controls, is an admission of the ineffectiveness of Phase 3's voluntary restraints. Phase 3 crumbled in the
face of an economic boom which has
left demand outstripping supply
across a broad spectrum of the economy. The assurance of 60 days of
price stability may be welcome to
consumers, but it is no substitute for
getting buying-power back into line
with the availability of goods and
commodities. That must remain the
goal of government and the American people if we are to shed controls
on our economy once and for all

4
/R
THE
FAMILY
LAWYER —
To move some household goods
to the country, Watson hitched up
his trailer and set out along the
highway. But as he was climbing
a hill the trailer broke loose,
veered across the center line, and
slammed into a car coming the
other way.
The other driver was seriously
injured,and in due course brought
suit for damages. At the trial,
Watson insisted that he was not to
blame because it all happened so
suddenly."
But the evidence showed that
the trailer hitch had a faulty weld,
and that the defect had been
plainly visible before the accident.
Result: Watson was held liable.

Development of
hypo helped
Civil War medics
In 1806, opium's active prin:ipal, morphine, was ex.racted and soon it became an
mportant pain-killer.
The development of the
hypodermic syringe around
this time provided a more efficient method of administration for morphine, which was
used to treat the wounded in
the Civil War, the Crimean
and Franco-Prussian wars.
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A bug
just splattered on
My windshiild.
Man!
sure was a mess.
He put himself into it.
He sure did do his best.
—Keith Oliver

TO MRS. MARKHAM
Mrs Markham sure works hard.
Just look at all those books,
She has loaded shelves
In every comer and every nook.
There is the glass domed case.
With her special colorful collection,
She is especially proud
Of her growing bound volume section.
.Just ask her about any subject,
She will gladly give assistance,
You may look the whole world over.
But never find one more efficient.
—Keith Oliver
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FBIRTHSA
WRIGHT BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Wright of
Dalton, Ga., announce the birth
of a baby boy, Jason David,
weighing seven pounds four
ounces, born on Friday, June 22,
at 3:51 p.m. at the Hamilton
Memorial Hospital, Dalton.
The new father is with the
bank at Dalton, Ga.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. David Wright and Mr. and
Mrs. Brent Morris, all of
Murray. Great grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Macon White,
Henry Morris, and Mrs. Pearl
Johnson, all of Murray, and Mr.
and Mrs. Emmett Wright of
Terre Haute, Ind.
HUTCHENS TWIN GIRLS
Twin girls, Karen and Kristl,
were born Friday, June 21, at
Hospital,„
St.
Vincent's
Jacksonville, Fla., to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Hutchens of that
city.
They have another daughter,
Carole, age ten, and a son,
Tommy, age six.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Hutchens of
Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Adrian Owen of Kuttawa A
grandmother is Mrs.
great
Minnie Dunn of Murray.
MATHIS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Carter Mathis of
Hazel Route Two are the
parents of a baby boy, Mark
Dwayne, weighing seven
pounds six ounces, born on
Saturday, June 23, at 4:77 a.m.
at the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have one daughter,
Cheryl, age four. The father is
employed at the Murray
Division of the Tappan Company and the mother is teacher
of English at Calloway County
High School.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. C.M. Mathis of Murray
Rottte Four and Mr. and Mrs.
C.J. Bennett of Hazel Route
Two. Great grandparents are
Mr. and Mrs. W.S. Williams of
Decaturville, Term. A great
great grandmother is Mrs.
Mattie Weems of Decaturville,
Term.

The Hutchens
Observe 60th
'Untouchable' attitude Anniversary
should be 'unearthed
By Abigail Van fruren

Miss Judy Mae Knott and Louie Williams, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Dana P. Corey of New Concord announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of her daughter, Miss
Judy Mae Knott, to Louie Williams, Jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Louie
Williams, Sr. of New Concord. Miss Knott is also the daughter of
Willard I,. Knott of Dexter Route One.
Miss Knott is a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is presently employed by Say-Rite Drugs in Murray. Mr.
Williams is also a 1972 graduate of Calloway County High School
and is presently employed by Emerine Construction Company of
Murray.
- —
The wedding will take place ciq Tuesday, August 21, at seventhirty o'clock in the evening at Cypress Springs Resort of New
Concord, with a reception following the ceremony.
All friends and relatives are cordially invited to attend the
wedding and reception.

Billington Home Is
Scene Of Coffee
For Rosemary Scott

iBirthday
iCelebration

June 30.
!! July 4th

Help us celebrate with unbelievable
Birthday Specials
* FREE Package of Beads
when you buy 3
*
RING SETTINGS-35'
* EARRINGS-50' pr. * Pins '2 * Rings '1 ea.
* Double Knit Material '1.88 yd.
* Long Dangling Earrings '2 pr.
REGISTER for Birthday Gifts Including
Jewelry Chests & 'an AM/FM Portable
Radio

Raspberry)

DEAR ABBY: I've got this problem which is getting
worse I can't stand for a guy to touch me or kiss me.
I am a decent 18-year-old Mormon girl, and I've always
wanted guys to notice me, but I never like one to hold my
hand or try to kiss me. [It makes me sick to my stomach.]
I am going with a very respectable 2I-year-old GI and I
really like him a lot, but I don't want any physical contact
with him because one thing always leads to another and I
don't want to end up fighting him off.
This guy will probably drop me if I don't let him kiss
me pretty soon, which I guess is why I'm writing to you. I
_don't want to lose him. Am I normal? Don't tell me to talk
..-.to a doctor. I just couldn't. He would think I am nuts. I
would be very grateful for any advice you can give me.
TOUCH-ME-NOT
DEAR TOUCH: It is normal to want to touch, kiss and
embrace someone you like, tor some reason you have
denied and suppressed these normal feelings to such a
degree that you won't permit yourself to feel them.
Discuss this with a doctor He won't think you're
"nuts." He will guide you in finding a counselor. When the
reason for your "touch-me-not" attitude is unearthed. you'll
have no problem.
DEAR ABBY: My husband says I dress like a missionary and look like an old lady because I think short skirts,
skintight Clothes and bare-bosom dresses look cheap on a
woman my age. [I am 45. So is he. I
Stanley also is crazy about miniskirts, Hotpants and
boots, and that's what he would like to have me wear. I
positively refuse. He says I have only a few good years
left, so I should take advantage
them and dress like a
"broad." I don't want to dress like 'a "broad:" I want to
dress like a lady.
The arguments we have over how I should dress have
become so unpleasant I would rather stay home.
Abby, is there something wrong with my taste? Or is
Stanley in the wrong? You always say a woman should try
to please her husband, but I think he's unreasonable.
Please help me.
NO BROAD

or

Friday, June 29
A ham hock and bean supper
will be served at the DexterHardin United Methodist
Church starting at 5:45 p.m.
Following the supper a gospel
singing will be held with several
special groups present.

Saturday, June 30
The Singing Clark's Family
will be featured at the night
WILSON BOY
gospel singing at the Frank
Thomas Eugene is the name Harris Open Air Gospel Singing
chosen by Mr. and Mrs. Wade Drive-In, located six miles east
Wilson of Hardin Route One for of Hardin on Highway 80.
their baby boy, weighing six
pounds 1,02 ounces, born on
The Oaks Country Club will
Sunday, June 17, at 6:46 p.m. at have its breakfast at the club at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
They have two other sons,
Steven, age ten, and Robert,
age sixteen. The father Is pelf
employed at Chip's Trucking.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Tom Wilson of Murray
Miss Rosemary Scott, June
Route Three and Mr. and Mrs.
Hester Wright of Hopitinsville. 29th bride-elect of David Ryan
Graham, was complimented
with a lovely coffee at the home
of Mrs. Owen Billington, 509
Wally And Anne Swan
North Seventh Street, on
Thursday, June 21.
Are Winners At Bridge
The gracious hostesses for the
The Murray Open Duplicate
Bridge Club met Wednesday, bridal occasion were Mrs.
June 27, at seven o'clock in the Billington, Mrs. L.A. Jones,
evening at Gleason Hall, North Mrs. Raymond Turner, and
Mrs. Jerry Graham.
12th Street.
For the prenuptial event the
High score went to Wally and
honoree
chose to wear from her
Anne Swan. The Max Carmans
and the Chuck Hangs tied for trousseau a sheer printed voile
dress. She, along with her
second.
The club meets each Wed- mother, Mrs. John Ed Scott,
nesday at seven p.m. at Gleason and her mother-in-law to be,
Hall. Interested persons are Mrs. Ryan Graham, were
welcome to attend and a person presented hostesses' gift corsages of yellow and white
does not need a partner.
flowers.
The refreshment table,
PADUCAH PATIENT
draped in yellow under white
Miss Vickey Weatherford was net, was centered with an
dismissed recently from the arrangement of yellow and
Western Baptist Hospital. white flowers flanked by yellow
Paducah.
candles in silver holders. Party
cookies, mints, Cokes, and
PADUCAH PATIENT
coffee were served in silver
Mrs. _Udell Smith has been a appointments.
patient at the Western Baptist
Twenty-two persons called
Hospital, Paducah.
during the morning hours.

Jewelart
(Next Door to Wild

Butler Reunion Is ...ta
Held Recently At I
Kenlake State Park

Engagement Announced

7:30 a.m. with Della Boggess,
Emma Lou Story, Darlene
Ford, and Joyce Mohon as
hostesses.
,
Car wash by the Calloway
County High School Varisty
Cheerleaders will be held at J St
S Wishy Washy Car Wash from
nine a.m, to five p.m.
Disabled American Veterans
will have a forget-me-not sale in
the city of Murray.
Sunday, July 1
The annual Boatwright ninion
will be held at the Community
Room of the Murray Federal
Savings and Loan Association
following morning church
services. All relatives and
friends are invited.
Grace Baptist Church,
located on South 9th Street, will
have its homecoming with
regular services followed by a
basket dinner and a gospel
singing.
The Barnett Reunion will be
held at Shelter No. 1, Murray
City Park, at noon. All friends
and relatives are invited to'
attend.
Dorothy Stepp and her group
from Hopkinsvville will sing at
the Freewill Baptist Chruch
here at 2:30 p.m.
Monday, July 2
Chapter M of the P.E.O.
Sisterhood will meet at the
home of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey at
7:30 p.m. with Mrs. Olga
Freeman giving the program
on "Literature In Our Lives."
Tuesday, July 3
Group II of the First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. P.A. Hart, with
Mrs. Mary ,,Bordeaux as
cohostess at two p.m. Mrs.
Vernon Riley will present the
program.
Murray Assembly No. 19
Order of the Rainbow for Girls
will meet at the Masonic Hall at
seven p.m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven

Sammie Beaman
completes Plans
For Her Wedding

DEAR NO: I think your taste in clothes Is far superior
to your husband's, and he is unreasonable. Stick to your
guns.
DEAR ABBY: My husband is a professional artist who
paints only from life. He considers it unethical to copy
from pictures or photographs as some so-called artists do,
and therefore if he wishes to paint a landscape he must be
out-of-doors at the actual scene.
Far too often, passersby will stand around as he works,
making comments to each other. It's almost as if they
think he is putting on a public performance. I realize that
many people don't mean to be rude or .annoying, Some
even imagine they are flattering the artist by watching
him, when, in fact, they are distracting and inhibiting him.
These same people would never glance over a composer's musical score as he worked or look over an author's
shoulder as he wrote. Why haven't they the same respect
for an artist?
The problem is how to handle these people without
being rude or insulting Perhaps just publishing this letter
will help.
ARTIST'S WIFE
DEAR WIFE: Perhaps, but artists who work out-ofdoors should realize that the out-of-doors belongs to everyone. and passersby cannot be blamed for showing normal
curiosity.
DEAR ABBY I work for an eye, ear, nose, and throat
specialist and we have a sigh in our waiting room which
says, "Feel Free to Smoke . . and Make the Doctor
Rich
That is far more effective than a "No Smoking" sign
NURSE
Problems? You'll feel better if you get It off your chest.
For a personal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 6/705, L. A.,
Calif aseas. Enclose stampet self-addressed envelope.
please.

Coffee Cup Chatter
Starches are derived from
are
vegetable sources and
available in dry, liquid or spray
from. The dry and liquid forms
must be mixed with either hot
or cold water before use, thus
requiring time in preparation.
However, these forms are the
least expensive,and they can be
used directly in the washing
machine for large starching
jobs or in a basin for spot
startching.—Mrs. Dean Roper,
Courthouse, Mayfield, Ky.

A beard is as common a part
of the masculine picture today
as it was when greatMedalist At Oaks Club
The Oaks CountrY Club held grandfather was a young man.
its regular ladies day golf on Now that the style is back, it is
Wednesday, June 27, with Doll important to remember that the
well-groomed growth of. hair
Redick as hostess.
and
the skin beneath it need
Virginia Jones was the
medalist for the day, and Cloie cleaning and care of a special
nature. Unlike the scalp, facial
Campbell was middleman.
skin
is more delicate and
Others named Were Barbara
McCuiston, coldest putter, sensitive to irritation and
Jerrie Andersen, most 7's, bacterial growth. A beard in no
Elenaor Miller, most 9's, and way protects the facial skin, on
Marge Foster, most golf on 13. the contrary, bacteria can
thrive at the roots of a beard,
causing infection an flakiness of
PARIS PATIENT
Ira Dean Bury of Murray has the skin. Therefore, frequent
been a patient at the Henry clearting—with soap and water
County General Hospital, Paris, for the beard just getting a
start, and later with a shamTenn.

Virgirtiilones Named

Mr. and Mrs. Bea Hutchens
observed their 60th wedding
anniversary Sunday with a
family reunion and dinner at the
Hardin Elementary School
cafeteria.
Those attending were Misses
Melody Asher, Paducah, and
Mary Beth Werner, Benton;
Mesdames Nelda Burkeen and
Izona Byars, Paducah; Tennie
Byars, Benton; and Mr. and
Mrs.
William
Brigman,
Gilbertsville ;
Mr. and Mrs. Gather Asher,
Mr. and Mrs. Hural Byars, Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Hutchens, Mr. and
Mrs. Bryon Feagin, Mr. and
Mrs. Leonard Johnson, all of
Paducah; Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy
Hutchens, Fort Wayne, Ind.;
Mr. and Mrs. Darrison Werner,
Mr. and Mrs. Van Hendrickson,
all of Benton; Mr. and Mrs.
Wayne Hutchens, Darla and
Brian, Evansville, Ind.; Mr.
and Mrs. Terry Hutchens, Mr.
and Mrs. Jimmy Felts, all of
Murray; the Rev. and Mrs.
James Hale, Mr. and Mrs.
Johnnie Hutchens and Stefan,
all of Hardin.

poo—followed-hy drying, should
be as routine as not shaving.—
Catherine C. Thompson, Hickman, Ky.
The coming of spring and
summer, and warm,.. humid
weather means you willioon be
thinking about storing your
winter leather goods. Take care
when you do. Leather needs to
breathe and should be protected
during the storage with a fabric
cover instead of a plastic
covering. A cool, dry, place is
ideal. Leather garments should
be hung rather than stored in a
box, as fold marks are difficult
to remove.—Barletta Wrather,
209 Maple, St., Murray.
If you don't buy a whole ham,•
you ma y buy a "butt half"—
that's when it's cut in half, the
supper, meatier,rounded half is
marked "butt half." The lower,
slightly pointed half is tabled
u'shank half." Sometimes the
butcher removes the center
slices between the shank and
butt for separate sale as "ham
steaks." When, these slices are
removed, the shank section is
called "shank portion ( or end).," and the butt section
section "butt portion I or end."—Patricia Curtsinger,
Benton, Ky.

The first annual Butler
reunion was held at the Kenlake
State Park pavillion on Sunday,.
June 10, with a basket dinner ,0
served at noon.
Eight first cousins who werem
the grandchildren of the larcir
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Butler anti'',
their families were present for rd.
Another delightfourtesy the occasion.
extended to Miss Rosemary
Attending the noon meal 'Ayr+ ,*
Scott, June 29th bride-elect of the following:
David Graham, was the
Mr: and Mrs. Troy Butler.
household shower held on Mr. and Mrs. John Butler, Mr..--;
Tuesday, June 19, at seven- and Mrs. Roy Butler. Mr. ArKi
thirty o'clock in the evening at Mrs. Carmon Butler, Mr. and
the home of Mrs. Jeff Chase.
Mrs. James Pugh, Mr. and Mrs
The honoree chose to wear for Floyd Butler, Mr. and Mrs.
the occasion a blue seersucker James Parker, Mrs. Jirrur*
pants suit. The hostesses, Mrs. Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Jerrs ri
Mrs. Larry Butler and daughter, Renee,;.
Chase and
Ragsdale, presented Miss Scott Mr. and Mrs. Larry Butler, Mr..
with pieces of her selected and Mrs. Ronnie Kimbro,
Corning Ware.
and Mrs. Otis L. Butler aner
Refreshments were served children, Mr. and Mrs °wet);1
appointed
beautifully
from the
Henderson and children. 54r.
table overlaid with a white linen and Mrs. J. W. Butler and:i
cloth and centered with a children, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin"
'vender summer flower and Howard and children, Mr. and '
candle arrangement. Silver Mrs. Ronnie cnreen and
appointments were used for the daughter, Mr. and Mrs. Loyd
cake, cookies, chips and dip, Green and daughter, Mr. and,.
mints, and Cokes.
.
Mrs. Jerry Gray and son, Chri,s,
The honoree opened her many Mr. and Mrs. David Cope and
lovely and useful gifts for the two sons, Mrs. Paulette Nanny
:
guests to view.
and daughter, James Butler,
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Don Grimes,
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Bulter and
daughter, Debbie and David
Phillips, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby
Joe Butler and children, Mr.,
and Mrs. Jim Suiter and.
daughter, Kim Dewey Collie,
Miss Heather Bell.
After dinner guests were Mr:
The Arts and Crafts Club held and Mrs. Ricky Butler and'
its June meeting with a potluck daughter, Tina.
luncheon at the home of Mrs
The reunion will be held on
Gatlin Clopton on the Coldwater the second Sunday in June in
Road
1974.

Miss Sammie Kaye Beaman
has completep plans for her
wedding- to Edward Allan
Taylor on Saturday, June 30, at
half past seven o'clock in the
evening on the lawn of the
Murray Woman's Club House.
The double ring ceremony
will be performed by Rev.
William Morris Porter of the
United Campus Ministry. Music
will be provided by George
Coryell who will sing and play
the guitar.
The bride-elect has chosen
Miss Donna Coryell as her maid
of honor and Little Miss Peggy,
sister of the groom-elect, as her
flower girl.
Serving the groom-elect as
best man will be Jimmy Nunn.
The ushers will be Tommy
Taylor, brother of the groomelect, and Kenny Lawrence,
cousin of the bride-elect.
A reception will be held immediately following the garden
wedding in the club house.
All friends and relatives are
Invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Mr., Mrs. McManus
Observe Golden
Anniversary

Chase Home Scene
Of Shower Given
For Miss Scott

Arts &trafts Club
Has Luncheon Meet
At Clopton Home

Following a very delectable
meal the meeting convened
with Mrs. Carl Harrison,
chairman, presiding. Mrs.
Aaron Chapman, secretary
read the minutes, of the May
meeting and called the roll.
Twelve members were present.
A tribute to Mrs. Lois Miller,
a recent deceased member of
the club, was read by Mrs. C.B.
Ford on behalf of the club; one
copy to be filed with the club
secretary, and one copy send to
Mrs. Charles Tuttle, daughter
of Mrs. Miller.
The nominating committee
presented the following slate of
officers for the 1973-74 year:
President, Mrs. Carl Harrison,
vice president, Mrs. Edd
Adams, secretary-treasurer,
Mrs. Aaron Chapman,
reporter, Mrs. A.M. Thomas.
The slate was unanimously
accepted.
Announcement was made
that there will not be a meeting
in July and August, but will be
resumed in September.
At the conclusion of the
Clopton
Mrs.
meeting,
displayed a lovely had made
afghan, and some pieces of
antiqued furniture.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. Glen Underhill of
Mr. and Mrs. Lois McManus Murray has been a patient at
of Symsonia will observe their the Western Baptist Hospital,
golden wedding anniversary on Paducah.
June 27. No formal reception
was planned.
HOSPITAL PATIENTS
They were married on June
Robin Lemonds and George
27, 1923 in Paris, Tenn., with
Justice of the Peace M.P. Irwin Lee Lemonds of New Concord
have been patients at the Henry
officiating.
Their attendants were Flossie County General Hospital, Paris,
McManus and the late Harley Tenn.
Thompson who were also
married the same day.
Mr. McManus, who is a
retired farmer and is now a
horse trainer, is the son of the
late James and Louella McManus of Gravel) County. Mrs.
McManus is the daughter of the
late Tom and Francis Cox of
Graves County.
Mr. and Mrs. McManus are
the parents of five sons. They
are Thomas Garland, James
Victor, Edwin Paul and Byron
Estel McManus, all of Symsonia, and Charles Francis
McManus of Murrii Their II
grandchildren are Donnie and
Mark McManus, Mrs. Sharron
Jarvis, Karen, Ricky, Jimmie,
Patti, Rodger and Paula, all of
Symsonia and Cindy and
Charles Lee of Murray.

WITH A CI
OTSCRUBBIR

MODEL GSD461N
4 PUSHBUTTON CYCLES
• Power Scrub * Normal Wash
Short Wash and Rinse/ /1 Hold
• Automatic D•letgent & Rms..
ilto Dispensers

239"

Plus small installation charge

MURRAY
APPLIANCE
212 E. Main
Phone 753-1586

-- NOTICE --

POSTAL EMPLOYEES

We Are Now A Licensed Vendor for

POSTAL UNIFORMS
and Shoes

We Also Furnish Uniforms
for All Othe r Crafts

PATIENT DISMISSED
FtecenUy dismissed from the
Henry County General Hospital',
Paris, Tenn., was George Green
of Hazel.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Gary Marlin Pierce of
Kirksey Route One was
dismissed June 26 from the
Community Hospital, Mayfield

JOE LOOKOFSKY
MEN'S WEAR
Dependable Since 1912
120 South 6th — Mayfield, Ky.
Phone 247-2816
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Palmer And Crampton
Leading In Western

Vukovich Could
Take Schaefer

No Place Like Home
So Carew Steals It

By CHARLES CHAMBERLAIN I son
Associated Press Sports Writer
Here are the tap first-round
ELsewhere in the American
By FRED ROTHENBERG
CHICAGO ( AP) - Millionscores:
Palmer
Arnold
Associated Press Sports Writer League, Detroit overcame Milaire golf pro
millionaire Arnold Palmer
and soon-to-be
33-33-66
There's no place like home so waukee 8-6; Oakland edged
Kansas City 3-2; Chicago
31-35-66 Rod Carew decided to steal it.
Bruce Crampton are first round Rik Massengale
blanked California 2-0; Balti35-31-66
leaders of the $175,000 Western Bruce Crampton
The Minnesota second base- more stopped New York 8-3 and
35-32-67
Open. along with Rik Masse- Hale Irwin
90-foot stroll in Cleveland and Boston split a
36-31-67 man took his
ngale, winner of a mere $5,791 J.C. Snead
third inning and a little fas- pair of games, the Indians takthe
Billy
year.
Casper
32-35-67
this
you could say fastball ing the opener 4-2, the Red Sox
The trio conquered swirling George Johnson
32-36-68 ter than
Broberg, a runner at the second game 16-7.
winds and greens marked by Larry Hinson
34-34-68 from Pete
become one run for
The question, what's a world
36-32-68 third had
heels and spikes at the ancient Bob Lewis
Twins.
the
champion like you doing in a
6,654-yard Midlothian Country Jim Barber
35-33-68
Minnesota went on to score a place like this, isn't being
nib with five under par 66s in Bruce Devlin
33-35-68
Thursday's opening round.Hubert Green
32-36-68 4-0 victory over the Texas asked around Oakland anyThe score is the only thing Lionel Hebert
33-35-68 Rangers on Dick Woodson's more. The A's, who had been
occupying some low-class
the long-haired 1968 Western Ken Still
33-35-68 five-hitter.
Amateur titlist, with a tie for
33rd place in the Houston Open
his best finish this year, has in
common with Palmer and
Crampton. The 66 is his best
competitive round since joining
the PGA tour in 1970.
The steady, conservative
Crampton is aiming for his fifth
tourney victory of the season
Little Lee Wallace comes on have an unfair advantage,over me 'I'm going to vote for you
and his second in a row after with a handshake that startles her opponent.
when you run for governor' ,a) I
taking the American Golf Clas- her adult greeters.
"Mr. DeVenney always tells Imow I'll have at least one vote."
sic last week to pass Jack
She's a slip of a girl, barely
Nicklaus and • top the money turned 12, but she shakes hands
winning list with $204,209. He like a blacksmith. Her manner,
could finish as low as 10th in however,is not that of a show-off.
this tourney and still win Far from it. Emanating poise hat
enough to put him over the $1 belies her yam years, she shows
million mark in career earn- genuine interest in the people she
ings.
meets.
Nicklaus and Miller are not
Asked about her firm and
competing in the Western Open, warm handshake, she was quick
which carries a first prize of to replay: "I suppose I learned it
$35,000.
politicking."
Her answer was predictable
Palmer, the focus of attention
from the crowd of 13,500, re- \Slie is a daughter and youngest
turned to his old blade putter child-but she is caceful to point
for the first time since winning out that she has younger stepthe Bob Hope Classic in Palm brotherir.eof Alabama Gov.
Springs this spring, his last vic- George C. Wallace.
Lee, who will be going into the
tory.
seventh grade this fall, is on the
Only one stroke off the pace campus of Murray State
at 67 as the tourney enters its University this week with the
second round today are Billy "Heart of Dixie" camp for
Casper, who said he took all majorettes, drum majors and
last week off and didn't touch a precision groups. Traveling with
club; J.C. Snead, who hit all 18 the staff, she also attended four
greens in regulation and includ- earlier camps in Alabama and
ed a 40-foot putt among his Tennessee. Her plans are to go to
birdies, and Hale Irwin, who one more in Arkansas.
holed out a 20-yard pitch for
She has kept close contact with
birdie three on 17.
her family in the capital city of
Nine players were bracketed Montgomery. "Last week I
at 68 and a dozen at 69, in- called daddy from Jackson,
cluding Lee Trevino and de- Tenn., and told him, 'I'm
fending champion Jim Jamie- politicking up here for you.' He
said, 'I'm proud of you and you
stay with it.' "
Despite having begun twirling
only last September,she flips her
TWIRLING TIP
T1±. daughter of Alabama Gov.
baton about with confidence and
dexterity. Jack DeVenney, a co- George C. Wallace, gets SNIDE tips on baton twirling from an
director of the camp, says she expert during a "Heart al Dixie" camp for drum majors,
has developed to a skill level that majorettes, and precision grow at Murray State University
normally takes a couple of years. June 24-28. Working with Lee is Mrs. Shirley Ross DeVenney a
"Twirling is something I have co-director of the camp and a former featured twirler with the ()le
Thursday night action in the
found
to be really fun," she said, Miss Rebel Band. Lee, who will be a seventh grader when school
Women's Softball League found
starts in the fall, has been traveling with the camp staff. The
East End a winner over Hutson flashing the quick smile that camp at Murray State was the fifth she has attended.
conversation.
punctuates
her
•-themical 13-7.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
East End had a big second "Some tricks are harder than
but
it's
fun
learning
theminning and scored seven runs to others,
clinch the win. East End and then they get easier and
slammed 25 safe hits while easier each time."
An obvious bundle of energy,
Hutson hit safely 14 times.
National League
San Diego at Houston N
Lee
takes interest "in just about
East
The second game saw Acers
tennis,
W. L. Pct. GAL
She
reeled
off
any
sport."
AnteiiCan 4League
winning a landslide over Dexter
45 31 .592 football, swimming, horseback Chicago
East
Montreal
with a bit score of r.-1.
34 35 .4t3
W. L Pct. GAL
among St Louis
gymnastics
as
riding,
and
35
37
.418
8
New York
The Acers scored 12 runs in
41 33 .551 Philadelphia
35 38 .479 tiv2 Baltimore
her
favorites.
36 30 .545 1
the first two innings to jump

Daughter Of George
Wallace Was In Camp

places-like sixth and fifth-are
back in first.
And it seems their No. 1
pitcher of two years ago, Vida
Blue, is also back, all of which
could leave the rest of the
American League West in back
of Oakland for quite some time.
Blue only surrendered three
hits, before giving way to Rollie Fingers in the eighth, for the
victory over Kansas City. It
was Blue's third triumph in a
row, raising his record to 7-3.
It's a game of streaks arid no
one knows it better than Detroit
and Milwaukee. After losing
eight straight, the Tigers have
won their last five including
Thursday's victory over the
Brewers who have dropped five
in a row.
Willie Horton, who credits
dropping over 25 pounds during
the off season for his .343 batting average, Hit a two-out,
two-run single for tying and goahead runs.

71 Year Old Man
Isi-A Track Star
jite(

In Anaheim, Terry Forster
bailed starter Steve Stone out
of a seventh-inning jam to save
his 12th game and the White
Sox made their two unearned
runs stand up.
The Boston Red Sox rattled
Fenway Park for 19 hits and 16
runs, but ended up playing .500
ball for the day because the Indians had taken the opener on
John Ellis' three-run homer.
Reggie Smith's two-run
homer in the first, a four-run
fourth and a six-run sixth put a
victory in Boston's win column.
Baltimore moved to within
one game of the first-place
Yankees in the AL East by
sweeping the two-game series
with New York. Don Baylor's
triple off Matty Alou's glove
drove home the winning run.
In the National League it
was,Philadelphia 11, New York
4; Pittsburgh 6, St. Louis 0;
San Francisco 2, Houston 1 in
10 innings; Atlanta 3, Los Angeles 2 in the first game, the
Dodgers 8, Braves 3 in the mead; Montreal 5, Chicago 4 in
18 innings to complete a suspended game and the Cube 4,
Expos 2 in the regularly scheduled game.

EitAN BERGER . .
Press Sports Writer
SAN PEDRO, Calif. (A?) With hair whitened by the
years, a lined face weathered
by the Oklahoma sun and
steely eyes which have seen
many lands, Ralph Higgins
looks like a veteran Army field
commander.
In fact, he is.
Higgins is the former Oklahoma A&M track star and
coach who today is the parttime head coach of the U.S.
Army track team. He has never left the sport he coaches as
an athlete, however, and at age
71 says he's going after the
world records in eight or nine
events. "I was really going
after that record," said the cur-,
rent rage of the Medicare set
after last weekend's Senior
Olympics at UCLA.
"Which record?" asked a reporter.
"Why, all of 'em. And you
know something? I didn't even
work out for that meet. I was
just too busy this year, prci
paring my team."
Higgins entered nine events
In the meet, won eight of them
and set four "world" records
for age-71 athletes.
He won the 100 in 15.3 seconds, the 110-meter hurdles in

Four Softball
Games Played
Thursday Night

22.7, the javelin at 88 feet 7
Inches, the shot A 32-1, the long
jump at42-3, the discus at 97-6,
the triple jump at 25-11 and the
200 at 36.7.
"I was a little tired in the
high jump so I only got third,"
he said with a sigh. He soared
3 feet 6.
His world marks came in the
javelin, long jump, discus and
triple jump and Ralph said he
would have had one in the 200,
too, but "I got a little tired so I
just ran hard enough to win the
darn thing."
Ralph said he entered the
track meet last week because
"I like to stay active in the
sport. Besides, now that I'm in
the 70-79 age group, those
records are easier to get. Two
fears ago, I was competing
against the 60-year-olds."

Joins Coaching Staff
CLEMSON, S. C.(API - Ed
Emory, who guided Brevard,
N. C., High School to a 35-7
record during the past four seasons, has joined the Clemson
coaching staff, head football
Coach Parker announced
Thursday.
Emory, a native of Lancaster, S.C., will coordinate the
junior varsity program for the
Tigers.
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JAYCEE FAIRGROUNDS
Sponsored By The Murray-Calloway County Jaycees
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This 1973 Datsun 1286 donated the Murray Jaycees by Murray
Datsun, Inc. to be given awe at the Murray-Calloway County
Fair July 21, 1973.

* shows

Program
MONDAY, JULY

of Events

18, 1973

7:00 P.M. - Official Opening
7:30 P.M. - Beauty Contest

Morgan, Trevathan 8 Gunn, Inc.

THURSDAY, JULY 19, 1973
1-0:00 A.M. - Holstein-Friesian Cattle Shows
1:00 P.M. - Kiddies Day
5:30 P.M. - Motorcycle Practice

TUESDAY, JULY 17, 1973

7:30 P.M. - Motorcycle Races (Short Track)

10:00 A.M. - Jersey Cattle Shows

Insurance - Bonds - Real Estate - 108 E. 12th St., Benton

7:00 P.M. -

Rook

Music Night

F R I DAY,117LY-20, 1973
10:00 A.M. --Beef Cattle Shows

NOW HAS A LOCAL NUMBER

WEDNESDAY, JULY 18, 1973

7:30 P.M. - WKHA Horse Show

10:00 A.M. - KDA District 4-H &

4

FFA Dairy Show
8:00 P.M. - Gospel Music

'Featuring J.D. Sumner & Stamps Quartet)

SATU R DA Y, JU LY 21, 1973
8:00 A.M. - Swine Show
9:00 A.M. - Horse & Mule Pulling
.
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JULY 16 - 21, 1973
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Atlanta
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*
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24 51 .320 241/2 Minnesota
37 33 .529 1½Thursday's Games
Kansas City
40
37
519
2
Philadelphia 11, New York Texas
24 44 .353 13/
1
2
4, Montreal 5-2, Chicago 4-4,
Thursdays Games
1st game, 18 innings, comCleveland 4-7, Boston 2-16.
pletion of
Wednesday's susBaltimore 6, New York 3
pended game
Detroit 8. Milwaukee 6
'Atlanta 3-3, Los Angeles 2-8
Minnesota 4, Texas 0
Pittsburgh 6, St, Louis 0
Oakland 3, Kansas City 2
San Diego 6. Cincinnati 1
Chicago
2, California 0
San Francisco 2, Houston 1
Friday's Games. j
10 innings
Cleveland
_Terry 8-9) at New
Friday's Games
York (Medich 5-3), N
New York (Seaver 9-4) at
Milwaukee (Bell 7 7) at BosChicago (Reuschel 9-4)
ton (Curtis 5-7), N
Montreal (McAnally 5-2) at
Baltimore (Alexander 5,4) at
Pittsburgh (Moose 5 7) N
Detroit (Perry 11-6), N
Los Angeles (Downing 6-3) at
Kansas City (littell 1 11 at
Atlanta (Morton 6-6)'N
San Diego (TrOedsOn 3-0) at Texas (Bibby 0-2), N
Chicago (Bahnsen 8 6) at
Cincinnati (Billingham 9-51 N
N
San Francisco (Williams 3-0) Oakland (Holtzman 11
Minnesota flitlyleven 9t1 at
Houston
(Richard
-143)-N_
•,
at
Philadelphia (Twitchell 6-2) California (Ryan
N
Saturday's Games
at St. Louis (Murphy 0 3) N
Cleveland at New York
Saturday's Games
Milwaukee at Boston
Mciareal at Pittsburgh
Baltimore at Detroit
New York at Chicago
Chicago at Oakland
Los Angeles at Cincinnati
Kansas City at Texas Ni
San Francisco at Atlanta
Minnesota at Califorrua N
Philadelphia at St Louis N

THE NUMBER TO CALL

I

Win

Pittsburgh
New York

For the Residents of Murray, Calloway County and Aurora

W

Beni

Standings

ahead and snatch the victory.
DeVenney made a point of
Dexter scored their only run mentioning her talents as an
in the sixth inning.
organist. She began taking organ
The Acers belted 18 safe hits lessons two years ago after the
including home runs by Linda family moved into the governor's
Rudolph and Shirley Wilfered. ..mansion and she discovered it
Tandy Jones and Linda Arnold had an organ. She plans to be at
each had three hits to lead the home this weekend to play at
Acers in batting. Walters and her nephew's christening SunMorn each had a hit for Dexter. day.
In Division II, Acers II picked
Her hnpressions of the campus
up a victory from Bank of at Murray State were summed up
Murray. The score was 13-3 as with comments like "absolutely
each team hit safely 10 times. beautiful," and "best food of
Bank of Murray scored all anyplace we've been yet."
three of their runs in the third
Her fondness for Jack and
inning. Acers U jumped to an
early lead and was never Shirley DeVenney, who have
taken her under their wings
behind.
In the second game, Banditos during the tour of the camps, is
walked by W.O.W. 8-3. Banditos obvious in her conversation. She
scored early in the game and calls them "two of the nicest
people I've ever met."
held the lead.
Asked if she has any notion of
Monday night will find Orphans vs. Hutson, Kelley's vs. following in the political footsteps
Acers .0.W. vs. Acers II and of her famous father, Lee, her
nk vs. Burger Chef. eyes twinkling, said she would

starting flag at 1 p.m., EDT.
He qualified his Sugaripe
Prune Eagle with a four-lap average of 184.228 miles per hour
for the 2',2-mile Pocono International Raceway. Agabashian
feels that speed will be competitive once the race gets underway.
"Vuky.is in the right hands to
go to the top," said Agabashian, who started 11 Indy
races in the 19404 and 19504 but
never won the big one.
Vukovich finished fifth at
Indy in 1971 and came in second to winner Gordon Johncock
in this year's rain-shortened,

AP Auto Racing Writer
MOUNT POCONO, Pa. (AP)
- If Billy Vukovich wins Sunday's $374,000 Schaefer 500-mile
auto race, the least surprised
man in town will be former Indianapolis great Freddie
Aga bashian
"The boy is a comer, a sure
winner of the future," says the
greying Agabashian. "He very
well could win the driving title
this year. And if he does, he'll
be on his way."
Vukovich, 29, son of the driver who won Indy in 1953 and
1954, starts 13th in a 33-car lineup that will take the green

tragedy-marred race. His pay-check was 697,512.
Agabrashian whose deep,
gravelly voice is recognized everywhere he goes, says that in
addition to Vukovich there are
10 other drivers who have a
shot at the winner's payoff of
close to 690,000.
"You've tiave to reckon with
the team cars, particularly
those of Parnell' ,Jones, Gulf,
Sunoco and STP," he said.
Jones' drivers are Al Unser
and Mario Andretti, both of
whom have front row starts
with qualifying speeds above
190 m.p.h., and Joe Leonard,
the United States Auto Club
champion the last two years
and winner of the 1972 Pocono
outing.
The Gulf team includes pole
position winner Peter Revson,
whose speed was 190.648, a
track record, and Rutherford,
the Texan who set a qualifying
record of 198.413 to win the pole
at Indy last month. Rutherford
has a third row start in Pocono.
Driving for the Sunoco team
are 1971 winner Mark Donohue
and Gary Betterthausen. The
latter has the better start of the
two, in the middle of the fourth
row. Donohue, who was plagued with engine problems, will.
have to make his way up from
the eighth row.
Johncock, a 36-year-old veteran, also was a poor qualifier
and landed beside Donohue in
the starting order. His STP
teammate is Wally Dallenbach,
the 10th place starter.
Others on Agabashian's list of
potential winners:
-Bobby Unser, always a
speed merchant in the Eagle
prepared by Dan Gurney and
owned by Detroit industrialist
Ozzie Olson. He starts fifth
-A.J. Foyt, a legendary driv- er who will start between Vukovich and Leonard in the fifth
row and, like Vukovich, must
depend on strategy rather than
sheer speed.
-Mike Mosley, an upper
clam driver whose career has
been slowed by. wrecks-two of
them at Indianapolis that kept
him out of both previous Pocono races.

EIELLEE

-The tickets for the 1973 Datsun, donated by Murray Datsun,
Inc., to be given away have the wrong date on them. The Datum
will be given away Saturday evening, July 21, 1973.

10:00 A.M. -

(Weigh in 6 a.m. - 9
Farm Bureau Day

7:00 P.M. - Tractor Pull
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Wild Gamer Highlight
Weal Baseball Action
It was a wild night in the
Murray Baseball Association
last night.
In the Little League, there
were two hits that the players
would just have soon not gotten.
There were two unusually wild
games in the Pony League and
in the Kentucky League, there
as a major league pitching gem.
The first game of the evening
played in the Little League
found league-leading Reds
clipping the Yanks 10-3.
In that game, Mark Erwin of
the Yanks was hit with a pitch
and suffered a broken nose.
Erwin bad singled in his
previous time at bat.
The Reds unleashed a 14 hit
attack, including four homers,
to back the eight strikeout
pitching of Terry Gibson.
Scott Barrow, Gibson and
Brad Taylor all had a homer
and two singles. Fred Kemp
picked up a double and a single
while Howard Boone doubled
and Steve Walker singled. Dean
Cherry added a round tripper
for the winning Reds.
Duane Dycus doubled and
singled for the Yanks while Hal
Hendricks had a pair of singles.
Gary Emerson doubled while
Eddie Rhodes and Kenny
Bogard each singled.
In the nightcap, Randy
Garland was rolling along with
a masterpiece on the mound
until he was hit by a pitch in the
fourth.
Garland was removed from
the game and Steve Dunn came
In and finished up in relief as the
Cards romped over the Nats 25D.
Garland and Dunn compiled a
total of 16 strikouts as only two
of the Nate' out came on belle
that were hit.
Dunn carried that big bat for
the Cards es he had a fantastic
night with five singles.
John Denham went on a
rampage as he belied a homer,
a double and two singles. Bob
Murray picked up a pair of
doubles as did Todd Bradshaw
while Mark Outland singled and
doubied.
Kim Sims and Gary Sims
each had two singles while
Terry Smith doubled and Mike
Bradshaw and Dan Carman
each singled.
For the Nada, Robin Roberts,

Greg Dowdy and Eddie
Requarth had singles.
In the Pony League, 105 men
batted, 34 walks were issued
and 41 runs scored as the Indians whacked the Dodgers 2318 in the wildest game of the
season.
Tony Thurmond came on for
three innings of relief work and
fanned four men to gain the
mound victory for the Indians.
Lindsey Hudspeth bagged
four hits as he clouted a pair of
doubles and a pair of singles.
Mike Murphy had three hits
including a single, a double and
a triple.
Mike Wells singled twice and
doubled while Jerry Jones
smacked three singles. Jay Hill
homered and tripled while Nick
Johnson, Bob Thurman and
David Taylor all added singles.
For the losing Dodgers, Terry
Workman singled and doubled
while Joel Smith singled twice
and Ken Brandon had a single.
The other Pony League game
found the Phils drubbing the
Orioles 15-3. Mickey McCuiston
went the six innings on the
mound in the abbreviated game
and had four strikeouts.

Brian Chapman had two
doubles while Cary Redden
singled and doubled and Chuck
Adams singled.
For the Orioles, Kevin Shahan
doubled and tripled while Jeff
Oakley singled twice.
Tim Lane, Ken Perkins and
Jim Sumner all had singles for
the losers.
In the Kentucky League, the
Reds rallied for a run in the
sixth inning to take a 1-0 win
over the Mets.
The ironic part is that Met
pitchers Craig and Troy Parry
combined for 10 strikeouts and a
no-hitter.

Kevin Wright opened the
Reds' half of the sixth by
reaching on a walk. Wright stole
second and the ball just trickled
past the man covering.
Wright kept on running and
went in to third only to find that
the throw to third had just
bounced a little past the thirdbaseman.
The ball and Wright arrived
home at the same time but the
Mets' catcher couldn't find the
handle for the tag and the Reds
had the winning run in.
Joe Mark Alla and Lane
McCuiston led the Phils with Bridwell combined on the
four singles while Tommy mound for the Reds and fanned
Smith had three singles. Kevin six men.
Barrett doubled and had a pair
For the Mets, Paul Denton,
of singles.
Bill Leslie and Craig Perry all
singled.
Tonight at 6 p.m., the Cuba
meet the Cards while in the 2
p.m. Saturday game, the Cubs
tangle with the Meta.

Junior Golf Held
At The Oaks Club

Junior g_olfers from tba cab
Country Club held a string
tournament on Tuesday, at the
regular junior golf day, according to Della Boggess, junior
golf chairman.
Flight winners in the boys Complied by Donnie Willisuns
division were Anthony Fike, 1. Keith Tabers( Dodgers) .737
Kevin Lawson, Mike Howard, 2. Kenny Adams( Dodgers).714
.700
and Michael Boggess. Rodney 3. Shey Sykes(Astros)
Key got a prize for the most 4. Brain Chapman ( Mils) -667
5. Lindsey Hudspeth(Ingolf.
.650
Tressa Brewer had low score dians)
for the
girls and Tammy 6. Ken Perkin (Orioles) .546
.544
Hutson was present a prize for 6. Tim Lane(Orioles)
hthe most golf.
6. Kevin Shahan (Orioles) .546
Twenty-seven golfers took 9. Joel Smith(Dodgers) .500
part in play on Tuesday. The 9. Terry Workman( Dodger.500
next golf day will be Tuesday, 3)
July 3, at nine a.m. at the Oaks
Club.
9. Jeff Oakley( Orioles) .500
.471
10. Jay Hill(Indians)
11.1 Jerry Jones(Indians) .417
.12. Ken Brandon ( Dodgers).412
13. Mickey McCuiston
.384
Phils)
14. Tommy Ctuivis(Mets) .364
14. Lima Kodznan(Meta) .364
364
14. J.J. Chavis(Mets)
foot jockey Ralph Borgemenke 15. Tommy Smith(Rails) .360
provided varied pitching tar- 16. Mike WelLs(
gets for Reds' pitching coach
George Scherger, who admitted
his 52-year-old arm yielded a
few watermelon offerings.
Members of the Reds shouted
encouragement as the eight
ANAHEIM L AP) — Slugging
professionals representing diffirst baseman Dick Allen of the
ferent sports took their turns.
"Can you imagine if he really Chicago White Sox suffered a
got into one," came an uniden- hairline fracture in his left leg
tified awed voice as 300-pound Thursday night and will be lost
wrestler Jerry Graham hovered to the club for possibly a
month.
menacingly over the plate.
Allen was hurt during a sixth
The problem for River Downs
jockey Borgemenke was the op- inning collision at first base
with burly Mika Epstein of the
posite.
"I get good wood, but I just California Angels. Allen was
don't have the weight," he said, stretching for a high throw
after spraying line drives from third baseman Bill Melton
at the time
through the infield.
The impact sent Allen
"Actually, I think I would
have preferred baseball to sprawling in the dirt.
He was later taken to a nearbeing a jockey. I could always
hit the ball, but everything was by hospital where x-rays diagstrictly singles," said the 115- nosed the break.
Dr. Jules Rasikski said Allen
Johnson asked Borgemenke will be out for at least a week
for some hitting tips before tak- and possibly a month.
He was batting .312 and leads
ing his turn. The remark produced a mock admonishment the Sox in home runs with 16
and RBI at 41.
from Reds' star Pete Rose.
"You know better than that
to ask for tips around a jockey.
TRACK & FIELD
You'll get him arrested, man,"
TORONTO — Mac Wilkins, a
grinned Rose.recent graduate of the UniverCincinnati Swords' hockey sity of Oregon, uncorked a winstar Rick Dudley appeared, but ning discus throw of 200-113
4
/
was unable to hit due to an In- while Mary Decker, 14, of Garjury.
den Grove, Calif., won the
'I think he got hurt prac- women's 800 meters in 2:05.1 in
ticing for this thing," said the 1973 Pacific Conference
Johnson, with a sly grin.
Games.

Pony League
Leaders

Bengals' Bob Johnson
Wins Homerun Contest
By NORM CLARICE ..
Associated Press Writer ,
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP) —
Cincinnati Bengals' center Bob •
Johnson says he never was
.much good at hitting. With a
bat that is.

k)

"But I really had it as a
Little League pitcher. I must
have thrown 12 or 13 no-hitters
because I was so much bigger
than the rest of the kids," said
Johnson Thursday night after
winning a celebrity home run
contest.
There were no homers, but
Johnson, a trim, 255-pounder,
took honors with a drive to left
centerfield which measured 310
feet.
"He's really taking this seriously," said ninnerup Dave
Cowens, the Boston Celtics
star.
"He even brought his own bat
... I think he loaded it with
lead," said Cowens with a
laugh.
Johnsonblamed football muscles and "choking up" for not
hitting a homer.
"In football, we're used to
tensing up before hitting. You
do that in baseball and you're
going to choke. We linemen are
not very good at things that depend on touch," he said.
A Riverfront Stadium crowd
watched the pee-game show as
the long and short of area
sports stars paraded to the
plate.
Cowens, at 6-foot-9, and five-

•

Dick Allen Lost To
Chicago For Month

Reds Fall Victim To
Kirby And Colbert
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP)—
Clay Kirby and Nate Colbert
think they've found the groove
and their efforts left the skidding Cincinnati Reds in a deeper
rut.
"I think things are getting
better," said Colbert, after
driving in three runs to help
lead San Diego to a 6-1 victory
over Cincinnati Thursday night.
Colbert had two singles and
slammed his seventh home run
of the season to support ICirby's
six-hit pitching. Last year Colbert finished second in the National League home run derby
behind Cincinnati's Johnny
Bench.
"Normally I like to go at a
steady pace in home runs,"
said Colbert, who had 38 last
year. "This year it's been nothing but a drought. I was hitting
pretty well, but wasn't getting
any borne runs.
"Then I got a couple of injuries and was stricken with
bronchitis. All the pitchers had
to do after that was throw the
ball and they'd get me out," he
said.
Kirby, who has more wins11—against the Reds than he
haa against any other team,
was going for his second
straight shutout as he entered
the ninth inning. Joe Morgan's
double drove in Pete Rose to
end the bid.
Kirby credited battery-mate
Pate Corrales, an es-Red, for
his newfound success.
"He stayed ,on roe all game
just like he did in my last start
when I shut out Atlanta," Kirby
said. "My trouble earlier this
year was that I wasn't concentrating. I was just going
through the motions. I needed
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aiineone to make roe think."
Padres' Manager Don Zimmer agreed. "Corrales was on
him from the first pitch of the
game. I've never seen anyone
catch a game with such enthusiasm."
The win gave Kirby a 44
record. He recently returned to
the starting rotation after being
banished to the bullpen.
Don Gullett, 7-7, took the loss,
his fourth in the last five starts.
The loss was the seventh in the
last nine games for the Reds,
who now trail front-running Los
Angeles by 10 games.
Rose had three of Cincinnati's six hits.
The series winds up tonight
with Jack Billingham, 9-5, facing the Padres' only unbeaten
pitcher, Rich Troedson, 3-0,
who is making his second start.

Al Oliver Leads Bucs
To 6-0 Win Over Cards
By HAL BOCK
oilman 6-1, Philadelphia deAssociated Press Sports Writer feated the New York Meta 11-4,
Confidence, thy name is Al Atlanta split a doubleheader
Oliver Hitting that little base- with Los Angeles winning the
ball with his big bat just never first game 3-2 and losing the
has worried the Pittsburgh out- second 8-3. Montreal beat Chifielder.
cago 5-4 in 18 innings, com"Every day when I come to pleting a suspended game, and
the ball park, I know I'm going then dropped the regularly
to hit it," said Oliver. "I just scheduled game to the Cubs, 4hope it falls."
2.
San Francisco won its sixth
It fell four times for Oliver
straight extra inning game,nipThursday night. He had a
ping the Astros on Gary Matsingle, two doubles and a triple,
thews' 10th inning triple. Garry
driving in three runs in PittsMaddox, who had singled,
burgh's 6-0 victory over St.
raced home with the deciding
Louis. Was he surprised at his
run on Matthews' hit.
four hits 9 No way. He knows
Jim Barr went the distance
he can hit.
for the Giants, spacing six hits
Dock Ellis coasted past the to get the victory.
San Diego used home runs by
Cardinals on a five-hitter and
Willie Stargell accounted for Nate Colbert and Clarence Gasthe first two Pirate runs with ton to back Clay Kirby's six-hit
his 300th career homer, one pitching against Cincinnati.
It was Kirby'a 47th career
short of the Plate club record
held by Ralph Killer.
victory and his Ilth against the
In other National League Reds.
Torn Hutton boomed a pair of
games Thursday, San Francisco edged Houston 2-1 in 10 home runs and Del Unser
innings, San Diego rapped Ctn.- tagged one, leading Phila-

Borg Is Bothered By
Women At Wimbledon

delphia past the New York
Mets.
Hutton had four runs batted
In as the Phillies ripped the ;
Mets with 13 hits and dropped
New York back into the Nation- ,
al League East cellar.
Montreal struggled into the,
18th inning before besting Chicago in the completion of their
suspended game. Bob Bailey,
who had hit two homers in the
game earlier, singled home
winning pitcher Bill Stoneman
with the deciding run.
In the regularly scheduled
game, Rick Monday whacked a
pair of homers, the second one
a two-run shot that broke a seventh inning tie and moved the
Cubs to their victory.
The split kept the Cubs a fat
2 games ahead of second
/
71
place Montreal in the NL East.
Atlanta managed only three
hits against Loa Angeles in the
first game of their double-,
header, but two of them vierg
homers by Mike Lum and Dar;
rell Evans and the Braves bsal,
the Dodgers in the opossift
Evans' 18th homer of the yeari
in the eighth inning was the dtt
iding blow.
Los Angeles gained the spilt
in the nightcap, assembling 17
hits to win easily. Dave Lopes
had three hits in each game for
the Dodgers, who lead the West
2 games over San Fran1
by 5/
cisco.
In Thursday's American
League action, Cleveland split
a doubleheader with Boston,
winning 4-2 before losing 16-7,
Baltimore dropped the New
York Yankees 6-3, Detroit overMinnesota
took Milwaukee
shut out Texas 4-0, Oakland
edged Kansas City 3-2, and Chicago blanked California 2-0.

By ROBERT JONES
Lathan1A. Palo Alto, Calif.; Pain Teeguarden of Los AngeAssociated Press Writer
11101611411astled Billie Jean King les.
WIMBLEDON,England k AP) et Long Basch, Calif., meets
The other women's seeds—
— Bjorn Borg, tennis'
Kerry Harris of Australia; Rosie Casale of San Francisco,
heartthrob, has a request
Chris Evert, from Fort Lauder- Olga Morozova of Russia and
his young admirers at Wimble- -dale, Fla., and seeded fourth, Evonne Goolagong and Kerry
don.
plays Julie Heldman of New Melville of Australia—all
Don't squeal so much when York, and Virginia Wade of played their second round
he's playing. He's a tennis Britain, seeded third, plays matches Thursday.
player, not a rock star, and the
noise is liable to put him off.
Borg is a handsome 17-yearold Swede with fashionably
long, blond hair. He's also the
sensation of thks year's Wimbledon.
To the youngsters, he more
than makes up for the absence
ol all the top male stars who
are boycotting the tournament
CINCINNATI, Ohio (AP)— this year.
But all the adulation is beginJohnny Bench,forced out of the
lineup for the longest time in ning to affect his play.
Thursday, in the outstanding
his career, admits complete recovery of a pulled muscle will match of the tournament so
take a lot of time—time the far, Borg—seeded sixth and the
youngest ever to be given a
Cincinnati Reds don't have.
, seeding—very nearly dropped a
The National League's 1972.
Most Valuable Player—wants- five-set, third-round match
to return to the lineup tonight- against Karl Meiler, the Gerto help the Reds, who have sud- man Davis Cup player. He redenly plummeted 10 games be- ' covered just in time to win 6-4,
6-4, 3-6, 2-6, 6-3.
hind the Western Division.
The other idol of the crowds
Bench missed his fourth
straight game Thursday night this year, mercurial Romanian
as the result of a muscle pull me Nastase got a clean bill of
suffered last Sunday at Los An- health from a medical specialijeles. He was leading the ist he consulted about his back
league in runs-batted-in with 55 trouble ad expects to play his
at the time and had 14 home third round match against
Toshiro Saki of Japan today.
nuts.
Besides Borg, two other
"It's a day-to-day thing,"
said Reds' Manager Sparky An- seeds—Roger Taylor of Britain
and Jan Kodes of Czechderson.
oslovakia—are already through
to the last 16. The only American in the seeded ranks this
year is Jimmy Connors of
Belleville, Ill., and he is scheduled to play Bob Simpson of
New Zealand today.
Also fighting for places in the
last 16 will be Juergen Fassbender of Germany, seeded
Thursday night Men's Soft- eighth, who plays Ray Keldie of
ball League games found Australia; Alex Metrevell,
Dexter slipping by Wallace's 7- fourth seed from Russia, to
6. Wallace's scored five big runs play John Cooper of Australia,
in the seventh inning in an at- and Owen Davidson of Australtempt to catch up but couldn't ia. seeded seventh, to play Eric
pass their opponents.
Ewert of Australia.
.LL
Racers picked up a victor)'
Normally, by this stage of the
from Murray Moose Lodge 20-9 tournament, several seeds have
Racers belted 24 big hits and already been routed, but this
held Moose to 13 hits. Roberts year all eight seeds in both
s obout 25 miles a gollon•—a lot.more than the overage domestic co(
ihe Beetle
and Burkeen each slammed
men's and women's singles
et when you know that mile after mile, year after year, you're saving money.
riving
,
4
enjoy
You
the
in
back
home run back to
have gotten through.
seventh inning.
In women's singles matches
The third game saw Moose in today, top-seeded Margaret
Few things in if, work as well as a Volkswagen
a close game with Dexter with Court of Australia faces Kate
Dexter coming out on top 22-21.
GOLF
Dexter jumped to an early lead
CHICAGO — Arnold Palmer
but Moose began scoring late in
and Bruce Crampton fashioned
$OO Chestnut Stn. Murray • Pitons 753-11S50
the game and scored eight runs
the
five-under-par
share
to
66s
In the seventh inning but
first round lead in the $175,000
Weekdays to 5:00 - Saturday 7:30-1;00
couldn't get ahead.
Western Open Golf Tourna•ut.Offitio
for
Taylor belted a home run
ment.
Dexter.

Bench Admits That
Recovery Is Slow

Orife
gas

Three Men's N
Games Played
Thursday Night

CARROLL 110LOWAGEN, INC.

If Looks Sharp, and It Really Goes, and the People Are Happy With It,
It Probably Came From

HAPPY HOLIDAY-TRAVEL, Inc.

Panorama Shores
Popular Brands that we carry: Arrow Glass, Glastron, Marlin, Harris Flote Sot@ Pontoons, Ski Barge, Bonanza, Shore Land'r trailers.
and Mercruiser, stern drives, as well as Berkley Jets with 455 Olds engines.
OMC
We use Evinrude. Johnson, and Mercury outboards,

Grayson McClure d-b-a
Demonstration
Available early evenings a Holidays

HAPPY HOLIDAY TRAVEL, INC.
Panorama Shores on Kentucky Shores
94 East oul of Murray to 21110 to 414 to Panorzim4
err Henr Don or Gra son McClure

mite Phone
434-5413
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FRANKFORT, Ky.—You
might see them anywhere—
under a tree, in an old, worn-out
rocking chair, or in a make-shift
workroom. They're craftsmen
at work—and some of Kenbe
will
tucky's finest
representing their state this
summer as it is featured at the
American Folklife Festival in
Washington, D. C., July 4-8.
The festival is sponsored by
the Smithsonian, the National
Park Service, and the Kentucky
1973 Festival of American
Folklife Inc.
With skill and patience,' one
craftsman can turn a simple
shuck of corn into a tiny,
smiling doll, another, a block of
wood into a beautiful carving.
They're unassuming folks
from throughout the Commonwealth who are going to
Washington to share their art
with others—to answer question
and maybe even spin some
years.
For some, like 78-year-old
Percy Beason, this will be their
first trip outside their native
state Beason is a broom maker
from Bowling Green and says
his father taught him the art as
a child.
"I remember as a kid my
daddy selling brooms for a
quarter apiece. When my farm
was recently auctioned, one of
my brooms went for $5.50."
Crafts began as a hobby for
many—something to keep
them busy.
"I'd go crazy if I didn't have
something to do," said Hazel
Miracle, mother of the
Middlesboro family that will be
going to the festival.
She began making cornshuck
dolls six years ago "just to keep
busy." They were so popular,
the whole family got involved
with crafts full-time and now
they own and operate Miracle's

Washington will have a treat
in store for curious visitors
eager to catch a glimpse of a
In addition to the cornahuck master at work. To ponder over
dolls, which are still a popular what it is that keeps them going
attraction, they make wood day after day, hour after hour—
carved items, stuffed toys, finding just the right patch for
quilts, apple dolls, acorn dolls the quilt, soaking the shuck just
and "anything else we can think the right length of time.
As the potter turns his wheel,
about making."
Sometimes a skill is realized or the qullter sews her squares
by accident.
of cloth, one captures a sense of
"I had nothing else to do, so I timelessness—a characteristic
whittled," said U-year-old patience that marks every
Edgar Tolson of Campton. true craftsmen
Tolson, like many mountain
They work, and create,
craftsmen, has become famous
paling
a part of themselves
from his hobby. A small sample
of his wort will sell for upwards into everything they produce.
When it is completed, there's a
of $100. "Ideas just come to
sense
of pride and satisfaction
"Sometimes
I
me,"said Tolson,
in
seeing
people appreciate
get and ideat at midnight and
their crafts
whittle half the night."
As Hazel Miracle puts it,
Mrs. Clifford Lowe of Huff,
Ky., was forced into quilting "Getting thank-you letters from
"We needed tka quilts at the people who are satisfied with
time," She said. "Now it's a the crafts is just like getting an
'A' in school",
hobby I enjoy."
Mountain Crafts five miles
north of Middlesboro.

'Senior Trooper'
Rank Established

VVALLIS
DRUG
PHONE 753-1272
PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
We live it- We Millet It-Or It Can't Be Had

Federal Savings & Loan
Murray Branch
Main at 7th St

help alleviate the problem of
losing "highly trained and
experienced personnel.
'Troopers with eight or more
years had been severely limited
In advancement opportnpities
and had become prime candidates for other police agencies and private businesses
seeking their qualifications,
Johnson said.
"Now these men will have
something to look forward to,"
Ford said, "and will be more
properly recognized for the
service they have rendered."
"This program could not have
been funded without the interest
Gov. Ford has shown through
his concern for law and order,"
Johnson added. "By providing
$90,000 from his Contingency
Fund, the Governor has made
this program possible."
This latest action coincides
with other moves Ford and
s
Johnson believe will benefit
police activities. For the first
time since 1970, the agency will
have a full complement of
vehicles (the new blue and
white units)for men in the field.
New lighting and sound
equipment is being secured for
50 vehicles.,to be used on a trial
basis in posts near high
speed, high density traffic. The
new, blue lights are visible from
greater distances.
The new siren systems
contain a dual purpose public
address capability. A trooper
can issue instructions over the
public address system, or use it
to monitor his two-way radio
while outside the vehicle.
Johnson said if the new
equipment proves helpful, other
such units will be added.
State Police are also adding
120security screens for vehicles
operating primarily in isolated
'.The screens are to be
b between the front and
bad seats of the automobiles.

A
new classification for
certain
Kentucky state
policeman, effective July 1, is
the inauguration of a "Senior
Trooper" rank.
The decision was announced
recently by Gov. Wendell Ford,
who said all troopers with eight
or more years of service would
be eligible for the new title. The
charge affects 130 men, Public
Safety Commissioner Ron
Johnson said.
The rank woke a fivepercent salary Increase with no
disruption in annual increment
benefits.
Ford said the plan should

EQuALENLI"DEIG

Phone 753-7921

Blue cheese, originally made
France, is now also made in
greet volume in the United
States and Denmark.

GOSPEL MEETING
July 2-8
Id ter Church of Christ
•
4.
•

a •
• •

2:00 p.m. Monday-Friday
2ir

1:45 Each Night
kb

EVERYONE
John E. Hoover,
Guest S eaker

WELCOME

Sunday
School
Lesson

Your Individual Horoscope
Frances Drak•
FOR SATURDAY,

if

By Dr. H. C. Chiles

required to instruct them in the
Response To Heritage
God has instructed us as in things of the Lord. Such
the roles and relationships of , teaching requires thought,
husband and wife and parents time, Prayer, and energy.
Epbesians 6:14
and children in order that we
may enjoy harmonious and ' Children bring their Parents
enriching relationships in the immeasurable joy, tremendous
family. Wise are those who responsibthtes, and numerous
apply the biblical standards in problems. The most NIPPY,
their
respective
family successful, and useful Parente
are those who live close to God
relationships.
and rear their children in His
Exodus 21:12
Fundamental to a good and nurture and admonition.
Submission to the Lord is to
happy home is the respect and
reverence of children for their be manifested in both the
parents. God regarded this parental and filial relationmatter as sufficinetly im- ships. From the beginning the
portant to include it in the Ten submission of children to their
Commandments. The im- parents has been the Lord's
portance of this commandment way, and it forms the great
is enhanced by its location in the foundation upon which the
Decalogue. It comes im- happiness and glory of the home
mediatley after the corn- rests
Unfortunately, many children
mandernents which have to
do with our duties to God. Next seem to have the notion that
to our duties to God are our their parents know very little,
and that they are quite capable
obligations to our parents.
Although multitudes of young of making all decisions as to
people do not consider the what is the right thing for them
practice of honoring parents a to do, without any suggestions
worthy personal goal, God said. or restraints what ever from
"Honor thy father and thy their fathers and mothers.
mother," and that com- Many who obeyed their parents
mandment has never been now obey their children.
When parents fail **require
abrogated. "Honor" includes
respect, reverence, submission, respect and obedience of their
gratitude, consideration, love, children in the home, they are
and obedience. This corn- only preparing the way for
mandement
does
not disrespect, disobedience, and
tell us to honor our parents only lawlessness in the lives of their
while we are young, or only if offsrping. Respect for and
they are all that they ought to obedience to parents have much
be. No such restrictions are to with the making of the
involved. We are to hold our right kind of men and women.
parents in high esteem, obey Where these things are lacking
them, and always show ture civilization soon crumbles.
Children who are not taught and
affection for them.
One of the appaling sins in our trained to obey their parents
country is that of disobedience find it exceedingly difficult to
to parents. In far too many obey the laws of God and of the
homes the modern version of land.
this
commandment
is,
II Timothy 1:5
"Parente, obey your children,
Grateful for his own rellgous
for you can't afford to be heritage,
Paul also thanked God
bothered." What a pity that any that from Timothy's
early
child, regardless of age, should childhood he had been
taught
ever show such a lack of the Word
of God by his godly
training, culture, refinement, grandmother and mother,
Lois
and Christianity as to refer to and
Eunice, under the guidance
his or her parents as "the old and
blessing of the Holy Spirit.
man" or "the old woman"!
Moreover, in order to supWe should reverence our
plement their teaching Lois and
parents by true reverence and Eunice made it
possible for
constant affection for them, by Timothy to redeye instruction
untiring obedience to them, by from Paul. After he
exercised
speaking well of them, and by faith in
Christ as Saviour
providing for them in their old Timothy
continued to study the
age if they need assistance. Scriptures and
to obey their
Honoring parents contributes to teachings.
His spirtitual
wholb....me and happy family heritage meant
much to him in
relationships and to strength of his work as an
associate of
character.
Paul.
Deuteronomy 6:11-0
Each of us is obligated to love
God supremely. God is entitled
to our complete and constant
devotion. All the capacities for
thought, feeling, devotion, and
energy must be centered on
God. He wants His people to
love Him with their whole
beings. What is in their hearts
will be espressecl with their lips
and will be demonstrated in
their lives.
God's Word teaches parents
how to live and how to train
their children. God calls upon
them to study His Word, to obey
It, and to teach it to their
children. This involves far more
than the sending of thier
children to Sunday School for a
brief period of instruction once
a week. God's Word is to be
pondered in the heart,
proclaimed to the children,
discussed faithfully and..
regularly, and published
openly. It is to be taught to the
children in the home, to be
made the subject of conversation within numerous
groups, to be borne in mind as
one goes from place to place, to
be meditated upon before
retiring at night, and to be—
recalled upon arising to begin
the duties of a new day.
Christian parents bays a Godgiven responsibility to their
children, which nobody else can
bear for them. They are

Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARMS
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) VA
Some changing conditions,
new trends indicated. You won't
like them all immediately, but
many are better than appear at
a glance. Study everything
carefully.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21)
Watch trends and join forces
with those who have a stake in
the common welfare. Your
priceless energy can be of great
help.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21)
A fine day! You may be the
recipient of special favors,
tokens of good will or other
unexpected benefits.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 19(C)
You may have to do some
extra maneuvering, revise
some plans. Don't go too far out
on a limb, however. Stability
needed.
LEO
44g
(July 24 to Aug. 23)
It may take longer to get
things rolling than anticipated,
but keep at it. And with no
letdown in enthusiasm! A
profitable business transaction
Indicated.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Especially favored now:
conferences, making plans for
the future, pursuits which
stimulate the intellect
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct 23)Ari
By no means, discount the
'little things," for through
these you could attain your
most worthwhile achievements.
Study new trends, suggestions;
be practical
SCORPIO
(Oct 24 to Nov. 22)
Mixed influences. Organize
talents and know-how to
promote your interests more
efficiently. Translate good
ideas into working processes.
Romance favored.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) ler44
may face some
You
resistance, obstacles you had
not anticipated. But you can

tier
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Fitzgerald look
The high-fashion look i&
right out of F. Scott Fitzger.
aid. There are ritzy trouser
suits and sophisticate(
dresses that should be trans
lated into moderately priced
lines before the spring season
begins.
The U.S. produced 50,500.0IX
bushels of durum wheat in 1970.
Joan of Arc was burned at
the stake at Rouen, France.
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find ways to skirt them. Mostly,
it will depend upon your perception and good reasoning.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) 10
Be alert: A thuighUess move
could have rore serious
repercussions tln you could
possibly imagint. Emphasize
your steadfastness, practicality.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
Shun controversies which
merely take up time and
dissipate energies. Change your
mode of approach if the occasion demands
PISCES
.
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) )(Q
Look below the surface for

more leads which will help you
solve problems, get ahead
faster in your occupation.
Creative pursuits highly
favored.
YOU BORN TODAY: Unlike
most Cangriens, you tend to be
an extremist and highly unconventional at times. Like
them, however, you have a
analytical
mind,
keenly
boundless imagination and
great versatility. You are more
outgoing than many born under
your Sign and could shine as a
salesman, orator or actor. You
have a decided talent for musk.;
could excel as either instrumentalist or composer.
Other fields suited to your
talents: The law, science,
education and horticulture.

•

USED CARS
1972 Cadillac sedan DeVille, power and air, gold with
white top, one owner, Murray car
1972 Cadillac coupe DeVille, power and air, blue with dark
blue vinyl top, one owner, Murray Car.
1969 Oldsmobile 88, 4 door sedan, power and air, vinyl
roof, one owner, 36,900 actual miles.
1972 Oldsmobile 98 Luxury sedan, power and air, vinyl
roof, one owner, Murray car.
1948 Oldsmobile 98 Town sedan, power and air, beige with
beige vinyl top, one owner, Murray car.
1968 Oldsmobile 98 Holiday sedan, power and air, dark
green with vinyl roof, one owner
1971 Pontiac Bonneville, 4 door hard top, all Pcivier and
air, vinyl roof, one owner, Murray car.
1970 Pontiac Catalina, 2 door hard top, power and air,
vinyl roof, one owner. Murray car
1971 Pontiac Catalina, 4 door, power and air, one owner,
Murray car.
1979 Ford, 4 door, power and air.
1968 Buick Electra 225, power and air.
1971 Dodge Polara, power and air, vinyl roof, one owner.
1966 Chrysler, 4 door, power and air, one owner
1973 Ford Torino, 2 door hard top, power and air, vinyl
roof, 5,000 miles, Murray car.
GOOD SELECTION OF NEW CARS
CADILLACS—OLDSMOBILES—FONTIACS
GOING AT BARGAIN PRICES
BETTER THAN EVER

Sanders-Purdom
MA IN STREET

NOTICE

We,_at the Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home,
Inc., will terminate our operation of Ambulance
Service as of midnight -Saturday - June 30, 1971.

We THANK YOU, our patront; for _the confidence and support S'ou have shown us through
the years.
For Ambulance Service as of July 1, 1973, the
number to call is 753-9332. The name of the
service is "Mercy Professional Ambulance
Service."
We pledge to continue to offer you the best in
Funeral Service, with efficient dedicated
personnel and modern Funeral Home facilities.

PITY THE FARMER?
Starting from scratch to
produce pork it takes 30 days to
familiarize
animals
to
surroundings, 114 days from
conception to birth, and 180
days from birth to market.
This means a pork producer
spends 324 days producing a
pound of pork, furnishes all the
feed, capital, labor, interest,
taxes, and facilities For this he
receives about 43 per cent of'
what a pound of meat costs the
consumer

BLALOCK-COLEMAN
_Funer
•

Telephone /53-6800

Murray, Kentucky

PAGE EIGHT

American Folklife Festival To
Be Represented by Kentucky Art

$
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California's first newspaper,
the Californian. was printed in
Monterey on Aug. I:). 1846

Brigham Young, who led the
Mormon pioneers to Utah in
1847, died in 1877.

U.S. manufacturers produced
more than 11.3 milhon cars,
trucks and buses in 1972.

MONDAY,JULY 2
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 - 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
.7:00 MAKING THINGS
GROW III : More CUttings:
Succulents and dry climate
plants need special handling
when you take cuttings
730 JUNIOR LEAGUE
HORSE SHOW: Highlights
from the 1972 Junior League Charity horse show held
at the Lexington Trotting
Track.

SUNDAY, JULY 1
.
7:00 ZOOM
v.30 A BIRTHDAY
STORY: A whimsical animated retelling of American
Revolutionary history, illustrated by children
8:00 EAGLE: From the
decks of the U. S. Eagle, a
three masted square rigged
bark, the U. S. Coast Guard
Band, gives a rousing John
Phillip Sousa Concert.
8:30 THE GREAT BATSTO FURNACE: Folklorist
Oscar Brand hosts a walking
and singing tour of a restored Revolutionary village
in the pine forest wilderness
of southern New Jersey.
9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: Pere Goriot
10:00 FIRING LINE

..
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KMA Ch 31.
WKMR Ci,3/3
WKMU Ch 21
RIK ON Ch 52
PIKPI Ch 72
WKSO Ch 23
MIAS Ch 23
*KGB Ch 53
WCVN Ch 34
WK 27 Ch.

Every time I
move ahead,
the decisions
get tougher.
But PCA is
always ready
with the help
I need.

ALL TIMES ARE EASTERN

FRIDAY,JULY 6,
400 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

THURSDAY,JULY 5
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5 - 30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

Keys F. Keel .
Tommy Murphey
Anita McCallon .

Secretary

Field Office Manager
Field Representative

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STREET

' MURRAY OFFICE

IPCAIthe go ahead people

WEDNESDAY,JULY 4
4.00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY

TUESDAY,JULY 3
4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
7:00 COOKING THE
CHANESE WAY: Tea and
Wine
7-30 EKU PRESENTS:
Jackie DeShannon: Miss De
Shannon plays several songs
with scenes from the studio
and stage concert performances at Eastern University,
8:00 PLAYHOUSE NEW
YORK: Biography: Charles
Dickens
9:30•BOB SHULMAN ON
LIFE: Mr. Shulman talks
about Life Magazine and
some contributing factors to
its death.
1000 JAZZ
1 0:30 HOW DO YOUR
CHILDREN GROW?

6:00 MISTER ROGERS
NEIGHBORHOOD
6:30 NEW SHAPES: EDUCATION
7:00 BLUE GRASS
SPORTSMAN
7:30 THE GREAT CIRCUS PARADE: The annual
4th of July parade from Milwaukee, Wisconsin, featuring the fabulous forty-horse
hitch, bands, 100 clowns,
wild animals and historic
circus wagons.
930 MAN BUILDS, MAN
DESTROYS: It Can Be
Done: Premiere program in
a world wide ecology series
focuses on three separate
situations; noise in Manhattan, mercury poisoning in
Japan and DDT in Connecticut.
1 0:00 INTERNATIONAL
PERFORMANCE: Les Br'
gands

is
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INKHA Ch.
HAZARD
WKLE Ch
LE XING TON RICHMOND
WICNIJ Ch. 313
LOUISVILLE
Ch 73
OWENSBORO TRANSL ATOM
Ch. 73
WHIT(SSURG T RANSt ATOM
Ch. II
PINE VIL LE TRANSLATOR
Ch. IS
BARBOURVIL L E TRANSLATOR
CA. 13
COWAN CREEK I OL IA TRANSLATOR
Ch. VD
LOUISA T MANSE A TOR

8:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: Biography: George
Washington
9:30 BOOK BEAT: Life
and Death of Adolph Hitler
1 0:00 WASHINGTON
WEEK IN REVIEW
10:30 BILL COSBY ON
PREJUDICE
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Friday, July 6

year-old daughter writes a
letter to the newly elected
president. Dean Jones, Ann
Sothern, John McGiver and
Harve Presnell guest-star.
8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels 5,
12. "The Cincinnati Kid,"
starring Steve McQueen. An
exciting story of a man
whose fondness for women is
topped only by his love of the
gahang tables.
COO p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"A Story of David" Jeff
Chandler, Basil Sydney. The
troubled and stormy period
In David's illustrious career
when he was unjustly accused of seeking the throne of
King Saul.
1030 p.m. Late Movie: channel
12 (11:30 on Channel 5)
"Cutter's Trail," starring
John Gavin and Marisa
Pavan. A tense adventure
film depicting an 1873
terrorist intimidation of the
inhabitants of Santa Fe, N.
Mex. Joseph Cotten, Manuel
Padilla Jr., Victor French
and Nehemiah Person costar.
10:30 p.m. —Movie: Channel 29
"House of Fear" Basil Rathbone, Nigel Bruce. Sherlock
Holmes solves machination
of unique murder club.
Followed by: Movie: 'The
Mummy" Boris Karloff,
ArManners.
David
chaeological expedition finds
an Egyptian mummy, which
later comes to life seeking its
ancient mate.

WSM
C h. 4

4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 4
"Massacre" Dane Clark,
James Craig. In old Mexico,
the illegal selling of guns to
unfriendly Indians brings
about a massacre.
4:OS p.th. — Movie: Channel 5
' "Two Lost Worlds" — Laura
Elliott, James Arness
American ship captain and a
colony from Australia land
on mysterious isle with
prehistoric animals.
8:10 p.m. — Movie: Channels 4,
6. "World Premiere: Great
Man's Whiakers," starring
Dennis Weaver, as Abraham
Lincoln, irk a lighthearted
drama about a school
teacher whose political
fortunes soar when his 10-

12:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 3
"Slaughter Trail" — Brian
Donlevy, Gig Young. Robber
gang, aided by woman accomplice, kills three Indians
and an Army fort commandant
1:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"Lady and the Bandit"
Repeat of 10:00 p.m. movie
on Thursday.

Friday, July
11:10 a.m. — Movie: Channel 8
"Now You See It, Now You
Don't" — Jonathan Winters,
Mild
Paluzsi.
Luciana
mannered art expert pulls
the wool over the eyes of a
beautiful girl and a battery of
American
and
French
policemen in his incredible
plot to sell a fake rembrandt.

An invisible "presence" haunts Gwen Version in the classic
ghoet story, The Deadly Visitor," coming to ABC Wide World Of
Entertainment,Tuesday, July 3 at 10:36 p.m.asaroma Sand the
ABC Television Network.
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SUMMER MUSICAL FFSTIVAL—"Tbe CBS Late Movie" features an entire week of blockbusuag
musical films, all in color, Monday through Friday, July 9-13 (starting at 11:30 p.m., CDT)on the CBS
Television Network. The films to be presented are (clockwise, from top, left) "I Love Melvin," with
Donald O'Connor and Debbie Reynolds, on Wednesday, July 11; "Damn Yankees," on Thursday,
July 12, starring Gwen Verdon and Tab Hunter; "On the Town," with Gene Kelly, Jules Munshin,
Ann Miller, Frank Sinatra and Patsy Garrett, on Tuesday, July 10; "Seven Brides for Seven
Brothers," with Howard Keel and Jane Powell, on Friday, July 13; and "An American in Paris,"
starring Leslie Caron and Gene Kelly, on Monday, July 9.
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Saturday, June 30

Saturday Highlights
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they faced the creature. This
creature apparently has a
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and periodically shows up in
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Fouke countryside.
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accurately
film
The
chronocles the experiences of
the people in and around Foulte.
Arkansas pop 3501 involving a
"huge hairy monster."
wide-screen
in
Filmed
Technicolor-Techniscope, the
stunning photography of the
Arkansas river bottom country
has brought rave notices from
film industry professional and
critics nation-wide. The picture
features mostly local people in
the Fouke areas portraying
themsleves in exciting reenactments of scenes where

The feature-length
documentary motion picture
"The Legend of Boggy Creek,"
is an unusually exciting family
film, showing through Tuesday
at the Cheri Theatre in Murray.

'Legend of Boggy
Creek' Showing Here

crew in
Producer-director Charles B. Pierce directs cast and
d of Rogp
one of the many exciting scenes from "The Legen
ized a
Creek." The film is a true story of a "monster" that terror
family
small Arkansas town. This excittng 6-rated technicolor
e.
motion picture will run through Tuesday at the Cheri Theatr
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Thursday, July 5

greats like Ernest Tubb, Red
Foley, and Homer And Jethro.
By DARRELL ROWLETT
Just last year Buck Owens and
Music listeners have known
son Buddy Alan had a hit single
"Jumping Bill" Carlisle for
with the tune.
years, whether they recognize
t
"The Carlisles," as Bill calls
the name or not. His two bigges
1950's
early
the
in
group, includes his son, Bill
came
his
s
record
Ole
Grand
the
joined
Jr., and daughter Sheila. The
before he
group is currently with the
Opry in 1954, but the same two
Vanguard label.
songs have lived through the
Bill is putting together a new
years and prothat he is very excited
album
for
spered
about. Instead of going more
other artists.
contemporary, as many Opry
Bill was playartists have done recently, he is
ter
charac
a
ing
returning to the grass roots
"Hot
called
sound he knew decades ago.
Shot Elmer"
"I'm going to do some of the
on Knoxville's
old songs, old ballards like I
WNOX when
used to do," he stated.
penned
he
Scene of the tunes intended for
"Too Ole To
affair.
4.
the release are "Letter Etched
(lit The Mus4:00 p.m. Movie: Channel
tard" to supplement a story he
"Suzannah of the Mounties."
In Black," "Mother, Queen Of
liked to tell about an old mule
Shirley Temple, Randolph
My Heart," and "Somewhere,
who had outlived his usefulness.
Scott. Orphan girl is raised
ody Is Waiting."
Someb
"I sung it as Hot Shot Elmer
fans may wonder why
Many
by a Mountie.
on the air and got so many
is called "Jumping
le
Carlis
4:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 5.
requests for it that I had to take
Bill." The tag traces back to the
"Do You Know This Voice."
ly
recent
the song seriously," he
years he spent doing the "MidDan Duryea, Isa Miranda.
told this writer.
Merry-Go-Round" radio
Day
Infant child is kidnapped and
The record was a smash and
Knoxville.
in
show
telephone call demands
opened new doors for him. One
As Hot Shot Elmer, he would
ransom for return of the
Opry
an
was a chance to become
come on stage barefoot and leap
child.
regular, but the deal fell through
and forth over chairs, flatback
8:00 p.m. Movie: Channels 5, 12.
Carlisle had resigned from
after
. Later, on the road, the
footed
Died
Who
"The Man
he
the Knoxville show. Since
jumping routine became an
job
Twice," starring Stuart
his
for
was too proud to ask
intregral part of his act.
Whitman, and Brigitte
back, he decided to write all the
He isn't agile enough to do a
ed
believ
r,
Fossey. A painte
50,000 watt radio stations that
of it anymore,but Opry goers
lot
is
ago,
lost at sea seven years
had live weekend shows in
can still see him jump on
.
yment
emplo
living an indolent, drunken
search of
Saturday nights when the group
life in Spain. Letting the
"I wrote a bunch of them, but
does an appropriate tune like
the
dead,
world believe him
the ones that answered wrote
A Drink On Me."
"Have
artist paints just enough
back to tell me that they weren't
Bill concluded, "I don't try to
I
keep
then.
to
right
ngs
e
painti
anyon
an
ed
unsign
taking
Jump chairs barefoot anymore.
told my wife I was going to write
him in wine.
might could do it, but 1 don't
29.
el
8:00 p.m. Movie: Chann
song and call it "No Help
my shoes off anymore until
a
pull
"Valentino." Eleanor Parke, Wanted'," he remembered.
ready to go to bed."
get
I
Anthony Dexter. Life and
"I said it as a joke, but I got to
ino,
Valent
loves of Rudolph
thinking that it might do all
famed star of the 20's.
right. So I wrote it and put a
10:00 p.m. Movie: Channel 29. little romance in it," he said.
"Lady and the Bandit."
In the meantime, he found
Louis Hayward, Patricia
work on the "Louisiana
Medina. Dick Turpin, high- Hayride" and recorded "No
Help Wanted" on the way
wayman, marries intending
to go straight, but is forced to through Nashville going to
Shreveport.
return to,banditry.
He laughs now, "It all proves
10:30 p.m. Late Movie: Channel
have.to be
12( 11:30 on channel 5). "Too one thing. You don't
hit."
to
ng
good
starri
"
Soon,
Too
Much,
Other hits, like "Shake A
Dorothy Malone, Errol Flynn
"Is That You Myrtle,"
Leg,"
Jr.
and Efrem 7.imbalist
hole" followed.
Melodramatic autobiograph- and "Knot
le's biggest songs
Carlis
Both
Diana
of
nt
ical accou
perennial
e
becom
have
and
life
Barrymore's
Cut The
To
Old
"Too
tes.
favori
recollections of her famous
Bill Guilide
Mustard". was recorded by
John
her
actor -fat
many pop artists and county
Barryrnore.

Thursday, July 5
9:00 a.m. Movie: Channel 8.
"People Will Talk." Cary
Grant, Jeanne Crain, Finlay
Currie. Physician, subjected
to accusations of malpractice
colleague,
jealous
by
becomes involved romantically with girl he discovers
is pregnant and whom he
marries despite this, for love.
1:30 p.m. Movie: Channel 29.
"Five Golden Hours."
Repeat of 10:00 p.m. movie
on Wednesday.
3:30 p.m. Movie: Channel 3.
"Deception." Bette Davis,
Claude Rains. Music, love
and jealousy , become entangled in a web of deception,
when g girl marries her old
love without telling him of

Thursday Inside
Highlights 'Jumping' Bill Carlisle
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By GEOFFREY MILLER
Associated Press Writer
LONDON ( AP)- The Royal
Philharmonic now consists of 95
men and a girl. And that would
cause the late Sir Thomas Beecham to tug thoughtfully at his
white beard if he were still
around.
The girl is Anne Collis, a percussionist. She has been touring
Europe with the orchestra and
is a star attraction when it
plays on television. The cameras keep wandering away
from the strings and brass and
focussing on her tambourine
and triangle.
It's quite a breakthrough for
feminists in music. Beecham,
•
who founded the Royal Philharmonic in 1946, would never
have women in his orchestra at
any price.
He used to say: "If they're
pretty they disturb the other
players, and if they're ugly
they would certainly disturb
me."
After his death in 1961 the allmale traditions were maintained.
If Beecham were to return to
a Royal Philharmonic concert
at the Royal Festival Hall now
he wouldn't be disturbed by
Anne Collis. She is a pretty, petite brunette with her hair cut
PETITE PER USSIONIST-Anne Collis as the only female
short, admits to being 30 but
doesn't look it, and always
musician in the Royal Philharmonic, has broken into one of
the last remaining strongholds of male dominance in British
manages to look feminine
music
whether she's crashing the
the New Philharmonia and 23
certos and is giving a series of
cymbals or rattling the castain the City of Birmingham
summer evening concerts at
nets.
Symphony, which tours around
the Royal Adcatiemy of Art in
"I'm not really conscious of
Midland England.
Piccadilly
being the only girl," she said.
Musicians get odd duties
As a percussionist in the ytoy"I suppose they're all so used
thrust on them at times.
al Philharmonic, Miss Collis
to having me around that I'm
Recently the Royal Philharhas broken into one of the last
just treated like anyone else "
monic toured Germany. Anne
remaining strongholds of male
Miss Collis, daughter of a
wasn't needed for the first few
dominance in British music.
clergyman, studied the piano at
concerts but had to join the orT h e London Symphony,
London's Royal Academy of
chestra at Munich, the beer
Andre Previn's orchestra, still
Music and planned to be a picapital of Europe.
sticks to an all-male setup exano teacher.
cept when a second harpist is
"But I looked about me and
The day before she was due
needed. But there are 10 womdecided there were too many
to fly out from Britain she reen in the London Philharmonic,
good pianists around and not
ceived a cable. "Bring a crate
17 in the BBC Symphony, 20 in
many percussionists," she said.
of English beer"
- Anyway, studying the piano
was too much like hard work •
Percussion was fun."
YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
She is not on the full-time
TRW WITH
PhilharRoyal
strength of the
monic but is called in for most
of its concerts. She free-lances
elsewhere.
She finds time also for suc753-5273
Murray, y.
cessful musical business venLARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
tures She runs a musicians'
"Service Budt Our Business"
agency in a tiny office off Fleet
Street and administers the
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
F'hilomusica Orchestra, which
NEW OR USED CAR
made a famous set of records
of Bach' Brandenburg Con-
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4:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 5
"Here Come The Girls" Bob Hope, Tony Martin,
Arlene Dahl. When attempt
is made on leading man's
life, world's oldest chorus
boy gets job back to become
bait for killer.
7:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 5
"Desperate Hours" Humphrey Bogart, Fredric
March. Three escaped
convicts select home of
department
respectable
store executive as hideout,
creating many moments of
anguish and anger for the
family.
7:30 p.m.- Movie: Channels 3,
8. "The Bounty Man"
original, 90-minute drama
made especially for ABC
starring Clint Walker,
Richard Basehart, John
Ericson, and Margot Kidder.
A bounty hunter, obsessed
with finding the man who
caused the death of his wife,
tracks down a young outlaw,
but his vengeance is tempered when he falls in love
with his captive's innocent
girlfriend.
7:30 p.m. - Mystery Movie:
Channels 4, 6. "The Lisbon
Beat," starring Richard
Widmark as Madigan.
Madigan loses a prisoner he
is taking back to New York
when his plane is delayed in
Lisbon.
8:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 29
"Boots Malone" - William
Holden, Johnny Stewart.
Young boy leaves home and
meets a man who never had
one.
10:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel
29. "Five Golden Hours" Ernie Kovacs, Cyd Charisse.
Professional mourner who
Kris Kristofferson stars as
consoles rich widower
Billy the Kid In MGM's "Pat
devises scheme to make
Garrett and Billy the Kid,"
rich and bring him the love Of
showing for one week starting
most beautiful witch ever tio
Wednesday, July 4.
bedevil a man.
10:30 p.m. - Late Movie:
Channel 12(11:30 on Channel
5) "Advance to the Rear,"
starring Glenn Ford, Stella
Stevens and Melvyn Douglas.
A comedy about a company
of misfits on a Western
frontier. Jim Backus and
In a truly remarkable roster
Joan Blondell are featured
of leading players in Sam
and
Garett
Peckinpah's "Pat
Olympic film
Billy the Kid," many important
HOLLYWOOD ll I'Dfeatured roles are played by
piper's film of the
David
1972 X•X Olympiad has been
notable actors whose faces are
titled "Pieces of Eight,- and
recognizable to screen and TV
features eight impressions of
audiences, while others are
various sports events in the
comparative newcomers.
by eight international
games
The film will show for one
directors.
week, beginning Wednesday,
July 4, at the Cheri Theatre.
Kris Kristofferson stars as Billy
Mow mementoes
the Kid and James Coburn
MILAN. Italy It P11 - An
portrays Pat Garrett
exhibiton of 23 stage costumes
and other mementoes of actress
Eleonora I/use, who died in
Ends absence
1924 after a lifetime of
HOLLY ROOD
Urn-international fame, has opened
Victoria Shaw, long away
at the museum of Milan's La
from films,,joins the cast of
!kale opera house.
••We.tworld• at MGM.

Wednesday, July 4
9:00 a.m. - Movie: Channel 8
"Red Hot & Blue" Betty
Hutton, Victor Mature. rOudtalking girl, ambitious to get
ahead in theatre, is helped by
poor but talented director
and brassy publicist.
1:30 p.m. - Movie: Channel 29
"Cargo To Capetown"
Repeat of 10:00- p.m. movie
on Tuesday.
3:30 p.m. - Movie: Channel 3
"Wagons Roll At Night" Joan Leslie, Humphrey
Bogart. Hard-boiled carnival
owner tries anything to break
up his protected kid sister's
romance with a young lion
tamer.
4:00 p.m. - Movie: Channel 4
"Tartan Finds A Son" Weissmuller,
Johnny
Maureen O'Sullivan. Tarzan
Jane and Cheetah find baby
boy, the only survivor Of a
plane crash.

"
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Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS

Shopping For
A New Home?

Linda
Adams

You'll find a
friend where you
see this sign.

)11.114
n.I I f

When you're
New in town,
You don't know
Who to trust...,

with murder, and faces an
intimidating jury. Diana
Mulciaur, Claude Akins and
David Brian guest-star.
8:00 p.m.-Movie: channe,s 3,8
"Who's Minding the Mint?"
Jim
comedy, starring
Hutton, Dnrbthy Provine,
Milton Berle, Joey Bishop,
Bob Denver and co-starring
Victor Buono and Jack
Gifford. A growing company
of conspirators plot to use the
U. S. Mint for their own
enrichment.
10:15 p.m.-Movie: channel 3
"Treasure of Lost Canyon"
Powell, Julie
William
Adams, Charles Drake.
Young boy stumbles across
buried
forgotten
long
treasure. The money almost
ruins the lives of those he
loves until he puts it back.
10:30 p.m.-Movie: channel 6
"Breakout" James Drury,
Kathryn Hays. A carefully
planned breakout from a
mountain prison camp is
thewarted by the desperate
plight of a small boy lost in
the snowy wasteland.
10:30 p.m.-Movle: channel 29
"A Bullet Is Waiting" Rory
Calhoun, Jean Simmons,
Stephan McNally. Sheriff
and his prisoner make a
forced landing in the desert
themsleves
find
and
marooned with an old man
and his daughter.
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12:30 p.m.-Movie: channel 5
"Alice In Wonderland"
Charlotte Henry, Richard
Arlen. Fantasy about the
classic little girl who walks
through the looking glass to
the world beyond it.
•
12:30 p.m.-Movie: channel 6
"A Fever In The BloodEfrem 71mbalist, Jr., Angie
Dickinson, Jack Kelly, Don
Arneche. Three politically
ambitious men, a D. A. judge
and a senator, become involved in a murder trial
which could put one of them
into the Governor's mansion.
12:30 p.m.-Movie: channel 12
"Gladiators Seven" Richard
Harrison, Lorendana
Musciak. Spartan gladiator,
leads a group of gladiators
who have vowed to free
Guest stars Martin Landau (far left) and Juliet Prowse are suspects in a murder mystery being
Hour,
Comedy
from a tyrant ruler.
Sparta
Schreiber
And
Burns
The
on
Burns
Jack
and
Investigated by Avery Schreiber (left(
1:00 p.m.--Movie: channel 8
Saturday, June 30 at 8:00 p.m. on Channel 3 and the ABC Television Network.
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Dailey, Anne Bancroft, Lloyd
Bridges. One-time third
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Recording artist Bill Pearce blends the bell tones of his
trombone with the shimmering water and flowers of Florida's
Cypress Gardens on Day Of Discovery. The internationally
syndicated half hour color telecast is produced on location in the
huge tropical wonderland and is seen Sundays at 7:30 a.m. on
Channel 3.
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reporter promotes a fighter
Janssen. Young rancher
Monday, July 2
for syndicate, and through
robin
part
take
to
forced
9:00 a.m.--Movie: channel 8
devious means gets him a
bery, flees with a women into
"Hasty Heart" Ronald
title bout. Reporter, feeling
Apache conntry.
Reagan, Patricia Neal. Five ,
remorse, does an expose on
wounded soldiers in hospital, 4:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 5
fight racket.
offer friendship to Scottiski
"Alaska" Robert Ryan, Jan 10:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
corporal with only thrjie
Sterling. Manager of Alaska
"Johnny Allegro" George
weeks to live.
salmon cannery cooperative,
Raft, Nina Foch. Reformed
1:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
gives chance to ex-partner,
gangster cooperates with T"A Bullet Is Waiting" Repeat
just out of jail.
men in an attempt to track
of 10:30 movie on Sunday.
8:00 p.m.--Movie: channels 3,8
down a ring of counterfiet
3:30 p.m.—Movie: channel 3
"The Spirit is Willing"
smugglers.
Yours"
"Affectionately
(1966)...Starring Sid Caesar,* 10:30 p.m.—Late
Movie:
Denis
Oberon,
Merle
Vera Miles, Barry Gordon
channel 12 (11:30 on channel
Foreign
Morgan.
and John Astic. Sid Caesar
5) "The Prisoner of Zenda,"
correspondent comes home
and Vera Miles find their
starring Stewart Granger,
him
to wife who has divorced
vacation home already
James Mason and Deborah
and is about to marry. He
inhabited-by three very antic
Kerr. The fourth version of
schemes to win her back.
ghosts.
the cloak-and-sword adfinally does.
8:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 29
venture story of a common
4:00 p.m.—Movie: channel 4
"The Harder They Fall"
man who substitutes for a
Humphrey Bogart, Rod
'Escape From Red Rock"
look-alike monarch and
Brian Donlevy, Eilene
Steiger. Unemployed
saves a faltering domain,
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Most popular opera
NEW YORK(UPI) — GianCarlo Menotti's "Amahl and
the Night Visitors- has been the
most popular opera in the
United States for the past five
',ears. receiving 242 performances in I q -;2 alone, according
to the Central Opera Service.
litinnerup was Puccini's "La
Bohente' sith 188 performances.
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10:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel
29. "Cargo to Capetwon" —
John Ireland, Ellen Drew.
Captain taking ship from
Dutch East Indies to
Capetown, finds his ex-girl
friend aboard.

8:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29.
"The Strange One" — Ben
Gazzara, Julie Wilson.
cadet
school
Military
terrorizes lower classmen in
attempt to discredit son of an
officer.
8:30 p.m. — Movie: Channels 5,
12. "The Voyage of the Yes,"
starring Den Arnaz Jr. and
co-starring Mike ilvans,
Beverly Garland, Skip
Homeier and Della Reese,
with a special guest appearance by Scoey MitchW.
The adventure drama concerns two teen-agers who
embark upon a dramatic sea
journey that finds them
battling the forces of nature
and the complexities of their
own latent prejudices.
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* Salutes
* Ground
Displays
**************

* Bombs
* Sprays

IREWORKS1
DISPLAY
July 4th

GIGANTIC

'Getaway' Shown
1st Every Nite

own was

CHARROI

ELVI
PRESLEY

10:30 p.m. — Late Movie:
Tuesday, July 3
Channel 12111:30 on Channel
9:00 a.m. — Movie: Channel 8
5) "C'Mon Let's Live a
"In Love and War" — Robert
Little," starring Bobby Vee
Wagner, Jeffrey Hunter,
and Jackie De Shannon. A
Dana Wynter. Impact of war
young man rescues the
on the lives of three marines
dean's daughter from an
of different backgrounds.
automobile accident and is
1:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 29
rewarded with an op"Johnny Allegro" Repeat of
portunity to take the en10:00 p.m. movie on Monday.
trance examinations. After
3:30 p.m. — Movie: Channel 3
his singing ability is
dc Mable" — Clark
.
"Cain
discovered, he innocently
Gablka; Marion Davies,
becomes involved in campus
Show
Catlett.
Walter
politics.
business and prize fighting
get together as a musical
753 3314
comedy star tangles with a
boxing champ over a
MURRAY
publicity stunt.
DRIVE
Movie: Channel 4
4:00 p.m.
IN
Wealte
To
"Abbott & Costello Go
Open 7 30-Start Dusk
Mars" — Bud Abbot & Lou
Costello. Two escaped conNOW thru TUE.
victs and Bud and Lou accidentally touch the starter
button of a rocket ship and
land on Venus.
4:00 p.m. — Movie: Channel 5
"Mutiny In Outer Space" —
Glenn Langan, Susannah
York.Space station, in outer
space, develops a fungus—a
living, breathing organism
from outer space.
7:00 p.m. — Movie: Channels 4,
6. "The Railway Children,"
starring Jenny Agutter and
McQUEEN/
Dinah Sheridan. Three
MacGRAW
children who live near a
railway line aid in averting a
THE GETAWAY
wreck and rescuing a boy
if 4 441 ...WI.. .. loo••••••
-T.O.TAM,
the
with a broken leg from
1.104 4000•0414.II 1.111,1111111
Mat 10114.1••••
train tunnel.
CIINE4.•
7:00 p.m. Movie: Channels 3, 8.
"Connection" original 90minute suspense-adventure
made especially for AB('
starring Charles Durning,
,
Ronnie Cox and Zohra
Lampert. A wild car chase
Added Feature
created by Philip ("The
Tonite& Sat. Only
French Connection")
D'Antoni climaxes an offbeat tale of hotel thieves, a
colorful New York journalist
and several million dollars
worth of lies and tricks.

Rocky &
1
His Frienda.
Batman

•
Mania
"The
Smears
One"

_

Paducah
Cape
Girardeau
No
Paducah
Nashville

'Mews
Pictur•
Let's Nolte
A Dec'
I
Movie
"The
Railway
Children''

WDXR
Ch. 29
KFVS
Ch. 12
WSIX
Ch. 8
WPSD
Ch. 6
WLAC
Ch. 5

Tuesday, July 3

CASALS AGAIN
AT MARLBORO
MARLBORO, Vt. (AP) —
The Marlboro Music Festival
will open its 23rd season on
July 7. Pablo Casals, 96-yearold cellist and conductor, will
be in residence for the 13th
summer since' 1960.
Chamber orchestra and
:Iiamber music:concerts will be
on Saturday evtnings and Sunday afternoons; plus three on
Fridays.
Artists come from all over
the United States and many
foreign countries. They explore
new repertoire and exchange
ideas. They rehearse more than
100 different works each week
and programs are made up
only a day or two before each
performance,

pastime of moonshining and
daredevil hot rod driving.
"White Lightning" will run
through Tuesday at the Capri
Theatre in Murray.
Burt Reynolds is cast as an
expert auto driver named Gator
McKlusky, doing time in a state
penitentiary down South for
running bootleg whiskey. When
his brother is murdered,
McKlu.sky makes a deal with
U.S. Treasury agents to be
sprung from prison in order to
help them trap a corrupt
sheriff, played by Ned Beatty.
For openers, Reynolds
doublecrosses his pal, Bo
Hopkins, by stealing his girl, a
footloose camp follower played
by Jennifer Billingsley.
Then he joins the gang,
running illegal whiskey for
them, but all the while acting
undercover for the treasury
agents. In one of the most exciting and hilarious chase
scenes ever filmed, Burt outwits the moonshining sheriff,
and avenges his brother's
death.

Burt Reynolds Stars
In 'White Lightning'

FRIDAY—JUNE 29, 1973

Tuesday Highlights

MURRAY, KENTUCKN

Burt Reynolds has a real knock 'em-down-drag-'em-out role in
the action-filled "White Lightning," which runs through Tuesday
at the Capri Theatre.

THE LEDGER & TIMES

As the year's hottest actor,
Burt Reynolds is starred in a
new film that takes full advantage of his charismatic
appeal. It is "White Lightning,"
a swiftly paced drama about the
popular southern American

I've Got
A Ss's,.

News

No ithvi Ile

WSM
. Ch. 4
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elm
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it
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4

I 30

700

30
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60.
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Harrisburg
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Continuation
HOLLYWOOD IIJPII—
Hanna-Bsrbera will produce an
additional
hall-hour
24
episodes of "Wait Till Your
Father Gets Home" for the
l73-74 season.

Get film rights
HOLLYWOOD IUPII—
Warner Bros. acquired film
rights to "The Tower," a story
of the Titanic-like dirster in
the world's tallest office
building.

Burt Reynolds plays an
embittered ex-army officer
haunted by his past in MGM's
"The Mall Who Loved Cat
Dancing," showing from one
week at the Capri Theatre,
beginning Wednesday, July 4.

Burt Reynolds stars as an
embittered ex-army officer in
one of his most demanding roles
In MGM's"The Man Who Loved
Cat Dancing."
In the film, which begins
Wednesday, July 4, at the Capri,
Jay Grobart, played by
Reynolds, is described as a
"Very tough person to get inside, very difficult to make
likeable."
In the film, Grobart's
taciturnity is gradually melted
by Catherine Crocker, an
eastern lady who runs away
from an intolerable marriage
and into the middle of a train
robbery master-minded by Jay.
The picture is billed as
Reynolds first screen love
story.

'Man Who Loved
Cat Dancing' to
Show at Capri
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Kentucky State Parks Planned Recreation Has Something For All
!

So if you can't get away this reservations at any of Ken- i Kentucky 1-800-372-2961. In 'campgrounds, which are
do plan to emphasize events for "Kentucky State Parks Science Kentucky, they say the fun
call 223-2326. operated on a first-come, firstthe youth, such as hayrides, and Nature Mobile Unit." Plans never stops at state parks, even season you can make plans for tucky's State Resort Parks, call Frankfort,
next! For information and toll-free from any point in Reservations are not made for served basis.
are for the mobile unit to tour In the winter.
marshmallow
roasts
and
group
All over this land, people are
six parks this summer: Levi
looking for diversion. This singing. New pianos, public
Jackson, Wilderness Road,
works out swell when you stop address systems and record General Burnside, My Old
players
will
be
ready
for
the
and think how many places
Fort
Kentucky Home,
there are to find it. many season. The much-enjoyed Boonesborough, Kincaid Lake
paddleboats
will
make
a
return
within a—ajes drive of your
and Big Bone Licit. "We are
own door. Kentucky's state appearance at 'even parka and very excited about this trailer
will
be
introduced
this
year
at
parks, with their vast spread of
unit, perhaps the very first in
recreational facilities, may be Greenbo, one of the newer any state park system," says
resort
parks.
just where you and your family
More fun on the water scene Stout, who hopes to have it in
will discover your own kind of
can
be enjoyed this summer at operation by July.
diversion this year.
Lake
Cumberland where
Family groups will be enMore and more Kentuckians
are traveling in their own pontoon boat tours will be couraged to participate in
Bluegrass State. Out of 26 available at the nominal fee of father-son horseshoe matches
person. At least or mother-daughter tennis
million overnight guests at the 50 cents per
once a week a caravan of games. If you forgot to pack
state parks last year, the
pontoon boats will be taken on a your tennis racket you can
largest number were Kentour over the lake.
check one out,free of charge, at
tuckians, who were smart
the park. Tennis courts are
enough to know that-.4 parks
Greenbo will have a being enlarged at Kenlake
system great enough tilting
miniature golf course for the Resort Park, and two new
travelers from all across the
first time, along with Buckhorn courts will be added at General
country must be really be
All Items Available
Lake State Resort Park in Butler. Most parks are
something! And they found out
Nashville
Eastern Kentucky. A new par-3 equipped with playground
it was!
nine hole course will open in equipment.
Stores,
The parks, lodges, cottages May at Rough River Dam.
If all these activities leave
and campgrounds stay pretty Kincaid Lake, boasting the you breathless, catch a quick
full of travelers, all seeking largest recreational playground nap because twilight brings a
relaxation and recreation. They of all the parks, will have a new whole new set of diversions!
can relax by themselves, and amphitheatre and a paddle Last summer, a choral group
%ars
for recreation they can, if they tennis court.
made their debut at three
wish, turn to a variety of acThe key word will be activity. Western Kentucky state resort
tivities offered on the park "We hope to have at least three parks and received so many
grounds.
participating events in progress letters and complimentary
This summer's agenda, now at any one time, in order to give reviews that three groups will
being formulated from Parks' the visitor a choice," says Stout. be entertaining this sumAttach to garden hose! Spray on Jet
central office, include plans for -There are many lifetime mer, touring the Eastern,
X suds...rinse off! Cleans windows,
guests ranging in age from the sports that our trained staff is Central and Western resort
trailers,
boats...anything
water
smallest tot to the most liveliest prepared to introduce to parks. You can sit back after
won't harm!
mikk
senior citizen.
youngsters, such as swimming, dinner and enjoy some good
The recreation department is tennis and golf."
songs, ballads and Broadway
headed by a team of lively
Kentucky's parks are situated musical numbers, with a little
Compare
young men themselves—Carl In some of nature's most comedy thrown in for good
at 3.99
director
recreation,
this,
Because
of
spots.
Stout,
beautiful
nwisure
and Bill Marshall, assistant it is hoped that one day tours
If you're planning a trip to
A lovely mirror to decorate
director. Stout says, "We feel for visitors in the parks can be Kentucky's west this summer,
and accent any door in your
that Kentucky's state parks are arranged, such as a tour to other free events will be an allhome! 16" x 48" with a
unique because we combine two Mammoth Cave, from Barren day Church Festival Saturday
beautiful frame. Buy now at
basics that interest our River Lake, a trip through Red and Sunday, August 4 and 5, at
Compare at
this .low Big K price and
visitors. .recreation and River Gorge from Natural Kenlake Amphitheatre,
save!
nature." The planned programs Bridge, and to 78 raps from Kenlake State Resort Park,(all
4.33
Most
are available to everyone who Lake Cumberland State 'Assort religious groups are invited to
participate) and a Folk
wants to take part in them...a Park.
Items
A complete badminton set for
Festival, September 1, and 2,
quarter of a million did last
a
fantastic price! Includes 4
For those who don't want to featuring ballads unique to the
Available All
year.
racquets, net and birdies.
leave their park, studies of area.
Stores!
The regularly scheduled nature will be literally "rolled"
As busy as the schedule
programs do not interfere, Into them via a mobile unit. The
however, in any way with unit will encase nature exhibits, seems, Carl Stout and Bill
visitors who want to do their aquatic
even Marshall still have new ideas
and
life
own thing. In fact, there are so microscopes to study the up their
sleeves, and are
many self-guided hiking trails, minute designs of plant life and already planning for next year.
picnic grounds, and such animals and will be called Though seasons may change in
availabilities as rental boats,
for rent and other
fa
es (they are different in
the various parks) guests can
easily entertain themselves if
they prefer. However, fun
seems to be catching and,
before you know it, spectators
supplemental coverage, or
From ThePainah
become participants.
7Reg•
failed to ask for it within 3 years
Social Security Office
"Did you ever watch a
Reg. '1.44
after the 65th bUthday. Now,
Medicare
changes
in
Some
1.44
'Critter Race' and not get inthese folks will be allowed to
/5 oz. size
volved?" asked Marshall. rules in the new Social Security
enroll (effective July 1973)
Makes you- hair super clean
Although there is nothing new Law may affect you. One
A 3' x 5' area rug in assorted
without regard to the 3 year
A super value on this famous
and
managable. Contains no
about the sport, it is just one of change eliminates a great deal
broadlooms and Colors to match
Includes tank cover and top,
limit. You still will have to sign
lotion! Get your dry skin
detergent. Shampoo for dry,
the fun things enjoyed at the of "red tape" and confusion for
cover.
A
and
rim
decor!
any
lid
cover
up between January 1 and
silky soft!
parks. The children catch their the folks at the social security
oily or normal hair.
large assortment of colors!
and if you drop out,
own critters, train them for the office. Beginning with July 1973, March 31,
you may re-enroll only once.
race and then, if they win, are anyone getting a social security
Breeze Box
The new rules allow folks over
presented with certificates. The check at the time he becomes
eligible
for
65
who
have
not
been
critters must be freed after the eligible for Medicare coverage
the hospital (Part A) of
race, but many a youngster will will automatically be enrolled
Medicare to buy hospital inmedical
supplemental
In
the
remember "Bumpy Frog" and
"Roary Roach," as they crossed insurance ( doctor bill) portion surance effective with July
1973 The cost will be whatever
the finish line amid cheers of of Medicare. No longer will you
social security calculates the
an
sign
receive
and
have
to
adults as well as children. A
20" Fan
critter "Hall of Fame" is set up enrollment card. Instead social full cost of "free" coverage for
$33
Initially,
it's
others
to
be.
with One
during the summer months, to security will notify you that you
give both kids and critters a are "in"(and tell you how to get per month. In order to buy this
Speed
"out" if you don't want the Insurance you will have to
temporary taste of renown.
protection). This should make it already be buying medical
The recreation program in possible to get medicare cards Insurance (Part B).
state parks has been under way to you on time and keep
Your social security office
since 1961; however, the premium collections current. will answer your question on
Compare
program today is a more
any of these changes. The
at 12.99
vibrant one, conducted in the
Another change affects those telephone number for the
Compare at
parks by college graduates with Who have laid "no" to the Paducah office is 443-7506.
degrees in recreation or
—rascr to fold, carry an: store,
16 oz. size
12.99
biology. Out of the 43 state
Lightweight frame, renovable
parks and shrines, 22 parks will
infant seat.
have planned programs this
summer. Each park will staff
from one
to four persons,
depending on its size
The recreation team does not
TOPEKA, Kan. (AP1—Ask
want to imply that they will
Bruce Trimble, Renee McGee, "I guess you could call our
go
and
dad
while
mom
baby-sit
Liz Turner and Scott Diehl period Early American Attic,"
on an all-day fishing trip. They
what they are doing in an old Renee added.
packs
Both couples feel that they
barn with old furniture, and
they would probably answer will appreciate the furniture
for
that they are getting an early more because of the work they
start in furnishing their future have put into them. On weekends they usually drive out to
homes.
June 26, 1973
All are students at Washburn the barn and spend time varADULTS 106
University ,in Kansas. Renee nishing, sanding and antiquing.
NURSERY 3
Liz had the good fortune to
NO NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
and &Vet plan to marry in
Choose from ladies easy-care
DISMISSALS
June and Us and Scott plan a find four matched maple
O.J. Grogan, Route 5, July 21 wedding. The four new- chairs. A former co-worker was
uppers- with flexible
vinyl
50 count pack
Murray, Miss Paula Faye lyweds-to-be won't have one getting ready to throw them
crepe sole, soft lining. Sizes
Jones, 1701 Ryan, Murray, Miss headache to contend with when away, but Liz managed to into 10 in while or mens all-over
Great for summer prcnia, tiSokProvides hours
Linda Lee Williams, Route 2, they get married: they won't tercept them.
manmade- material cross-strap Pots,' part ies...anythina'
of
hunting.
outdoor
furniture
"I
told
her
we
were
looking
fun
Darnell,
804
have to go
Hazel, Mrs. Edna
sandal With cushioned inner?
Reg.
for all ages'
Murray,
Miss They already have theirs. for old furniture and she sold
Minerva,
soft. Sizes 7 loll in brcw.'n.
to
Shannon Star McCuiston, Route House-hunting is another mat- them to us for practically nothing. They were all black, paint4, Murray, Master Thomas ter.
-,.: • "
Reg. 8.66
Steele, 1226 Dunlap, Paris,
But in the furniture depart- ed and really looked pretty
Tenn,, Mrs. Mary Virginia ment, both couples like an- bad, but matched chains are
Majors, Route 1, Murray, Mrs. tiques and have been getting hard to find. We took a chance
Brenda Brandon Estes, 1600 pieces here and there for near- and now I'm really glad we
Catalina, Murray, Mrs. Agnes ly a year, storing them away in did," she said.
While most newlyweds might
Aileen Paschall, Route 1, Hazel, a rented barn on the west edge
* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
have the problem of not having
,Ned Leon Jones, Route 3, of Topeka
1-6 Sundays
"Antiques are both cheaper enough furniture, the Trimble's
Murray, Mrs. Blanche Aldora
753-8777
Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
We
Short, Route 2, Murray, Preston In the first place and cheaper and the Diehl's look as if they
Boyd,
Route 1, Murray, In the long run," said Bruce. will have too much.
"Well, maybe we should hang
Clarence Isaac Horton, 914 "This stuff is built so much betColdwater Rd., Murray
ter and sturdier than new furni- onto the barn," Renee said.
By Marianne Styles Kohler

JET X

CAR WASH

oo

4 PLAYER
BADMINTON SET

99

Vaseline

Nei

mmowwe

15 oz.

INTENSIVE
CARE
LOTION

BRECK

Medicare Rule Changes May
Affect Some Local Recipients

SHAMPOO

4 PIECE
BATH SET

567

3' x 5' AREA RUG

33/

9

100

LIPTON
FRUIT

FAN

DRINK

KIDDIE CART
by Swingomatic

STYROFOAM
CHEST

22

mommommtw

77

Students Collecting Old
Furniture In Old—Barn

•

Hospital Report

LADIES & TEENS

6 PLAYER
CROQUET SET

MOC

YOUR
CHOICE!

e--

MENS

or --,,...,„11EFTY SANDAL
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THE LEMER &

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

Baptist
Scotts Grove
11 00 a m
Worship Service
Evening worship
7 30 p m

L LC

L
L

[tLJEcL

I

Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship
11 a m
Eve sg Worship
6 30p m

Church Of Christ

West Fork
Lae* Oak Primate,
2:110 P.M.
let. Sued*y
10:30 A.M.
3rd Sunday

11 a.m
6 30n rn

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

First Baptist
10:45 a m
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
6:30 p_sn
Spring crash
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

1.1 4.m .
11p.m

Northsick
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

114.m
/p m

New PrIliviSkIMCII
ll• m
Morning Worship
6 )0p m
Evening Worship

Pon% LOOM
11 AM
Vern ing Warship
6:30 P.M.
Evening Worship
Locust Grove
11 :00a.M.
Morning Worship
7000.m.
Evening Worship
Chestnut Street General
10 00 arts
Sunday Scno01
11 00 a.M
Morning Worship

oles worn

Ha m
7 30p m

Poplar Springs
11 a m
Morning Worship
6 30p m
Evening Worship

Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10 50a m
Evening Worship
7 00 pm.

Church School
Worship Service

New Mt Carmel Missionary
11.010a.m
Morning Worship
7:03 p.m.
Evening Worship

reading, prayer and faithful
church attendance.

Second Street
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

•—7-1;7=

10:50
11:110

Salem baptist
11 a m
Morning Worship
7 150 m
Evening Worship

Tempe* Hill United 11 a In

10 00a m
i 1 00• m

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10. SO a.m.
6p

Worship

First Methodist
10aamm
45 I. 10 50

.48

Russells Chapel United

woe

II a m

Morning

reti
Foir
1 P
5°
5

sun SerS:Wers717csh"":;:airtr:7112iis:tid.m
ar
uPdS :
3rsW
;
I. 4th
656
5 Pro.
:9
6l Part

Lynn Greve
Service at 9:43• m 1st
II a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sundays,
L 3rd
Sunday
Cole's Camp Ground
10 00a m
Worship Service

82 Putt

1
Intesec
2 King
3 Ethe

Unld
atery,
o co
edlin
ti cr
er I•
ipittseir-v
De
worv,
1st IL 2nd Sundays. 11 00 a in
3rd & ets Sunday, 6:30 p m
1st L 3rd 11. Ott Sunday
Worship Serv
tAt. IN
10:00 a.m. 1st.
"
ebr
ce
Sunday-11 .000.m. 3rd. Sunday:
Sunday School 11:00 a.m. lit
ah SundaySunday10:00 a.m. 2nd- 3rd. 1.

Wayman Chapel
Worship SerVICIPS 1141.fw. 717 m
St. Johres Episcopal
Sunday School
10 33• in
Morning Worship
9.30•.m

Mt. Carmin
Worship Service 10:00 a.m. 2nd.
•.m. Ilts Sunday
11:00
Sunday.
Sunday School 10:00 a.m. 1st,
& Itts Sunday: 11:00 a.m. 2nd
Sunday

i minims** Lutheran
9 lam
Sunday SC11001
10 30a in
Morning v•vorship
Seventh ilay Adventist
10 00 • m
Sabbath SCh001
• 30 a in
Worship Service

~ray Christian
v ice,1074S a.rn., 7 pm_
Worsfyip

10 a m

Morning Worship
Sunday School

Ila m
3p m

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

m

38 Criss
39 Shoi
Prot
no
42 Teut
lay::
3s
46
4
Rail
45 4.n

Sunday

Bible Lecture

First Clwistials
101140.m.,
Worship Services

26 Cubi
28 A sti
29 Lake
31 Herb
33 Shor
rti
oec
35 Prn

Worship Service

St. Lee Clithelic Church
Sunday Mass II• m., 11•in 4 30
m
6:34 p.m.
Saherday Mass
Christian Sciessce
11a m
Worship Service
Jehovah's Witnesses
10.30•in
watchtower
• 30•in

Christian

Sugar Creek
11 a.m
Morning worship
7 15 p.m.
Evening worship
Owens Chapel
Morning Worship
11:00 AM
Evening Worship
5:30PM

23 Pod/
cod,
24 Des

Sunday
11I
:
If
p - amird0
1a.
WPm
m:
::
. ai1W:m
a;
kl:R::7M°nn4r
:
.C°::rU:
n4Snga0L:m3c
2nnca

Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10• in
Sunday School

Liberty Comberlawd
Warn.
Sunday School
11111.M.
Worship Service
Werth Plesant Green
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Service
Galt Grime
1011.m.
Sunday SOWN
Worship Services 11 If m..?P.m
Ples•all
Mau&
114.m.
Morning Worship
7 p.fri
Evening Worship
Pint Presbyterian
a.m
30
C
Church School
10:45 aJi
Worship Service

1 Unpi

11 Amt.,
in
V
11 YNZ
12
15 Pier(
17 Spell
a:
ak
Go
113 64
20

Evening Worship

Other
Denominations

Presbyterian

Flint Baptist
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 30p.m.
Evening Worship

1111.M.
7p.m.

Restore your soul through daily Bible

Aline Heights
114.m.
-Morning wbrsh.p
7:30P.m.
Evening worship
United. 315 treSs Ave.
bQa.m
Sunday School
7p in
Evening Worship
United. New C.41114511,11
TO a re.
Sunday Scnoot
Worship ServiCes 11•in ,7pm
Cetyary Temple
10• m
Sunday Schaff
It• in 7 30
Worship Services
m
First AssiernblY 04 Golt

K brassy Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a m
- 7 310p m
Evening Worship

atm Group
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

saves the soul (Heb. 10:39). Some shoes are run
down because the feet are twisted. Souls are run down
because of crooked habits. An upright walk and an

Pentecostal

Steed River
Morning Worship
11 a m
6 30p m
Evening Worship

11 a.m.
7p.m

the soul ( I Pet. 2:1.1); and have that faith which

6 cn,:i

Schoolnclependence United
Sunday
10 a.m.
WOrShiP Service

Union Greve
10 SO• rn
Morning worship
6 30P m
Evening Worship
Seventh Peeler
10 40 a in
Worship Service
Sp In
Evening Service
Now Cencer•
10 SO• m
Morning Service
79 IT;
Evening Worship
Meson, V elley
a m
11
Worship
Morning
•p in
Evening Worship

your SOLES. Beware ci the lusts which wir against

upright life is good for shoes and soul*

Grace Baptist
10 iS• m
Morning Worship
7p m
Evening Worship

Cherry Center
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

West Murray
10 SO• m.
Morning Worship
op in.
EveningWorship

out more than worn out. Neglect, mistreatment, improper carecan break down your SOUL as well as

ACI

Seth., United
11 00. m
1st Sunday
7 00 P in
Sundays
4M
&
2nd
9 30a m
3rd Sunday

Green Plain ,
Morning Worship
10:43e m Evening Worship
70 m

dull and strings tied in knots. Are they roughed out or
worn out? Shoe soles like human souls can be roughed

Murray Church
10a m
Sunday School
11• in
Worship Service
Locust Greve Church
ha in
Morning Worship
7 p in
Evening Worship

Nat'l baptist
11• m
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Evening Worship

thin, uppers wrinkled, warped, polish

Cro

Brooks Chapel United
1 00P- rn
1st Sunday
9 30. in
2nd Sunday
11 00a m.
3rd &ilth Sundays

University
Morning worship
'0 30• m
Evening Worship
• 00p.m.

S

Nazarene

Stwkifell Springs

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Palestine United
1st
Worship Service 11 am
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Martins Chapel United
10:30•.M.
Sunday School
9:304.m.
Worship Service
Grove
South Pleasant
10 45 a.m.
Morning Worship
7 00 p.m.
Evening Worship
Good Shepherd United
1100a.m.
Worship Service
10.00 a.m.
Sunday School

Way men Chapel
AME Church
Morning Services 10:43 A.M

BLC

(Womens and Men)
Close-Out Sale—Moving To New Location
753-11111S
Boots 4 Shoes t‘' or Any

i
4gs
\

MR. I. MRS. WM. A.

James,

604 5.4th

,

Mayfield Hwy

1

KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL

Boone's Incorporated

Five

Sholar's Auto Repair

Corvette Lanes, Inc.

JAS. D CLOPTON

Phone 753-4111

Chestnut

Ewing Tire Service

DIV

- --.
7
-7

118.11 TS3-48132

Stokes Tractor & implement Co.

C A p PO.I.W.

WILHAM—MGR

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

-

Ph 171-2211 Ext. 171

Ky Lake State Park

Phone 753-1319

Industrial Road

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

.

RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral 4 Whirlpool
Ph 753 3037

Wallace's
Book Store

'"BIBLES s.

Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.
753-7117

,

Try Our

753-7334

Delicious

Sycamore at 12th

753-2315

1 Mi From 5 Points on N lath Ext.
%

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN rinAsIon___
wheat a

Soybeans
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
E.W. Outland, Supt.

Beef and Ham Sandwiches

I

Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Five Points

Phone 753 4.446

Vegetables and Desserts
Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700

Al/

•,,•

TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING ;.,
Benjamin

7 . ig
,
114
,
5

7.'

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy 68 at Aurora
Phone 474 2202

paints ph

1210 Main

753_3080

1

Bait

.SALES . SERVICE
11,

MIRO
-fi,.••• Newel
...um=

Member FDIC
500 Main

Hwy.94- 1 Mi. E. Murray - Ph. 753-6645

7 53-3/31

Grecian Steak House
FTD

aseitittiaall.-

FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"

COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insetrance Claim work Free estimates
eh 753 7150
Hwy 641 S (Hazel Hwy 1

Murray, Ky

•

Lubie & Reba Parrish, owners
1100 Chestnut Street -Phone 153-8488

•

r------

-SALES

Guy Spann
Real Estate Agency

Trenholm's Drive-In
HENNY PENNY CHICKEN

PIZZA

•'Ilene 753-1931
!

171h

d Chestnut

SERVICE & RENTALS

:

s00 N 1th

Fern Terrace Lodge
Mrs Mona Purdom.RN-Admin
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR THE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
PhysiCian On Call At All Times
1505 Stadium View Drive
753-7109

,

Phone 753 1713

Corp.
.

Phone 753-5012

.'
4

44,

Phone 753-3540

Roberts Realty
Illil

REALTORS
HOTY ROBERTS•RAY ROBERTS

Mik.if II 1

---.A,

Corner 12th 8. Sycamore
Phone

753-1651

Nile 753 3974

r

1

Sam Calhoun Plumbing-Electric

Storey's Food Giant
Air Shopping Center

Bel

Sales and Service
Phon. 753 S807

CLOSED ON SUNDAYS

66

PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS

1

No 4th Street

LIL'

205 No 4th Street

PHILLIPS

,
FOUt
MON I

Phone 753.1921
Bus 753-5397

Carroll Tire Service
YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
YOUR
1105 Pogue - ' Block E. of S. 17th . Phone 753.1419

44,

Hendon's Service Station

.-,.,-.=.----, npagliars

,,,

oCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

East Main Street

753 8944

Dealer
Outboard
i
211E/r44%.
. .,,...,Authorized Mercury
T ypewriters Adding Machines and
6g
t Repairs
ydpi
tiversFerBro
Aluminum
,,,,,nra Fiberglass
west r nddr
AST FREE-HOT DELIVERY
orsF
ulat
Calc
Ferry-Hwy
'ii) NI Main
753-1975
So 4ill
751 1753
Ph 474 7344

West Kentucky Rural Electric

NAP

BUILDING BLOCKS & READY MIX CONCRETE

Phone 753 2997

MACK & MACK
Sales and Service
Motors

Ward-Elkins
403 Maple

SPAGHETTI

25 Cent Delivery on All Orders

DODSON, OWNER

Fitts Block & Ready Mix Co.

SO Varieties of Roses
Shrubbery & Supplies
All Types of Bird Houses

it

Residential - Commercial - Farm — Building Lots and
Lake Property—Buying • Selling- Leasing
Pnone 753-7774
511 W Main

ool Office Equipment & Supplies

LUBIE & REBA'S

SUPER BURGER

753.3751

i-

Hutson Chemical Co. , Inc.

BERT. ALTO24 AND NED JONES

Wells Electric

MEMBER F.T.D.
501 N 4th St

Jones Brothers
Body Shop

.,...

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS

.

Steaks . Chops - Seafoort Plates - Sandwiches
Specials: mon., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Ribeye Steal.
Wed , Ground Sirloin- Thurs.. Chicken- Fri., Fish
No. 17th Ext. 641 -Call In Orders to 753-4419

41111

., _

WM E

Shirley Garden Center

. 4.w.

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
Central Shopping Center

Chestnut St
753-1715

Story

Hogs bought daily

Ph 7S3 9636

w

----r

Shirley Florist

TOM ANDREWS - YOUR HOST

4

So. 12th &
7S3-4655

Ky.

SALE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M. — PH 7S3.5334

Benton. Ky

PARK RENTAL

—

Murray Livestock Co.

Jo. Morris & Sons
Mobile Homes

-

TOS---ES '

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"

753-1717
Murray. Ky

COMPLIMENTS

753-3734

-----,
\

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Rt. I,
I

Wayne Darnell Outboard
Marine

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales•Servt e-Parts
Supplies
94 E. At MurrayMurrCaoymnpal

Paschaltiruck_lines,

Phone 753-6164

501 N. 4th

A rerray,
oo

Restaurant

COMPLIMENTS

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales & Service
Repairs S. Installation—Gas & Sewer

Fast Service
Hwy. 641 North

Ph 642-4624, Paris

Ph 753-3571, Murray

V
Claude Vaughn

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads Meats

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St.,

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador Gremlin Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Rudy Lovett Distributing
Co., Inc.

American

ER
TME LA

Phone 75341220

Call in Orders 753-7101

A.

jp,

I

Murray's Only Authorized Sylvania Dealer
Complete Repair Service On All Makes

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' 0000"

Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd

Sales and Service

Kentweiw rritd clam

1

Dunn Furniture, TV &
Appliance

Orten's TV

Taylor Motors, Inc.
"West Kentucky Transportation Center"
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp Dealer
753-1372
4th at Poplar

*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS*.

Wiirl,

CHIEF,
TELL lt
SGT,
GET LC

753-2164

808 Coldwater Rd.

ir

-7-1(enlake Marina

THE

Your Compiete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck & Farm Tires

753-1751

709 S. 7111

753-6075

Highway 641 North
....

802

,

HEATINGr, SHEEN' METAL - AIR ,CONDITIONING
71111 at Chestnut

Phone 753 1202

SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

Gerrald Boyd-Owner
Complete Automatic Transmission Service-Front End Alignment
-Complete Tune-up 8. Repair Service-

BURGER
QUEEN

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration

With Over 20 Years Experience
Radio-Stereo-T.V
753 7900
1600 Dodson Ave

753-7992

Points

753-5209

Ph

121

Randy Thornton Seirititeto.

Tucker TV Sates & Service
Your „ZIASiril Dealer

Palace Cafe

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way"
t53 3914
t100 So. 13th St

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

1415 Main Street

Mobile Home Courts

i

753-24 1 I

753-0676

1101 Arcadia

Ph. 753-7494

Sycamore & 4th

S ,tivitv lIrselsAr Th. Con

ire

OWNERS

.

r

Shady Oaks

The J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Crafts Unlimited

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

Vernon's Boot, Shoe & Western
Store and Shoe Repair

1 ..-ir

WINERLITIR PRINTINfi SERVICE

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Pim ttnq
102 N. 4th
Murray, Ky

TO GI

•17.:117.-.1

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

It

DO
a.m. 1st
inday
Intted
10:30 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
{rove
10:45•.m.
7:00P.m.
Nwited
11:00 a.m.
10:00a.m.
ER Or

_

ited
1 00p.m.
i:30a. in.
1:00a. m.

1 Uninteresting
persons

8 Collect
11 Ambassador
12 Wing toed.
14 Negative prefix
15 Pierce
17 Speed contest
18 Goal
20 Make emends
23 Pedal digit
24 Designating
certain tides
26 Cubic miter
28 A stile labbr
29 Later
31 Harbingers
33 SriOrt iacket
35 Portion of
medicine
36 Chastises
TV
Showed
39

1
11:00a m
7:00P. m
9:30a. m.

sited
Wain.
11 a.m.

/ 11:00a.m
7:00p.m
ed
t.m. 1st
3rd 1 4th
.m 1st 8.
3rd & an

led

prOgram OM*
more

10 a in
It cm

Teutonic deity
Is fond of
Rail bed
Swiss r. ve,
Nerve networks
50 Prefix three
51 Conner Russian
ruler
53 Dispatched
55 Negative prefix
56 Calm
59 Provisions
67 Pan of fortification
62 Pun up

42
43
45
46

45• m 1st
2nd & ath

4
5
6
7

0 410TMMM MM
00 Immo MO
gme
1M 0MMill
—M M030
000
rZ
OUPO
AR
I
PB010
P
00M

Mertes.)

.1

Noom

r.OMM3

Want
Mistake
Pert of flower
Mollifies
Moving part of
motor
32 European dormouse
34 Field ot granular snow

21
22
25
27
30

1

1

38 Whips
37 R.ibber on pencil
38 Places
40 Gratify
41 Metal fasteners
44 Strairier
47 Unusual
49 Dye plait

3

4

7,2f6
.
5
'

11
1..7.: 11 9

t8

19 •••••
.. 20

24

25

9

8

10

..::" '''...133

3)

.

3* ,:::.:039

ti:::V
%
40
41

;.;

;48

52 s..•::4•;•:} 53
`
$'...::...•:..'
57 58 ',•,•.:' 59
.•.•.•
44

'.. 50

A

i"i'' ,55
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:/•••••• United

Feature Syndicate. Inc.

3 am. 1st.
I. Sunday:
a.m. lit
id., 3rd. 1.

—
TECATE, Mexico
"WUMP, swish, WUMP,
swish, WUMP......
The knees are soaring back
and forth in the air like metronomes, wimp, swish, wump,
swish, except for the knees of
one old lads who is lying on

her Me and breathing in the
swee Mexican air heavily
and giggling to herself.
"And a left, touch the knees,
up, and a right, touch the
knees, center, and a lett,"
says the pretty girl in the
black leotard who is leading
the music exercise class at
the Ranch Le Puerta, one of
the world's largest health

THAT WA5 EA.1Y! I J0517010
'EM THAT OUR CAMP PRE64OEN1'
WOULD REALLY 6ET AFTER THEM
IF THEY DIDN'T BREAK IT UP!
14

I.

a.m.

By JACK WEBB
Copley News Service

44 .•.'. 45

43

tr. by

Beautiful people flock to Tecate

217‘,.krill
r.,
32

•

47

.
3

.: :26

12..'.:•-.•: 35
'

30 37 1
7
41

THE GOOD LIFE—The beautiful people have their owe Ideas about fun and good times. The life at a health spa, for example, is
nearly Nirvana for Jet-Setters. During the clay, as shown above,they exercise with weights, tahedong walks arm in arm, and st ork
out to the music of jazz and popular songs. They also doexercises in a swimming pool to the instructions of a handsome teacher.
and, of course, they eat. Well
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8 Ventilate
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10 Fbllowing first
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13 Acts
18 Two together
19 Latin for
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I low hut

YOU CAN SEE
RIGHT THROUGH

ts

WELL,YOU COULD GET HER
A PAIR OP COVERALLS
TO WEAR UHDER IT

753 5209

• CO.

Ingeration

;E
7534181
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iter
rr eS

753.3164

OIARSE >OD
WITH SPEAKING
AND ENTERING
--APO W5611196
AN OFFICER,

'I

'V

If MATE TO KILL
STRANGERS IN THIS
TOWN •- SOME
IT 15 NECESSARY

DO lOu INTEND TO KILL
ME, SERGEANT, FOR
GOOD REASON!

trvice

rams Dealer
All Makes
753-2385

p., Inc.
Soybeans
and, Suet

HEW ARMY
I'M NO LON6ER
CALLED *cocsere."'
Thi THE "DININ6

les

FACILITIS9
5TEVIAMD"

753-1717

COOL! I 1-1AP A
FRIEND £E6E Wi40*
NOW CALLED ABDULLMMUMBA 5AL ti-I--fithr
I DIDN'T NOW'YOU
euy4 WERE DOINE,
IT, TOO

spas, just over the border
Deborah Szekely Mazzantrorn Mexico. In the back- ti's house is at the bottom of a
ground Peggy Lee is singing, long brick staircase leading
via tape, "One Less Bell To from the quiet San Diego
Answer."
street above, past a series of
"This is the most back-to- artificial waterfalls, to a red
the-womb place I've ever
brick patio with a view of a
seen," says Jeanne Perlman
swimming pool and garden
of Santa Barbara, Calif., as
with a row of cheap-looking
she watches the action while apartments across a small
sipping a cup, of iced tea.
valley. The house seems to be
There are a lot of stories
made of nothing but highly
floating around about Rancho polished wood.
La Puerta. All the jet-setters
The door is opened by a
know that it, like most other
Mexican maid who speaks
spas in the country (and even
poor English.
Jack La Lanne) have gotten a
Soon Mrs. Mazzanti walks
big boost from the current
in, a 51-year-old woman with a
back-to-nature kick. But some
healthy tanned face; wearing
people )those who have never
an orange blouse and white
been there) say that it's Fat
s/acics. She walks over, beamCity, where overweighi
ing, and sticks out her hand.
housewives go to shed pounds
"So sorry to keep you waitand swap recipes.
ing," she says."I had my hair
Others say that it's the
in curlers."
economy-aized ($25 a day),
She sits down. She talks swinging version of the
about her health spas, how the
Golden Door, a plush spa 50
ranch was founded 33 years.
miles to the north, just outside
ago and the Golden Door in
of Escondido, Calif., that
1958. The ranch was originally.
a sort of commune, she says.
charges 81,000 a week for the
privilege of sunning yourself
"The clientele of both is
is luxury. Both spas, py thc
very similarov says -Mrs),
way, were founded and are
Mazzanti. "They're more
still run by the same woman
than average both socioeco— Deborah Szekely Mazzanti.
nomically and educationally.
"We have congressmen's
Among those who go to the
wives, senators' wives, indussuperplush Golden Door to be
massaged, manicured, herbal
trialists, artists. ...
"Am I the female Jack La
wrapped, exercised and
Lanne?" Mrs. Mazzanti says,
dieted are comedian Jonathan
Winters; Barbara Howar, the
and then starts choking back
laughter. "No, no, that's a
Washington socialite; Hollywood producer Joshua Logan;
terrible thing to say. My bag
is humanistic behavior — moactresses Dyan Cannon and
Martha Raye, and Jack Pear
tivating people to keep themselves healthy. We don't teach
and his family.
At the more rustic ranch,
exercise or diet."
celebrities range from Burt
But isn't it true that women
Lancaster and architect Wiland the handful of men) who
liam Pereira to comedienne
come to the spas do so to lose
Ruth Buzzi and Adam West of
weight'
"Batman."
"Perhaps 40 or 50 percent,"
Kim Novak frequents both
says Mrs. Mazzanti. "There
spas. When she's at the ranch
was a time, a few years ago,
she hires a mariactu band to_Aceoban we were having many._
serenade her while she swims ' very obese people among our
in the pool.
guests, and naturally we did
But the real question, of
what we could. But we are
course, is — what do all these
more interested in keeping
celebrities DO with themhealthy people healthy.
selves when they go to the
"The fact is, whoever you
health spas' And are all those
are, whatever your age, you
floating rumors true?
can have more energy. If
Only one way to find out. A
you're in tip-top shape, you
don't have time to go around
quick call to Roberta Ridgley,
having all these problems, bepublic relations woman for
the Golden Door.
ing depressed."

:o.

Feeder Pig Show To
Be Held ImSturgis-

PM 753.5334
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Murray, Ky

By WENDELL P. Butler
Commissioner of Agriculture
A Feeder Pig Show will be
held July 13 in Sturgis, marking
the first time for such an
organized show to be held in
Kentucky.
The show is being sponsored
by the Kentucky Department of
Agricultire and the Union Bank
of
Trust Cimpany
and
Morganfield. The University of
Kentucky County Extension
Service, the Green River Park
Producers Association and the
Union County Fair Board are
cooperating with this event. It
will be held at the Union County
Fair Grounds.
Kentucky is a major producer
of feeder pigs and we of the
Kentucky Department of
Agriculture are pleased that
this show has been initiated. It
is open to any swine producer in
the State, and the pigs entered
must have
averbeenfarro
edma
ng
are beiw
onilthe
farm
fa
of the exhibitor.
forms
to swine producers throughout

the State. Any producer who
does not recieve an entry
blank and desires to enter
should write to George Belt,
Route 2, Sturgis, Ky 42459 or the
Division of Shows and Fairs, 727
Capital Plaza Tower, Frankfort, Ky. 40601.
Under the general rules, six
pigswill constitute an entry and
they may be either barrows or
gilts and can be purebred or
cross bred. The pigs are to
weigh from 40 to 70 pounds and
will be shown in light or heavy
weight classes. All pigs entered
will be sold and those which do
not qualify for the show will be
sold following the sale of show
animals.
The receiving, weighing and
numbering of pigs will be taken
care of on the afternoon of July
12. Judging will begin at 10:00
a.m. on Friday with the sale set
for 1)00 p.m.
We of the Department trust
that this initial show will
and advance
compliment

Kentucky's feeder pig industry.

NEW YORK (AP) — Revealing comments from various
sources on the state of the
American economy:
—Anyone who shopped for a
house during the past few
months knows that prices rose
almost by the week, the primary factor being the higher
costs of materials.
Another side of the same picture is now ready for viewing:
profits of building-product manufacturers rose 64 per cent in
the first quarter of the year on
sales increases of 27 per cent,
according to F. W. Dodge Division.
Dodge, probably the bestknown compiler of statistics on
the construction industry,found
a "highly favorable marketing
climate" for the 62 companies
It surveyed.
Most favored by the market
was the forest products group,
whose profits doubled in the
first three months over the like
period a year earlier.
— Anyone who has had to
write off a debt as uncollectable is aware of the irritation
Involved. But if you think your
irritation is painful, consider
the collective frustration that
plagues American industry.
Basing its estimate on Internal Revenue Service reports,
Dun & Bradstreet states that
yearly bad debt losses of nearly
1.7 million U.S. corporations
come to nearly $03 billion.
The biggest losses, based on
figures for the 1969-1970 fiscal
year, were in the finance fields,

W. Ed Glover of
Rev.
Murray, was a Commissioner to
the General Assembly of the
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Church meeting in Fort Worth,
Texas, recently. Rev Glover
served as a member of the
-•
Judlotary eorrffftitter •
The Reverend Dr. Thomas H.
Campbell of Memphis, Tennessee, was elected Moderator
of the denomination for the next
year Dr Campbell has been
serving as teacher and adMemphis
of
ministrator
Theological Seminary since
1956. After retiring from the
Seminary in August he will be
serving as Pastor of the
Presbyterian
Cumberland
Church in Harrison, Arkansas.

with personal credit agencies
claiming they were forced to
write off 8.1 per cent of their
receipts.
Savings and loan associations-,
averaged losses of 6.6 per cent
of receipts, bank and trust
companies 4 per cent and muo'
tual servings banks 3.6 per
cent.
—You've heard that the U.Si
economy is steadily becoming •
more a producer of services
than of goods. That is, we sett
overseas tours and good healttf
and insurance policies as well
as cars and food and houses.
Awareness of this trend cart
only be enhanced by reading
the headline of an article in
Blue Cross magazine. "Health
is No. 2," it proclaims, and it
doesn't mean that U.S. health
care is second best.
The article shows that health
care is the country's second
largest industry, closing in on
contract construction in terms
of employes and in the arnourd
of income it represents.
The industry in 1966 employed 2.26 million workers, or
more than a million fewer than
in construction. But with a hefty, 39 per cent jump in fivi
years, it employed 3.13 million
in 1971, or only 400,000 fewer
than in construction.
Income derived from health
care soared even more, some
$7 per cent between 1986, when
the figure was $17.9 billion, to
1971, when $33.5 billion was
earned in the health care industry

a resolution asking th%
President to create a special
board to study the cases iro
dividually. The resolution askecl
that the board "take ap
propriate action," in each case
The Assembly passed
recommendation that "
berland Presbyterians resi.
efforts by the federal govern
ment to cut back on programi
whick „effectively benefit the
needy."

They approved a statement a!
follows: "The purpose of the
penal system should be to
confront the offender with his
and her crime, and then assist
the offender in learning to
function in society in responsible ways. Reform can best be
He will be titular head of the made through involvement of
denomination this year and will Christian people in local
be attending meetings of political structures where the
Boards, Conferences and attar responsibility lies.
Church Courts throughout the
Another recommendation
country.
During the meeting a number was made "that local churches
of social Issues were discussed be encouraged to help maintain
and acted upon. The Assembly local service organizations
took a moderate stand upon the whose services to the needy
amnesty question. They passed have been affected through
budget cuts by joining with
other churches and charitable
organizations to support these
service programs both financially and through the involvement of church members
The Assembly accepted by
unanimous vote proposals to
continue to study the "right to
die" for terminally W persons.
The abortion report said "we
recognize that this is -a controversial issue and that no one
person or group can come up
with a solution that will satisfy
everyone."
The Assembly approved the
recommendation that there be
more participation of women in
positions of church leadership
SIGNING IN--Kentucky such as: ordained elders for
Public local sessions, delegates to
of
Auditor
Accounts Mary Louise presbytery and synod, comGeneral
to
?'oust "signs her name to missioners
on
membership
Assembly,
charter of the
the
boards and commissions and
Southeastern Intergovernother agencies for which they
mental Audit Forum at its
are-qualified and that they also
in
meeting
recent
be received as candidates for
Colbs
Marvin
as
Louisville,
the ministry.
United States
of the
General Accounting Office
in Atlanta, chairman of
HOT AND COLD
the forum, smiles his
approval. The forum is
When eating out, remember
public the old adage about keeping hot
of
composed
accounts and legislative foods hot and cold foods cold
picnic
auditors from the eight Fried chicken, a popular
be

cooled

im-

Southeastern states. Its food, should
mediately after it leaves the
function is to exchange
Hamburger and
frying pan
information relating to other meats:especially ground
audits and find
lheits, should be kept cold until
facilitate day-to-day it touches the grill Reserve
and picnic foods that spoil easily for
interagency
intergovernmental patio picnics and others where
between the meal can be served imcooperation
mediately
members.
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sell It With A Classified Ad

1 16
75C
37119

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

- HELP WANTED
PERMANENT OFFICE POSITION
Must be a reliable, mature person who is willing
to learn a difficult job.
Apply In Writing to.
P.O. BOX 574
Giving
age,. experience, education and marital status

AUTOS FOR SALE

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED

1968 FORD pickup, automatic,
air conditioned, with topper. Two
VW's 65 and 67. Can be seen at 916
July6C
N. 18th.

GE? RID

1073 GMC pick-up, custom cab,
2500 miles. A-I condition, phone
July2C
753-9457.

Of

Call . . .

753-7116
The Courier-Journal

GERMAN
COCKROAGH

One small 2 bedroom
house. Excellent location.
No children, no pets. Phone
:A-301S.
MOUSE FLY

TWO BEDROOM brick home,
carpet, drapes, built-in oven and
range. Attached garage and city
stater. Nice country home with
garden for couple only. Located 9
miles north of Murray on Highway 641. $135.00 a month. Phone
JullOC
4364479.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
living room, kitchen, bathroom
and shower and bath. One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman ApartCOURIER-JOURNAL paper boy ments, South 16th Street, 753LOST & FOUND
for route in city of Murray. For 6609.
July 26(
J30C
LOST, BROWN mans leather details call 753-8931.
SLEEPING ROOMS for men.
billfold in Bel-Air Shopping
Center. Finder may keep money, HELP WANTED, cook's helper, furnished, private entrance, air
*hose return cards. Notify Curtis some
experience conditioned, refrigerator.
cooking
=vie,Rt. 3, Paris,Tenn. J29P necessary. Kentucky Lake Lodge Zimmerman Apartments, South
July 26C
Restaurant. Aurora, Ky. Phone 16th. Phone 753-6609.
LOST: SIAMESE cat in Cold- 474-2259.
July2C
water area. If found please call
BUILDING SPACE for rent size
J29C
489-3688.
33' x 68'. Three different floors,
irsv-ar-w-yrvirvvw-larg
INSURANCE SALESMAN
full apartment upstairs. Floors
Need two men or women in
can be rented separately. Phone
your area to help me
753-9885. 'Basement can be used
F
J29C
service our present clients
as a car clean-up shop.
full time. Commission plus
renewals and bonus. For
THREE ROOM suite of offices,
information and perfull
central heat and air, carpeted.
N For Appointment
sonal interview write to or
Immediate possession. Prime
phone:
1I
location. Phone Roberts Realty
D
Mr. John W. Isbell
J30C
753-1651.
Pyramid Life Inc. Co.
I
Box 442
FURNISHED ONE bedroom
Fulton, Ky. 42041
apartment.Afr conditioned,
Next Door to Town &
Phone 472-3925
ajacent to IOU Campus. Couple
Ountry Dress Shoppe
J30C
only, Phone 7524005.

Sherry
O Sills
u

753.713
The

Beauty Box

SERVICES OFFERED

ON KENTUCKY lake; four large
bedrooms, 2 baths, large kitchen
and living area, breakfast bar,
fireplace, central heat and air,
boat dock, large patio. May be
purchased furnished. Phone 436July5C
5574.

PONTIAC GTO, 1968, automatic
transmission, tape player. Will
sell cheap! Call 753-3037 during
day and 753-5366 at night. July2C

AMERICAN COCKROACH

WANTED

BY OWNER,two bedroom house,
living room, dining room, kitchen, basement, garage, air
conditioned. Clean inside and out.
J29P
Phone 753-3779.

ROACHES
Carry Germs
SPIDERS
Are Poison
TERMITES
Eat Your Home

PESTS

BROWN
SPIDER

RECLUSE

BLACK CARPET
BEE TIE
PAVEMENT ANY

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

CAN YOUR HOME ESCAPE??

FOR RENT

Carrier Applications

REAL ESTATE lAgft SALE

7531916

Definitely not just another duplex. Perfect for having a
home and income too. Each unit in this beautiful duplex
has two large bedrooms, an extra large living room, a
kitchen area with loads of cabinets, more closet space
than many of the new homes. This fine duplex is located in
Circarama just around the corner from the best shopping
area of Murray. The price is less than the replacement
cost.

WATER FRONT, large lot, a
choice area, Phone 436-2327 after
July5C
7p.m.

BY OWNER in Gatesborough:
2 bath home on
1
four bedroom, 2/
spacious lot, entry foyer, large
living-dining room, large den or
rec. room with fireplace, great
kitchen with all built-ins (double
self cleaning ovens), breakfast
Swann Building
nook with view. Completely
208 So. 4th Street
carpeted, custom drapes, central
Ky.
Murray,
heat and air, large utility room,
753-0101
Res 753-7531
paneled two car garage with
Farm, Lake and Residential Property
electric eye. Built in grill on
patio. Closets, cabinets and
COUNTRY LOTS; trees, water, storage galore. Phone 753WANTED TO BUY
July6C
fireplugs. Extra large. High and 8965.
dry after rains. $3500.00. Phone
WANT TO BUY small office desk Sam Harris 753-8061. June 3ONC
J3ONC
and chair. Call 753-6740.
NOTICE

John C. Neubauer Real Estate

brick
'WANT TO BUY used furniture, THREE BEDROOM
any condition, no appliances. veneer, near downtown, $20,000
J2C
July 23C call 753-1408.
Phone 753-8378.
S1LVFRi

RUBE YOUNG,
Shoe Shine Man

,-C.NOCR POST BEETLE

PAPER
KARR RIM/

and still the"ugh
Swat em. .stomp em.v:Spray'erninsects can be iountrin the cleanest households.
cracki
Even the newest homes have. Crevices and
that canyadmit and conceal wood ticks, silverfish
roa9mi and all the other 'inch" insects.
CUR Today For FREE
,V4hat can you do,about tit
Inspection

WANT TO BUY
Large 3 or 4 bedroom
home, 15 years old or less,
on wooded lot within 15
miles of Murray. lth baths,
15'x20'
room
family
with
minimum, kitchen
eating 4vace, central heat,
possession by August 15.

KENIANA SHORES-Largi
wooded lots for sale-as little al
$895 with $10 down &$10 per
month-central water-lake accessall weather streets. From New
Concord drive North East on 444
five miles and follow Keniana
July 25C
signs to office.

Hornbuckle's
Barber Shop
209 Walnut
Phone 753-9067
Open 8:30 to 5:00

51"-

Men's
RESIDENCE PLUS three rental
units, $190.00 monthly, at 400 and
$1°° -Boy's
402 South 18th, on lot 130' x 200'
Call Collect 1-217-632-9518
Zoned business, a good two
or Write
Bring Your Shoes By
_bedroom house on kt acre lot near
Maurice Clabaagh
The Bag!
Coldwater
915
at
Bypass
121
15 Birch Lane
25'
pr.-Boots 50`
Road.
Villa Grove, Minot',11958
'Two large apartment or small
and
owned
Locally
business lots on Whitnell,
operated for 20 years. We
WANT TO buy gold and silver Glendale and Dudley Streets.
can be reached 24 hours a
If You
coins, also extra clean old model Two choice residential lots in
81
day.
J2P Bagwell Subdivision.
car Phone 753-0415.
Phone 7534914
For information or appointment
to see these properties call C.O.
Pleas. Phone
buy
LIKE
WOULD
to
baby
bed
in
tank
septic
on
trucking,
ESTIMATE
FREE
WORK;
BULLDOZER
Bondurant Realty at 753-0954 or
good
Phone
753condition.
TFC
753-7850.
and
Phone
installation.
dirt
Your
also bank gravel, fill
J29C
KY. LAAE two bedroom, lake
0007
J29C 753-3460.
topsoil. Phone Hardin, 354-8138.
front home for rent by week
TFC CARPENTER, ROOFING and
354-8161 after 5:00 psn
during July and August. Free or
PEST CONTROL
concrete work. Call after 6 p.m. WANTED TO buy, used air
anchor or boat slip available, Call
conditioner and tv antenna. FOR THE best in pest control
CARPETS PROFESSIONALLY 753-9629.
J30C
436-6459 after 7:30 p.m.
J2C
Phone 753-6321
July2C service and termite control call
steam cleaned. Phone Carpet
If No Results:
TFC HANNA SIGNS hand lettered
WO-THREE room apartments. Mister 489-2504.
Superior Exteeminating ComPhone
commercial arts. Phone 753Dovmton area. Phone 753TFC
pany,753-7266.
MUSIC
Pest
and
TERMITE
KELLY'S
July5C
0472.
9885.
July6C
Control, phone 753-3914 100 South
WANTED TO RENT
Before 5:00 p.m.,
TUNiNG-RepairPIANO
13th Street, "Every day you
ALUMINUM SIDING trim and rebuilding.
expert
Prompt
their
have
bugs
lets
and
delay
HOUSE
FURNISHED
Then
perLOCAL FAMILY
TFC gutteis. We cover all exposed service. 15 years experience.
apartments. Near university.
wood. Custom tit trim. Baked Rebuilt pianos for sale. Ben W. manent home to rent. Fouror
p.m. and
5:30
After
Newly decorated. Boys or girls.
enamel aluminum siding. All Dyer, Murray, Kentucky, . Phone three bedrooms. Phone 753-9002
Phone 753-7575 or 75114819. July FOR YOUR building needsJuly6C r Until 6:30 p.m.
aluminum gutters and down 753-8911.
Trc or 753-2337.
remodeling additions, new or old,
24C
spouts. Free estimates Phone
large or small jobs. Call 753July 3C
753-8783.
NOTICE
July 25C
TWO BEDROOM frame house 7955.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs.
plan. Lonardo
for
purchase
carpeted throughout Wired
to
Rent
&
yoiir additions- JERRY'S REFINISHINGmiles Piano Company, across from
electric stove, washer and dryer. FOR ALL
AUTOS FOR SAIL
Built Furniture, 6
J29C
Post Office, Paris,Tenn.
No pets or children. Phone 753- remodeling, residential or Custom
Murray on Hwy. 641.
J2C commercial. New or old. Free South of
- FOR OFFICES 1967 PONTIAC Bonneville, four 1836.
492TFC Jerry McCoy, owner. 502)
estimates. Call 753-6123.
door hardtop, double power and
or
2
Why
3 people do this seevice when you can get
have
TFC
8837.
USED BALDWIN organ, Baldwin
air conditioned. Phone 753COMPLETE SERVICE from 1 company.
piano.
console
grand
piano,
painting
Service.
LOCKSMITH
JARws
&
ROY'S
J29C
5644.
30 x 50 building for
CLAYTON
Lenard° Piano Company, across
-WE HAVE GOOD REFERENCESTFC
Phone Parts,6424551.
automoti%e work. ComContractors. ;;Homes, churches,
convertible,
Sports
Paris TenOffice,
Post
1968 DATSLTN
from
If contacted by July 7th
compressor.
plete with air
commercial.'Free estimate in329C
new top, tires with wire hub caps.
SPECIAL 1,2 Price
4 Mer-head
CLEANING- cludes start‘g and completion neasee
and
CARPET
office,
Five speed, real sharp. Call 753On Monthly Janitorial Service
Professional. Commercial or dates,and complete description,753-.10114.
Phone
doors.
3760 or see at Del's Gulf at Five
residential at reasonable prices. of materials to be used. You will- PIANO TUNING and ReParrJul2C
Points.
Boyd & Woodward Maintenance, Inc.
furnish like our quality and prices. Stop Jerry Cain, 753-8712. Registered
NEATLY FURNISHED apart- Free estimate. Will
craftsman Piano Technician
Phone
Handyman,
references.
or
437-4793
at
Clayton
main'call
ment, carpeted and air conHOME & OFFICE MAINTENANCE AND REPAIR
TFC
J29NC 437-4712.
1966 CHEVROLET, four door, ditioned. Available by the week 753-6827.
July 10P Guild
SERVICE
automatic, V-8, perfect condition. or month. Also one apartment
CALL for FREE ESTIMATE to 436-2403
Phone 753-3732.
J30C ovaila ble for fall semester. May EXPERIENCED WORK in
NOTICE
be seen at Kelly's Pest Control. landscaping, planting, pruning,
1963 BUICK Skylark, air con- Located 100 S. 13th St.
July2C spraying and the making of
flower beds. Phone 753-6051 J29C
ditioned. Good condition, phone
July2C DUPLEX FOR rent, two
753-0954.
bedrooms, 3 miles from Murray.
FORD VAN, 1968 can be seen at Call 753-5998 after 7 psn. July2C WILL DO trashNand brush
603 Maui after 5 p.m. Price to sell
hauling. Reasonable rates. Phone
Complete Rome
$250.00 or phone 753-4910. July2C
TFC
LARGE EFFICIENCY apart- 753-6130.
Remodeling
ment, newly decorated, large
STIPJL
1969 DODGE GT sports with new closet and storage space.
- 4C4C40:
motor and transmission. Phone Electric heat and air conditioned, r•:
• • :41:
J30C private entrance. 1606 Wes
, • ""• • "
r
753-6858.
/53-0961
July2C
Main.
like
Cricket,
1972 PLYMOUTH
WILL KEEP children age 3-5.
new, mileage 7,350. Price $1,600. TWO BEDROOM 12 x 60 house
Five days'a week 7 a.m. to 5 p.m.
J30C trailer also two bedroom furPhone 753-0509.
Ju12C
Phone 7
rent
apartment,
nished
753or
753-8333
Phone
1963 DODGE Dart $50.00 or best reasonable.
R & R ASPHAL aving. Quality
July2C
J29C 7571.
offer. Phone 436-5579.
work guaranteed. Business and
$1t residential. Free estimates.
1969 GRAND Prix S.J. Silver with
SERVICES'OFFERED
Phone day or night Mayfield 247black top, tilt wheel, leather
TFC
Know someone :14: 7201.
interior, power seat and winBARBER
HORNBUCKLE'S
dows. Call 753-7136 after 5
Shop, Tuesday through Saturday,
; who'll soon !.10 JOHN'S REPAIR Service
J29C
p.m.
8:30 a.m 5:00 p.m., after 5:0J
Plumbing-electrical-roofing and
celebrate a
p.m. by appointment. Phone 753carpentry. Phone 7516897 days or
1971 VW,Super beetle, automatic
209
$1.00.
9067. Price $1.25; boys,
TFC
A:
stick. Yellow-with black IRRIFLOF.
753-7625 nights.
birthday?
J3ONC 741:.
J29C Walnut Street.
Phone 4924479.
••
SCARBOROUGH PLUMBING &
:411. PAINTING-INTERIOR, exExcellent
1970 VW BEETLE.
Electric. Complete pump repair
..tioZior, and sheet rock finishing.
J9C
condition. Phone 753-2348.
service. Let us check your old
work guaranteed. For free
..tat
phone Satnrnie Atkins
pump for you before you buy a
cattle
with
pick-up
CHEVY
1961
24 hour emergency
Painting &Decorating 47one.
91
new
condition,
racks, motor good
July 20C
service. Phone 753-5543. July 14C
body fair,$300.00. 753-3237. J29C

CLOSE 0
three wee
advantag(
non's BOI
Store 4th
11M11111111111

Ir

Kelley's Termite
Pest Control

Miss Your Paper

Paper Carrier
First
753-1916

DESIGNER
I design prOteCtiOD programs that take At° account the particular needs
and responsibilities of prudent family heads. If your
life insurance picture is out
of focus, why not let me
design a realistic one for
you?

David Peace
Rt. 7 Box 263
Murray, Ky.
Ph, 753-9413

Metropolitan Life
New

YOIII

N

We sell life insurance
business is life

But our

77-

753-7278

New Janitorial Services

•Papering
•Painting
•Panelling
•Ceiling Tile
jR

froughton

N-0-T-I-C-E

U.

Sr
of

Trenhoim's Restaurant
Will Be

74i

I Bought My Form Through,

WAP
I twit My tarn With Mco•rial
Ade•riteed in a
RARLAR
I Bought My Troct•r Through a
WAN:TAD
My Sanely LIVID{ Sottar Because I
Reed and Say Through the
WASITADS

CALL

-Anion L1ne753-1916
ihe.

giort..-1,oftsni, CLASSIFIED •I)1 .1

The
Ledger & Times

CLOSED

July 2nd thru July 8th

ZIPPER
colors a.
"hotter-ti
your Sit
Shoppi

A

for Remodeling and Staff Vacations.

If Yip

Mil reopen Monday, July 9,

Happy A d

741: Phone
7
:141

*CV=

:;estimates

at our usual time.
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m house,
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ge kitchen
ast bar,
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Phone 436July5C
ge lot, a
36-2327 after
July5C
tesborough:
th home on
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Completely
pes, central
utility room,
arage with
in grill on
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753July6C
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Shop
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Thanks,

MOBILE HOME, 1971 (12 x 85)
central heat, window air conunderpening. Call
29 ditioner, also4 p.m.
July6C
492-8858 after

We Have Steel Belted Radials
In Stock

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet,
Inc.

South 12th Street
CLOSE OUT sale still on. We're
three weeks late moving, so take
advantage of low prices. Veilnon's Boot, Shoe and Western
J2C
Store. 4th and Sycamore.

REGISTER FOR free fabric to
be given away each week at your
local Singer Sewing Center,
J30C
Belaire Shopping Center.

Irvin Cobb Resort
Off 732 Hwy. 436-5811
5 a.m.-9 p.m. - Mon.-Thurs.
5 a.m.-10 p.m. - Fri., Sat, Sun.

Catfish Dinners
v Chicken v Steaks
v Country Ham, etc.

Murray, Ky.

net

„
"60 Minutes

NM L

14' FIBERGLASS runabout with ANTIQUE OAK roll top desk,
old.
40 h.p. Johnson motor and trailer. completely restored,90 years
J29C Also refinished walnut veneer
1600.00 phone 753-2590.
part marble top chest. Set
KENMORE automatic washer, Morehead prints, plates 1
good condition. $40.00, phone 492- through 9. J. Homer Miller, 1505
J29P
J29C Dudley Drive.
8385.

WE CAN NIT you
ON THE MAP...

nu can grt

"THE DOCTOR"
EP AIR •

- OVER 3,000 IN STOCK11 STILL NUMBER ONE IN QUALITY
AND SAVINGS

VA LOANS, no down payment for
qualified veteran. 12 years to
pay. Drive on out almost to
Clarks River Bridge on Beltline.
boat fully
Bank financing on spot. Bill's CAMPER: HARDTOP, pop-up, 1972 RANGER Bass mercury,
h.p.
140
h
FOR SALE
Mobile Homes, 3900 Sout six sleeper, two years old, ex- equipped with
FOR SALE
motor
heavy duty trailer, trolling
Beltline Highway, Paducah, Ky., cellent condition. Call 753sories.
acces
other
all
J30C
or,
ture
locat
Minia
ft.
cubic
J30C and
17.4
4434150.
TAPPAN
AKC REGISTERED,
1202.
and refrigerator freezer, $250 00
Phone 753-7154.
Dachsund puppies male
25',
line.
to
8'
S,
blood
POLE
r,
ip
SOTE
tione
ionsh
air
condi
CREO
Sears 23,000 BTU
female. Champ
ess(54 x 80)
and.
Murray SPRING AND mattr
July2C TOPPER CAMPER, paneled
May be seen at United Methodist $235.00. Both 2 years old, like and treated fence posts.
e 753-7133.
Phon
.
$20.00
call
e
Mapl
or
J30C Lumber Company, 104
insulated with house type rear,
new.7594045.
parsonage, Kirka,ey, Ky.
J29C
J30C
wheel base truck,,
Street.
489-2323.
BOAT 18 FT. inboard and out- door. Fits long
one acre lot
4 h.p.
1
iful
Beaut
0.
RS ELE,CTRIC /
$225.0
walk
MAYE
ll,
tri-hu
h.p.
board 165
motor.
(X)-CART, upward 5 h.p.
, with 80 feet plastic ARROWHEAD CAMPER Sales, through windshield, Mercury with water and sewerage hook,
pump
well
er
See at Cardinal Ridge Trail hose, with jet. $50.00. Bathroom Mayfield, Kentucky, on the outdrive, full top with extra ups, 2 miles south Lynn Grove:,
Last
Road.
rtown
Potte
Benton Highway. Travel trailers, cover, will consider any bid. six miles from Murray. Only
Park,
ory ( white),$7.00. 755II
J29C lavat
J29P
J30C pickup camper, toppers. We also
753-7592
trailer OR left.
3340.
Delta wing ski-kite with all ac- 12450.00 Phone
NM campers by the week or cessories $200.00. Floating lounge
RIDING MOWER, 8 h.p. AMF, CHINA-EKCO prudence chink 1141111tend. Call 2474187 or 489- chair $18.00, shower stall $15.00, KIRBY VACUUMS-The shagJ29P
J30C
any
$200, Phone 753-2376.
Monique pattern. Twelve 5-piece
lavatory $10.00, new Royal rug specialist that adjusts to
s,
dishe
ng
:
servi
2
ings
gs,
even
riter, carpet. New and used vacinuns
settin
typew
place
ble
Now on Friday
porta
ric
elect
conT
1966 HONDA 180, in good
creamer and sugar. Superior KENTUCKY'S LARGES $100.00, compact portable for sale. For demonstration
dition. Also 1988 Crest house condition. $149.50 complete. Call variety of pistols. Buy now while
propelled phone Mike Hutchens, your local
,
them at washer, $30.00 self
get
still
752 or 7
trailer 10' z52'. Phone 753J3OP
can
you
83.
lawn mower $25.00 Phone 753- Kirby distributor. 753-0
J211P 75944
Jul311
1484.
reasonable prices. Country Boy 4487
July2C 0359.
TRANSPORTS, Stores, the pistol people. 9 miles
LE
MOBI
AUTO
COLOR TV, 23" cabinet model, two gas, one diesel. Body shop from Hopkinsville, Junction 117
RESTORE
BEAUTIFULLY
CHU D'S PLr,1
pecan finish, Phone 492-8844
ment for sale. and 164. Open Sundays until 4:00
Phone 753.
equip
all
g
safe.
pie
dosin
ntic
authe
J29NC
J30C
p.m.
July 17
Paris, Tenn.642-0956 or 6427616.
July5C
5685.
TRUCK LOAD saleMUST SELL toy poodle puppy, 3
BASS BOAT,15 ft. fiberglass and BODY SHOP closing. Large air
Watch this award-winning
turck tires, first line;
months old, black, - AKC
ury
Merc
h.p.
80
rn
with
CD
r
00
traile
7
program at
essor, sanders, buffers, air registered. Phone 753-0871. JuLIC
compr
825220 10 ply $46.90 + $6.14
etely
compl
is
motor. Rig
CnanneiI2
jacks. Valve
ulic
hydra
and
- 10 ply $59.18 +$7.33
J21/C
28.
equipped,753-77
boats, motor 900x20
ing machine, complete "LITTLE PEOPLE prints" only MARK TWAIN, MT
Vtind
- 12 ply $69.95 + $9.10
20
1000x
Brought to you b
Agard
new. Call 753RONALD W. RESNILAR. Sp.c4
best highway tread
painting equipment, arc welder, $1.69 at your Singer Shop, and trailer like
ong's
Armst
PET
CAR
ST
NGE
C
ANI
CLE
July2
/11 Main St.
two kerosine forced- compare elsewhere at nearly 8072.
r,
welde
gas
tires;
truck
easy
so
used,
cleaner you ever
NORTHWESTERN
space heaters, used car and twice the price. Murray Sewing
825x20 - 10 ply $54.16 + $6.14
MUTUAL LIFE •
too. Get Blue Lustre. Rent air
PING-PONG table and Magnus 900x20 - 10 ply 265.43 + $7.33
tires, etc. Also office Center, Belaire Shopping-Centruck
K,
electric shampooer WOO. Big
MILWAUKEE
C
July2
21.
J30C chord organ. Call 753-49
ment, desk, chairs, check ter.
1000x20 - 12 ply $76.68 + $9.10
Belaire Shopping Center, J30C equip
writer, dictaphone. Three
Armstrong's best traction type
obile transport. Call Paris, DOGHOUSES FOR small, BOAT MOTOR, used, $50.00 also truck tires;
BEATEN DOWN carpet paths go autom
after 825x20 - 10 ply $65.21 + $7.25
Phone 642-0966 or 842.medium, large and extra large used chain saw $75.00. Call
FOR SALE
when Blue Lustre arrives. Rent Tenn.
J30C 900x20 - 10 ply 271.14 + $8.51
Ju1y5C dogs. Price range from $16.00 to 8:30p.m. 436-2197.
5685.
Pik
Kwikelectric shampooer $1
C
J3ON
12
e
753-17
108=0 - 12 ply $83.09 + $10.52.
Phon
.
$35.00
J30C
Points.
PALOMINO gelding, 15 hands, Market,Five
Sales, Highway 68, Benton,
1970 HONDA CL 180, Good conRoby
J3ONC
good for teenagers or adult
July 14NC
89
TERIM BY Sears. Sears Ky.
GUT
436-22
Call
,
dition
LED
POL
installed per
rs,
gutte
Phone Diane Skelton 753-4920 REGISTERED
H.P.
ess
50
boat,
seaml
BOUT
16'
RUNA
JZ/P Hereford bulls. Set-vice age. Also.
1973 model ",2
after 1:00p.m.
1965 BOAT motor and trailer. Johnson motor. Real nice. All your specifications. Call Larry GUITAR FOR Sale,
ngs or 5
old strew. Can be picked up in
morni
22
753-13
Call
free
price.
for
ry
310
Mercu
753-2
65
at
r.
and
sitting on heavy duty traile Lyles
nest week. Arrow-glass boat
J29P
TFC
p.m
10
'to
tion.
72AC combine, also 35 MI self- field by Saturday or
condi
J29C estimate.
Phone 436-5366.
901-247-5487. motor. In real good
J29P
propelled combine. Phone 435- Rex Robinson,
e
84.
Phon
753-14
J3OP
J29NC Puryear,Tennessee.
4305 after 5:00p.m.

es

a, Inc.

SAVINGS

ELECTRIC STOVE for sale
$20.00, good condition. Phone 4499July2C
2639.

Sales Will Be Open and
Parts Available

FOR SALE

600 W.

REGISTERED ANGUS cattle, 2
cows and calves; 4 bulls, 2 angus
and 2 Charolais. Phone 437-4365.
July2P
James Mitchuson.

skeleton crew in order to handle
emergencies.

gla

LF
CAIN'S MaiGU
n

RUMAGE SALE,Saturday, June
30, in front of old Belks, on west
side of court square.9 a.m. un.130NC
til.

July 2-7 Will Be Our Vacation with the exception. of only a
Week

We Also Have
278

COLONIAL SOFA, 8 feet long,
$50.00 and arm chair $15.00.
July2C
Phone 753-9801.

NOTICE

916
.m. and
0 p.m.

Another View

NOTICE

NOTICE

rrier
ults:

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
NOTICE

753Ca-:1916

Is Alive
and
Well
in Murray
"Specialists in the repair and service
of VW vehicles."
not an associate of AMA

OR
THE DOC&T
Pine
North 4th St
753-0223

ZIPPERS-7 cents. Polyester, all
colors and lengths, during the
"hotter-n-a-fire-popper-sale" at
your Singer Center, Belaire
Center.J29C
Shopping

.• .
/41

Fire crackers are
Popping at
JEWELART
Stop by. see the
we
SPECIALS
have
1117 N. Arcadia

If You Wan!.

Super Dooper, 11-.S;D:A., Choice,
Tender Tasting, UP Smacking
STEAK...
- SEE JOHN -

PLANT
GIBSON LOCKay,ERIly. Phon
e.753-1601

107 No. 3rd Street

Murr

TOPPER CAMPER, paneled and CAMPERS' CAMPERS! A lot
Insulated with house type rear full of them at prices you couldn't
door. Fits long wheel base truck, believe, starting at $450.00. Full
$225.00. Beautiful one acre lot type,fold down and motor homes.
with water and sewerage hook New and used. At Bill's Camper
ups, 2 miles south Lynn Grove, Corner, located at Bill's Mobile
six miles from Murray. Only Homes, 3900 Clarks River Road,
$2450.00. 1969 Ford Ranger, air, Paducah, Ky. Phone collect for
J30C
steering, radial tires, automatic. information 4434150.
Real nice, $1750.00. Phone 753J29P COUCH AND chair, brown nylon
7592.
Good condition, $15.00. Call 753J30C
gut0249.
AL
SEAMLESS
cNifinish
ters. Baked on rcryllij
Guaranteed for 15 years. Call for 641 PET Shop. Cocker Spaniel
free estimate Dale Campbell 753- puppies, Chihuahuas, and Irish
July 20C Setters. Phone 753-1862 or 7537775.
July 24NC
9457.
TRUCK LOAD sale Thomas A.
Call
Edison air conditioners. 10,000 1973 GRAND Prix, loaded,
J30C
BTU,$184.25. 17,000 BTU,$233.00. 492-8685
'20,000 BTU, 1260.62. 23,000 BTU,
$285.00. 26,000 BTU $318.40. Roby 14FT. SKI Boat 60 h.p. Evinrude
Sales Highway 68, Benton, motor, excellent condition, call
J3OP
July 17C 753-6323.
Kentucky.
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gtow
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Chev role+.
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'Kau cadh

ANTIQUE BOOKCASE, 140 TREADLE TYPE singer sewing
J2P machine, 'A size metal bed, fullyears old. Phone 437-4664.
bunk I
-size wooden bed set of army and.
room table
COMBINE, SELF-propelled, A-1 beds,
dingchars. Apartment size electric
shape, $3500. Call Dover, Tenn.,
J30C
615or
2,7723
615-23
or
2-7284
615-23
stove. Phone 753-4955.
J3ONC
232-7404.
GUTIERING, white
SEAM
MOBILE HOME, 12' x 60' 1972, enamel finish, never needs(
two bedrooms, two baths, fully painting. Free estimate. Phone '
carpeted with central air. Phone 753-8407 or 7534992. Atkins Gutter
J30C
July 10C
753-6855 after 5:00p.m.
Service, Murray.
INCOME PROPERTY for sale or
E OUT specials. Moving to
trade partially furnished central CLOS
on behind Tom's Pizza
locati
new
air and heat. Excellent conopen up our new
to
ditioned, immediate possession. Palace
and a new both and
Store
rn
Weste
$570.
me
inco
Monthly
n's corner of 4th
Verno
store.
Priced at $49,500 located 1626 shoe
Sundays. TFC
Open
Hamilton,Phone 436-6479. J10C &Sycamore.

//
4,

RILto

In Roomy, Full-Size

CHEVROLET COMFORT
ON
CAPRICE-IMPALA-CAPRICE-IMPALA WAG
Hazel Highway

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc.

Salesmen: • J. H. Nix

Phone /53-2611

• Hugh Wright
• Charlie Jenkins • Danny Dick

POW Wife to Sue Military
For Death of Her Husband

4

said. "Without their insistence
on pursuing those fictitious
charges, my husband would be
here today."
The Pentagon had no comment.
Guy was the highest ranking
officer at the "Plantation" prison camp near Hanoi, where
Kavanaugh was held. His
charges included disrespect toward an officer, disobeying an
order, insubordination and communicating and corresponding
with the enemy.
Joan Temko, a civilian lawyer representing the widow,
said the possible lawsuit may
be based on grounds of "wrongful death."
Miss Ternko stressed that the
suit was only in the planning
stages. She said chances of the
court action's success would be
seriously hampered if officials
rule that the death was accidental
Mrs. Kavanaugh, who family
members say is two months
pregnant with her second child,
said her husband had become
"increasingly worried about
whether he would be treated
fairly by the military.
"I am sure that Colonel Guy
and the Pentagon purposely
dragged out the investigation
which increased his fears about
the outcome. When he came
back he had high hopes for
starting a new life, but two
months later, Colonel Guy
charged him with collaboration.
"He was outraged at the
charges. He went to Vietnam
and the North Vietnamese kept
him for five years. Then he
came home and his own people
him"

, ‘
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Dean Says He Knows Of No Legal
Wort Done To Subpoena President

orivik
•
ftio#1. 1PFT

By MICHAEL PU17,En
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) —
Ousted presidential counsel
John W. Dean III told the Senate Watergate hearings today
that he knows of no legal work
done at the White House concerning subpoenaing of the
President by Congress.
Shortly before Dean began
his fifth day of testimony, Sen.
Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn.,
the committee vice chairman,
appealed to President Nixon to
give a sworn account of his
meetings with his accuser,
Dean, but said he believes the
Constitution bars the committee
from compelling the President
to testify.
Sen. Joseph M. Montoya, DN.M., the first questioner of
Dean today, asked about legal
work performed by White
House lawyers on separation of
powers and executive privilege.
Dean said neither he nor anyone else he knew of had worked
on such matters in relation to
any subpoena of Nixon. Montoya did not directly suggest
that Nixon be subpoenaed.
The committee heard Thursday that the President suggested through an aide last
March that his attorney general
publicly attack a charge by
Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr., RConn., that top White House
aides knew of or condoned political espionage. ,

although Ervin said he is not
aware of any constitutional ban
against doing so.
Deputy White House Press
Secretary Gerald L. Warren
and special presidential counsel
J. Fred Buzhardt issued separate statements insisting that a
Ehrlichman said the Presi- memorandum Buzhardt gave
dent had told hirn to call acting the Senate panel "does not repFBI Director L. Patrick Gray resent" a presidential or White
III to have Gray check with House position.
Weicker to find out what the
The memo, which included,
charges were about.
accusations that Dean, Mitchell
"He was quite vague with and Jeb Stuart Magruder had
Pat as to what he (Weicker) committed Watergate crimes,
was read by Sen. Daniel K. Inhad, and Kleindienst said he
also had spoken to the sena- ouye, D-Hawaii, as he questioned Dean.
tor," Ehrlichman said.

March 28.
The transcript indicates Ehrlichman called Kleindienst to
discuss news reports of a statement by Sen. Lowell P. Weicker Jr., R-Conn., a member of
the Watergate committee.

Ehrlichman continued:
"...the President's feeling is
that it wouldn't be too bad for
you in your press conferences
In the next couple of days to
take a swing at that.. and it
turns out he doesn't have any-

Murray Man
Dies Here
At Age 56

Kleindienst replied he would
"question the advisability of
Herbert Brinn of 809 Waldrop
provoking...a confrontation with
Weicker" because "in the long Drive, Murray, died suddenly at
run we might need that guy's his home at three p.m. Thursday. He was 56 years of age
vote."
heart
The attorney general referred and had suffered from a
years.
six
over
for
condition
exan
of
"kind
as
Weicker
to
The Murray man was emcitable kid" and suggested he
ployed at Ryan Milk Company,
shouldn't be alienated.
Inc., from December 1949, until
Weicker read the transcript his retirement due to ill health
at the hearing as an indication in August 1967. He was a
of what he called Nixon admin- member of the Seventh and
istration efforts to interfere Poplar Church of Christ.
The Senate panel obtained a with members of the comBrinn and his wife, the former
transcript of the conversation mittee.
Dorothy Burkeen, who surbetween then-presidential adThe conversation took place vives, were married May 17,
viser John D. Ehrlichman and as the cover-up of the Water- 1941. The deceased was born
then-Atty. Gen. Richard G. gate scandal was beginning to November 16, 1916, in Calloway
Here's proof, It really did happen. The bug just up and Boated off the reed when the current
Kleindienst from federal prose- come apart, and, according to County and was the son of the
higher
point,
this
at
deep
feet
five
about
was
water,
the
because
here,
floating
reached it. It's still
who subpoenaed the tape Dean's testimony, top White late Charlie Brinn and Clydie
cutors
For
water.
under
than is shown on the car, meaning that the wheels are about a foot off the ground
recording from Ehrlichman's House aides were starting to Richards Brinn.
those of you who didn't read the story, in the June 20, Leder & Timet, the Incident occurred last
files.
"cotter their flanks."
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
week,about a half-mile north of South Pleasant Grove Church,
have
since
men
Both
resigned
(Waterhuil)
Hill
Later in the conversation, Dorothy Brinn, 809 Waldrop
Staff Aquaphotos by David
the conversation took place on
Ehrlichman said the President Drive; one son, Dwight Brinn
told him to convey the message and his wife, the former
Wyonna Lee, of Murray Route
that any information
"anybody in the White House" Two; three sisters, Mrs. Ralph
to prior knowledge of the Wa- Womack of Eldorado, Ark., -Nixon, when he commuted
By ROBERT A. DOBKIN
break-in was to be re- Mrs. Dewey Turnbow of
tergate
1971.
in
Hoffa's prison sentence
AP Labor Writer
to Nixon. Eh- Murray Route Seven, and Mrs.
directly
ported
Hoffa served nearly five
WASHINGTON( AP)—Jimmy
thirty-two
a
Delight,
. Dipper's
that "serious Tulon Turnbow of Columbus,
added
rlichman
federal
the
in
years
Hotta, the man who wasn't
flavors ice cream store, will be
raised with Ohio; one aunt, Mrs. Charles
being
are
questions
Pa.,
Lewisburg,
at
penitentiary
there, proved a powerful force
openin about thirty days at 1309
regard to (former Atty. (en. (Dimple) Brown of Birof
cent
per
60
obtains
Britain
behind the Teamster Union's on jury tampering and pension
Dixieland
in
street
Chestnut
By MASAKAZU YOSHIMI
food.
mingham, Ala.
John N.) Mitchell."
Lund fraud convictions.
new 33-month contract with the
its soybean supply from the Center, according to Donald
Associated Press Writer
Bro. John Dale will officiate
Kleindienst said he shared
Though self-sufficient in rice United States, and the U.S. de- Keller.
administration
Nixon
The
trucking industry.
TOKYO(AP)— Stunned by a
at the funeral services to be
that concern.
quickly endorsed the settlement new "Nixon shock” in the form and fish, Japan depends heavi- cision caused alarm among
Barred from union activity
The firm will be open the year
Dean has testified there was held Saturday at two p.m. at the
until 1960 under terms of his raising wages and benefits 21 of unexpected restrictions on its ly on other countries for meat, London brokers.
around, seven days a week. It
at the White House about chapel of the Max Churchill
talk
per cent over the 33 months, imports of U.S. soybeans, Ja- vegetables and other agriculprison release, Hoffa's inDavid Geddes and Son Ltd. will have tables and chairs for
tural
to try to pin the scan- Funeral Horne.
United
time
that
The
products.
government
fluence was felt nevertheless in
slightly exceeding
pan cast about tiiday for new
said the embargo would cause "sit down" enjoyment and also
Serving as active pallbearers
dal on Mitchell, to keep it away
the final stages of the negotia- economic guidelines but about sources of food for its 105 mil- States supplied 92 per cent of prices of other seed oils to rise. will have a special party room
will be Dvrain Burkeen, Chad
from
White
the
House.
the soybeans in 1972 and is extions.
in line with recent settlements lion people.
A spokesman for the firm said for birthdays, holding up to 24
Turnbow, Thomas Lee, Jerry
pected to be the source of $2
The Teamsters Thursday won
in the rubber and electrical inIn discussing the latest develhe was "shocked and dis- children.
also were con- billion worth
Europeans
Lee, Purdom Parks, and
of agricultural
wage increases totaling 95 dustries.
such
flavor
new
a
in
the
opments
month
Each
case,
gusted" by the move.
cerned.
Charles Turnbow. Honorary
products in the fiscal year beThe current contract expires
cents an hour, plus a hefty
Chocolate Mallow Kleindienst noted that conpallbearers will be Perry
In Paris, Finance Minister as Dutch
The crisis touched off here by ginning July 1.
midnight Saturday
boost in fringe benefits for 400,Almond will be offered plus victed burglar James W. Hendon, Marvin Swann, Harley
Valery
Giscard
d'Estaing
said
the announcement of an imme000 truck drivers across the
U.S. Ambassador Robert Inmalts, sundaes, banana splits, McCord Jr. had made his
diate total ban on the further gersoll was called in by Agri- he was "very concerned" to sodas, hand packed pints and claims of perjury and pressure Roberson, Jim Garrison, James
country. The pact now faces
Thurmond, Keys Keel, and
sale abroad of U.S. soybeans culture and Forestry Minister learn of the embargo.
rank-and-file ratification.
quarts, carry home and special to keep silent in a letter to
Hafford Bean.
a
into
Japanese
the
has startled
Frank E. Fitzsimmons, who
Yoshio Sakurauchi and urgently
desserts made for home parties. Chief U.S. District Judge John
Interment will be in the
sudden realisation of a long asked to request Washington's
took over the union when Hoffa
the
be
will
Keller
Allen
David
Sirica, and that "a very serious
(Coated from Page 1)
Murray Cemetery with the
existing fact: their lives almost approval for delivery of 660,000
went to jail in 1987, originally
problem" could develop if arrangements by the Max
'manager.
Other members of the city literally depend on imported
sought a three-year contract.
tons of soybeans for the July(Continued from Page 1)
McCord or any of the others
board are Maurice Ryan,
school
Churchill Funeral Home where
But about 10 days ago he insistSeptember quarter. Ingersoll
testified about high-level in- friends may call.
chairman, Dr. C. C. Lowry,
Associates,
Peck &
of
Johnson
ed on a 33-month pact.
•
said he would underscore Javolvement."
vice-chairman, Donald E.
"This will give Fitz another
pan's priority as the United Paducah architects.
Stokes.
Ed
Henry,
Will
and
,--,
0
firrn1tlitt".
In an emotional speech at the
the
that
appeared
It
crack at a good contract to
States' No.1 soybean customer.
(Continued from Page I)
New appointments to the staff
conclusion of the hearings, Wetriog
for a building to be
plans
dravrn
take to the convention with him
Agricultural
imports from the
and faculty for the 1973-74 bets in our club in the states of
cker also listed the crimes In
used by Mrs. Clayton Riley on
and he can come marching in
school year were as follows: Kentucky, Michigan, Illinois, United States in the year ended U. S. 641 North, as a mile:7 'Federal State Market News connection with Watergate that
like a conquering hero," said
March 31 rose about 31 per cent
Wanda Gough, teacher of Indiana and Ohio."
he said "have actually been
plans called-for the Service June 29, 1973
an official involved in the nego"It's the nostalgia that does from the preceding year, con- school. The
business education, Murray
Mr. Kentucky Purchase Area Hog proven or admitted" involving
heat.
gas
natural
of
use
tiations.
High School; James Harrell, it. Once you've been bitten by tributing in large part to the Johnson said that he had Market Report Includes Eight various members of the execuA three-year contract would
Funeral services for Mrs.
of health and physical autophobia, you just never get improvement in the U.S.-Japan received a verbal commitment Buying Stations.
teacher
tive branch of the government:
have expired only days before
Jimmy Clara) O'Bryan are
education. Murray Middle over it and it's in your blood for trade imbalance, the minister from the local gas system in Receipts: Act. 858 Est. 1500
the start of the Teamsters 1976
"Conspiracy to obstruct jus- being held today at one p.m. at
said.
School; Anna Burke, part itme the rest of your life."
May of 1972 that gas would be Barrows & Gilts mostly steady tice, conspiracy to intercept
convention, and the first elecfraternityship
a
"There's
teacher,
the chapel of the Collier Funeral
Japan now has a stockpile of available in the event the Sows steady to 50 lower.
physical education
communications,- Home, Benton, with Rev.
tion in which Hoffa could chalCarter Elementary School; involved too. I have the op- 400,000 tons of the versatile building was constructed. US 1-2 200-33011os. $39.75-40.00 wire or oral
lenge incumbent President Fitzsubordination of perjury, con- Randolph Allen and Dr. C.G.
David Lewis, mathematics portunity to meet many people bean which is used here in soy Application for gas service was few at 40.25.
criminal Morrow officiating.
simmons.
teacher, Murray High School. that otherwise I wouldn't get to sauce, bean cakes and edible not made until March of this _US 1-3 200-250 lbs 939.00-39.75 spiracy to obstruct a
The shorter pact will expire
to deconspiracy
investigation,
added.
Skaff
meet,"
Pallbearers serving are
Miss Ruth Lassiter was
oil. Though this would carry year and the application wag,„US 2-4 240-260113s. $38.50-39.00
three months before the con- reelected as board treasurer for
the total Japan over for about
Skaff estimated
stroy evidence, conspiracy to Ronnie Henson, Kenneth
45
days,
turned down since the council US 3-4 260-280 lbs. $38.00-38.50 file false sworn statements,
vention is gaveled to order, vir- a two year period beginning value of the 21 cars at the show
Frizaell, Jackie Conner, Larry
the big trading companies are passed an ordinance in Sows
tually eliminating any chance July 1, 1973, and Fred Schultz to be in the range of one-half
conspiracy to commit breaking York, Steve York, and Gary
holding much of it back from
$34.00-35.00
1*,
new
270-350
any
1-2
_y$
December prohibiting
of new contract negotiations in- was reelected -as board million dollars__
and entering, conspiracy to Taylor. Interment will be in the
The market In anticipation of
natural gas connections other TM 1-1360-650 lbs. $33.0844.00 commit burglary, misprision of
terfering with the 1976 meeting. secretary for one
Paul Hedburfir 01 Downers, high prices.
Pace Cemetery at Hardin.
yeir beginthan those for which ap- US 2-3 450-650Ibs. $32.00-33.00 a felony, filing of false sworn
"They made no bones about ning July 1, 1973.
Grove, Illinois, had a 1909
From June to October, Japan plications had already been Boars $28.00-32.00.
Mrs. O'Bryan, age 22, died of
it," said a trucking industry ofstatements, perjury, breaking
At the meeting last night the Packard Town Car on display. had banked on imports of 1,received.
wounds in her home in the
stab
ficial. "It was union politics."
original
the
has
still
car
The
and entering, burglary, interboard heard a report on the
780,000 tons of soybeans, with
Monkey Den community of
Mr. Johnson asked that in
The 60-year-old Hoffa is mov- tennis committee working with bulb in the domelight, and all
comoral
and
of
ception
.wire
but 50,000 tons coming from
light of the verbal commitment
ing to solidify his political base the city to build new tennis believe it or not, the bulb still the United
munications, obstruction of a Marshall County, northwest of
States
that the building be served with
and has said he plans to run for courts on the grounds at Murray burns.
criminal investigation, at- Hardin, on Wednesday. MarIngersoll, in a meeting with natural gas. Gas service was
For the past 15 years, Hodpresident of his home local in High School for use by the
tempted interference with ad- shall County Sheriff Sam Myers
Foreign Minister Masayoshi refused since no application had
a
the
been
of
has
burn
meMber
Detroit next year.
ministration of the Internal said Gary Lee Riley of
school and city.
the
before
Ohira Thursday, explained the been
made
has been charged
agrees
he
others,
the
Like
club.
Hoffa is expected to file soon
The Sacrament of Holy Revenue law and attempted un- Paducah,
The Board voted to continue
for a pardon to lift the restric- Participation in the various that it's the nostalgia and the reasons behind the surprise December deadline.
be celebrated authorized use of Internal Rev- with murder in the stabbing
will
Communion
death.
The audit for the Police Court at the 10:45 a.m. service of enue information."
tions that were placed on his federal projects, but not limited kinship feeling among the American ban, recognized the
The Marshall County woman
union activities by President to FSFA Titles I, II, Ill, and VI, members of the club that drives critical shortage of agricultural- was passed to council members worship on Sunday, July 1, in
As the long and detailed
these people toward a common products in Japan, and said he to be reviewed at the first
Church, cross-examination of Dean be- attended South Marshall High
Presbyterian
the
First
Public law 874 for federally
The desire to save past.' did not expect the export re, meeting in July.
committed children, vocational goal:
16th and Main Streets. This came more and more repetitive School. Her husband, Jimmy,
KITTENS ARE FREE
Teddy Roosevelt would have strittions to last tong.
is employed at
handicapped program, adult
sacrament is open to all people regarding his accusations that who survives,
Four kittens, eight weeks old,
liked that.
the General Tire and Rubber
Embassy
sources
NDEA
as
headstart,
Christ
said
education,
who
the
belive
Jesus
in
KITTEN
MALE
are
spotted,
Nixon knew of the cover-up, the Company, Mayfield.
black and white
ambassador, who returned Suntitles if available, for assistance
A male kitten, beautiful color, their Lord, according to the committee's leaders indicated
free to persons for pets. For
Survivors are her husband.
from
day
a
visit
to
approved
of
Moffett.
purchasing
in
pestor, Rev. Chuck
Washington, is free to someone for a pet. For
information call 753-2669.
they want to hear from the Jimmy, and son, Johnny, age
BOATWRIGHT REUNION
had not been advised in ad- information call 753-6184.
pment and the National
of
direction
Dr.
the
Under
The Boatwright family
President himself.
2, Benton Route One, her
vance of the soybean ban. The
School Lunch program.
Carl Mowery the adult choir
reunion will be held at ten a.m.
Chairman Sam J. Ervin Jr., parents, Mr. and Mrs. Reece
Supt. Schultz said the board on Sunday, July 1, at the Japanese were sharply critical
will sing the anthem "Lord,
FREE PUPPIES
of President Nixon's decisions
also approved the new section of
Keep Us Steadfast," arranged D-NC., who left the hearings (Mutt) York of Benton Route
FREE DOG
Eight puppies, part bird dog, the school board policy on community room of the Murray in 1971 to make an about-face
by D. Martlin. Rev. Moffett will early to make a speech in One; two sisters, Mrs. Carolyn
Federal Savings and Loan in U.S.
Dog, Saint Bernard, two
seven weeks old, are free to community
China policy and impose
school
and
preach on the subject "I Have A Hamilton, Ohio, told a news Cope and Miss Jeanette York of
persons for pets. For in- relations, and revised the code Association.
Dean had Benton Route One; two
trade restrictions without prior years old, gentle, is free to Dream,"
scripture conference there
with
formation call 436-2150.
consultation with Japan. These someone for a pet. For in- readings from
of student conduct as the
3:1- made "a very g.. leitness." brothers, Jerry and David York
Exodus
PRITCHETT REUNION
have been dubbed "Nixon formation call 753-1279.
board's policy on serious acts
12; 4:,10-17 and I John 3:1144. Ervin said he wi •j not be of Benton Route One; grandThe Pritchett family reunion Shocks."
suspension
in
result
rebuttal parents, Mr. and Mrs. Amos
might
that
Church School classes for all satisfied with ifwill be held at the home of Mr
York of Benton Route Four and
FIVE KITTENS
FREE KITTENS
of students. A report on the
ages are offered at 9:30 a.m., form the Pr
Kittens, eight weeks old, are evaluation of Vocational and Mrs. Leonard Pritchett on
lleCause Mr. and Mrs. John Myers of
Two kittens, eight weeks old, and the service of worship is at 'you can't croastitamtes
FREE KITTENS
Benton; great grandmother,
Four kittens, six ,weeks old, black and white, are free to
free to persons for pets. There Handicapped program for 1972- Wednesday, July 4. A fish fry
10:45 a.m. The public is invited, document."
are five to be given away and 73 was given, as well as a report will be held at noon. Each one is are free to persons for pets Call persons for pets. For in- and a nursery is provided, Rev. "rather not" subpoena Nixon to Mrs. Gertrude Myers of Benton
asked to bring a covered dish. 753-7456 for
testify before the committee, Route Eight.
persons may call 435-4483.
on the school library.
formation call 753-4819.
Moffett said.
information

Hoffa A Force
Behind Contract

Japan Looking For New Source
Of Food After Nixon Embargo

Dipper's Delight
To Be Open Soon

School Board...

Council . ..

Autos • • r

.Purchase Area
market

Service, Communion
At Local Cburch

4

Mrs. O'Bryan's
Otte! Are Today.
THE LEDGER & TIMES -MURRAY, KENTUCKY

By KENNETH T. WALSH
Associated Press Writer
DENVER AP. — Bitterness
showed through her tears as
the widow of a former prisoner
of war blamed her husband's
death on the Pentagon and the
colonel who filed charges
against him.
Looking weary and distraught, Sandra Kavanaugh, 22,
said Thursday she plans to file
a lawsuit against Col. Theodore
W. Guy, of Meson, Ariz., and
-others in the military for causing the death of my husband."
Guy charged her husband,
Larry
Marine Sgt. Abel
Kavanaugh, 24, and seven others with collaborating with the
enemy while a captive in Indochina.
The young Marine shot himself to death Wednesday at the
home of his father-in-law near
here, police said. But officials
were reluctant to term the
death conclusively a suicide.
"We're still calling it a possible suicide," said Adams
County Dist. Atty. Floyd
Marks. "There is some evidence to indicate it might have
been accidental, but our investigation is still under way."
Marks said a coroner's inquest might be requested if the
autopsy report fails to determine exactly how Kavanaugh
died.
"I do not plan to let this end
Mrs.
death,"
his
with
Kavanaugh said. "I plan to
start legal action against Colonel Guy and others in the military for causiog the death of
my husband."
•.1 blame Colonel Guy mid Se
Pentagon for his death,"
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The riding vehicles, besides meeting the mower
tests for strength, durability and protection,. must
also comply with tests for
stability and braking.

Other regulation.
Other strengthened requirements of the new
standard include a limited
Wade stopping time—within 7 seconds, a splash shield
or deflector to keep spilled
gasoline from the muffler
area, and restricted noise
level-92 decibels for stalk behind mowers and 95'l for
riding vehicles.
Standardized and easily
identified engine controls
also are required with forward movement for -fast"
and rearward for "sloW" or
-stop."
The revised standard also
covers grass catchers when
they are a part of the mower housing when in place.
The catcher must meet the
same tests as the mower
itself for containment of
thrown objects.
For riding mowers and
lawn and garden tractors,
the revised power, mower
standard requires antijacknifing steering, interlocks to preVent inadvertent
start up of the engine or
powered attachments, and
both service and parking
brakes.

shapetelike a boot, is moved
about in the discharge
chute without entering the
blade path.

You're redecorating the
house. You want the results
to be beautiful. Would you:
• Paint the walls and
leave the ceiling dirty?
• Place the new furniture
on worn carpeting?
• Put battered old shades
on new lamps?
Of course not. Anyone
who has ever done interior
remodeling knows that neglecting one design element
can ruin the whole effect.
Yet these same people —
when remodeling the outOften do
side of a house
only halt the job They'll
re-side exterior walls, paint
the trim r and overlook the
advisabil ty of reroofing.
When roofs are overlooked
lly
in this faXhion,it's genera
because.
• They're regarded solely
as protective rather than
decorative house features.
• Reroofing is thought to
cost more than it actually
does.
Good exterior decorating
starts with the roof. The
decorative potential has
been greatly increased with
the introduction of modern
roofing materials. The new
breed of premium asphalt
shingles, for example; makes
reroofing an opportunity to
update and beautify the
entire house exterior.
These shingles offer the
basic elements of good design: texture and color.
They also emphasize the
-natural look," one of the
strongest trends in modern
architectural styling.
The shingles come in new
rustic colors called "earthe, roof. are essential In a home'.
Because of their wide expansroofing materials offer a decor..
Modern
decor.
architectural
-quality asphalt shingles with e bold
use bonus. Here, premium
ully with the rugged house debeautif
blend
”textured look"
let up to 25 years and carry
sign. The shingles are designed to
a Li, label for fire-resistance.
sealing variety also bear a.
tones" — deep browns, mut- UL wind -resistance label.
ed greens and slate grays
In most instances, asthat reflect a home's natural phalt shingles can be inenvironment and seem to tie
stalled right over the old
together house and home- roof. This saves the time
site. The bold new "textured
and cost of removing old
look" is achieved with vari- materials. Labor
.
installation
double
s:
design
rugged
ous
costs are generally the same
'
stagting,
lamina
triple
or
for standard and premium
gered buttlines and random
grades; and the higher maembossing.
terials cost of the top-grade
maines
shingl
new
The
les can usually be
shing
eletive
protec
the
all
tain
amortized over their longer
made
have
that
ments
life.
heavyweight asphalt shin- design
Such an investment can
gles popular for new homes
off in upgraded home
and remodeling. They are pay
— and higher
designed to last up to 25 appearance
years, and carry an Under- resale value. That's the most
ling result
sful
writers' Laboratories label succes e. remode
for fire-resistance. The self- possibl

amiongin.

1.95

gat

Colors

'5.95
gal

gal
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401 Maple Street

We

IN STOCK!

FLOOR COVERING

SALE ON ALL.

and up
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Phone 753-3642

rPsriclouci

We install all types of
Floor Covering and Carpet

We are clearing out our stock to start over again.
We will be adding a greater line in the future.

'1.00 ft

Armstrong-Cong-Nair-Luran

Offer PAINTfer vice With
HUGHES

We Stock Wallpaper

6.95 gal

OUTSIDE OIL HOUSEPAINT

6.95

OUTSIDE LATEX HOUSE PAINT

White

INSIDE LATEX

Paint & Floor Covering Sale

Safety for operator
The standard remilres
that discharged material be
kept from the operator's
zone and calls far protecLive guarding at the rear of
the mower deck, which also
helps to prevent the operator's feet from slipping
under the machine.
In addition, the updated
standard also calls for protection at the mouth of the
discharge chute and requires a test where a probe,

A new revised Safety
Standard for power' mowers -- the most sweeping
revision in the standard's
12-year history—will be in
evideng& on many 1973
power f?i0WerS.
rhe Standard's official
designation, "ANS Bill 1912". appears on. the new
triangular safety seal issued
by OPEL the sponsor of
an independent laboratory
testing program for conformance to the standard
Models of mowers bearing
this seal have been tested
under this program and
found to comply with the
standard.
The new revision covers
all types of power mowers
including rotaries, reels,
riding mowers, lawn and
garden tractors, and mowing attachments.
tor the-con.sumer, the revised standard means more
prcittection from flying objes
and less opportunity
for contact with mower
blades and moving parts.

39, 1973

n
Exterior home re-decoratio
es
starts with new breed of shingl

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY,

Power mower standards
revised for safety
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_LILL
choice lot in Lakeway Shores.
BUILD YOUR OWN CABIN OR HOME—on this
wooded, lakefront lot that will
ul,
beautif
a
from
view
c
terrifi
a
have
will
You
give you many years of pleasure_ It is only 87,800.
---Do it all at Kentucky
SKIING—BOATING—Fishing--Relaxing---Sunning
ama Shores, too it's ideal
Panor
at
Lake and enjoy this beautiful A-Frame cabin
lot with an exceptional
wooded
large
a
on
is
cabin
The
.
retreat
r
for a summe
sunning or cookouts.
for
patio
deck
large
a
is
also
view of the lake. There
Possession now Price—$15,000.
OffigielltOMIIM's0M<MINPr

0

ood. Sherwood Forest, Tr -City,
OAKDALE,Farmer, North 17th Street. Kingsw
pment corporation. Goldwater, hi
develo
Lake
tucky
s—Ken
Shore
Stella. Lakeway
Ave.
Miller
ama.
Panor
Pine Bluff Shores. and
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of the most beautiful
CAN'T AFFORD CANTERBURY—Now you can One
om, 3 baths. 2 story
bedro
5
able
impecc
an
s
There'
area.
streets in this park
ed. Appointment
carpet
mely
handso
,
contemporary, ideal for the large family
only.

three bedroom ranch has
ONE MAN'S DREAM—It can be your reality. This
lots of dogwoods. III
trees,
ul
acres) Of the most beautif
extra large lot (
with lots of storage. how
garage
car
2
room,
dining
and
living
ed
carpet
baths,
30's. Owner transferred.

DON'T BUY A HOUSE—BUY A HOUSE and a rental house that's rented. Let
this help make your payments on the large 4 bedroom home beside it. Extra
nice kitchen, all conveneinces and shag carpet galore in the den. Check this out
at $25,500.00.

[LYN

PURPOSES' Invest $43.000 in
LOOKING FOR AN INVESTMENT FOR'TAX
depreciation, spend $585.00
good
deduct
,
equity
Build
ents.
furnished apartm
's busy area and comMurray
of
heart
the
in
d
from rental per month. Locate
pletely rented for the fall of '73.

INCOME PRODUCING

Crossing. Check the price on this
FIVE ACRES ON 641 North at Coles Camp
one.
near Stella. Ideal for a country
8'2 ACRES JUST SOUTH OF West Fork Church
00.
$9,100.
Only
horse.
a
home and garden and
professionally landscaped Blacktop
SOUTH OF TRI-CITY, 3 acres that are
highway frontage. $3,900.00.

1

1

FARMS
Lake.
30 acre tree farm near Kentucky
GET AWAY FROM IT ALL on this
00.
$8,500.
only
is
It
thing!
your
Do
birds.
Build your own place, watch your own
west of
gs, just land. Just a short distance
40 ACRES — 30 tillable no buildin
Lynn Grove. And it is only $11,000.
SMALL TRACTS
ideal for building site or mobile home
2 ACRES-NICELY LANDSCAPED and
of Coldwater on Hwy. 1836. Priced to
south
Enough room for a pony. P/ miles
sell $11,950.
from WNBS Radio tower. All tillable
17 ACRES ON OLD 641 North right across
.00.
and just outside the city limits. $16,000

n for small
on corner lot. Excellent locatio
COUNTRY HOME IN TRI CITY
$9,900.00.
only
for
yours
be
Can
ed.
business with living area combin

living on Irvan. Large den, 2 spacious
MODEST PRICE BUT COMFORTABLE
carpet all for $12,250.00. Call for an
shag
with
bedrooms, kitchen, living room
appointment today.
apartment, all in city limits, zoned for
7ACRES—TWO HOUSES, barn, garage
town
gentelman farmer wanting close to
business. Excellent for business or
ately.
appointment immedi
Call for more information and
this delightful
THEART when you take her to see
LET HER CALL YOU SWEE
or. It has 3
profess
ity
univers
Ideal location for
home at 206 North 13th Street.
only $26,800. Just call
home,
quality
high
A
ce.
firepla
bedrooms, two baths and
home!
and we'll show you your new
bedroom home
ORTABLE in the Tri City area, 2
SMALL, COZY AND COMF
Nice lot with
here.
atmosp
y
countr
a
g
wantin
perfect for the retired couple
plenty of shade.
y home at
PLANTED at this charming countr
THE GARDEN IS ALREADY
a small
want
who
couple
g
retirin
place for a
Cherry Corner. Just the right
it is ti-top shape. Only
and
rated
redeco
tely
comple
place. Home has been
won't last long!
$10,703. Don't hesitate—this

world in this 3 bedroom brick tiorne
ESCAPE.... The cares of the Work-a-day Immediate occupancy.
nity.
located in the Harris Grove commu
3
,restful — home in Highland Oaks.
CONTENTMENT FOR SALE! This homey
this is it
re
pleasu
y
countr
real
for
g
lookin
Bedrooms and is well kept. If you are

OLD SHOES AND RICE IN YOUR FUTURE? After the honeymoon, you'll love
to come home to this pretty 3 bedroom house with the roomy back yard
$17,500.00.

FOR THE NEWLY MARRIED or retired on limited income. North 16th off 121
small house with large 99 x 429 lot. Appliance's in kitchen stay, for the price of
$11,750.00.

HOME IN GATESBORO in excellent condition. Fully carpeted including kitchen and both baths. Large living room with fireplace and formal dining room
with built in china cabinet. Three bedrooms offer private master suite, double
car garage with electric door opener and great patio! By appointment only'

WAIT WATCHER—End the waiting! Buy this excellent rental property at 1700
Miller. Rooms galore—up and down-kitchen—living room. Excellent condition.

THIS COULD BE JUST WHAT THE DOCM ORDERED—Get plenty of
exercise walking to town. Convenient to shops, groceries, drug store and
medical facilities. Located at 112 North 7th Street. Excellent condition.

DON'T LET YOUR WIFE SEE THIS!! ! or you'll be the proud owner of this
ranch in Sherwood Forest. All the extras. Dishwasher, built-in range, even a
compactor. Reduced to $30,000.00 includingan extra lot.

—This
CARPETS and it's for luxurious living
YES, MARIE IT HAS GOLD
oms-2"/ baths,
bedro
ous
spacei
four
has
orough
beautiful home in Gatesb
room, excellent kitchen with all built-ins,
formal living room, formal dining
ce. Plenty of closet and storage space.
firepla
ful
peauti
wittia
large family room
more--and it's only $51,900. Take
re's
er—the
purifi
r
Central heat and air vtithai
a look at it—then but it!
e it
t's a great home for a family becaus
DON't LET YOUR WIFE SEE THIS—I
enough
large
room
game
te
sepera
a
ace—
firepl
has a large family room with a
e
baths and plenty of closet and storag
for a pool table. 3 large bedrooms-2 area—and a whole lot more. It's only
dining
and
room
living
formal
space—a
you your new home!
$35,000. lust call and we'll show
for you.
Holiday Drive — Brand new and ready
.HAVE A NICE FOREVER on
seeking luxury without a
those
for
ed
design
was
home
This 3 bedroom, 2 bath
carpeting.
nice. Loads of extra's such as
lavish price in an area that's really
where
love
that
ors
neighb
nice
of
plenty
great kitchen, patio 2 car garage and
they live.
perfect for the couple wanting in the
DEXTER HOME in excellent condition
it to apprecaited only $16,500.00.
country with conveniences of the city. See
nice kitchen and
2 ACRES IN COUNTY on black top road. Small house with
$8,000.
only
for
this
to
see
by
Come
ed.
bath. Interior has been rework

IIQMES
on N. 17th Street, you
IF YOU'iRE ITCHNG to update this five bedroom home
upstairs apartment
om
bedro
2
a
with
could have a very very confortable home
University. The
the
to
ce
distan
g
to bring in some additional income. It's walkin
get a bargain—Let it
to
going
one's
Some
.
$15,000
to
price
owner has reduced the
be you!
at this home at 724 Fairlane—excellent
EXPANDING NEIGHBORHOOD--look
the fastest growing section of
near
m—It's
location—large lot-3 bedroo
at a good price—Only $21,000.
home
Murray—It's an opportunity to get a good
take
a nice home in a good neighborhood
IF YOU ARE SERIOUS about owning
with
ranch
bath
two
m,
bedroo
three
a
It's
a look at this home at 1635 Catalina.
clean and ready to go—Call
's
now—It
in
move
can
You
space.
plenty of closet
$28,500.
now for an appointment—Only

!
could be using this space to advertise your home. CALL TODAY!

THINKING OF SELLING?

Edna Knight,
Pat Mobley,

Sales Consultants- Home Phone
Ron Talent
753-4910
C. Bailey Hendricks
753-8958

Phone 753-4342

MEMBER OF MULTIPLE

RS
TUCKER REALTO
LISTING

Nobody Knows Murray and Calloway County Like

LOOKING AHEAD!!
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NEW HAVEN, Conn. — Remember all that outdoor
furniture and backyard
equipment you hauled down
to your basement last fall?
And how you kept scraping
the inside walls and tracking through the houie?
Well, it's time to mist It
all outdoors again.
This year, however, you
can simplify that chore by
Installing a direct basement
entranceway in your home.
It's a project that any handyman can tackle and it
adds far more than its cost
to the value of your basement for recreation. hobbies and storage.
The hobbyist will find
it convenient for hauling
lumber to the basement
workshop or for easy storage of seasonal item§ such
as storm windows and patio
furniture.
Mother will enjoy the fact
that it improtes the livability of the first floor rooms
since outsidd traffic. service
people and inuddy feet can
, through the
enter direct.)
basement lather than
tracking throligh the house
to reach the. inside stairs.
The whole family will
benefit from the way in
which a basement door converts a basement into practical useful areas like workshop, game room or laundry. Furniture, tools, games
and play equipment can be

carried out from the basement without going through
and also withthe house
out cluttering what is usually an already -crowded
garage
But perhaps the most important benefit tO your
family is the safety it affords them in providing a
fast route of escape in case
of fire or other emergency
It's always easier, of
course, to install a basement accessway when you
are building a new home.
But if you want to add this
convenience to your present
home, the Bilco Company
of New Haven offers a prefabricated all-steel door kit
especially made for do-ityourselfers
The doors sand the steel
stringers come in several
sizes and are complete with
insulation instructions and
all hardware needed. The
Bilco Company provides a
guide for computing the
size and depth of the concrete block stairwell depending on the height of
the basement and on the
height of the exterior grade
level.
For additional information on new installation
contact your local lumber
and building mate0als
dealer or write directly to
the Bilco Company,Depirtment 62, New Haven, Crnecticut 06505_

The Outdoor Power Equipment Institute safety rules stress
that children and pet. not be permitted to play in wren.. where
power mowers are being used. Many outdoor !esti care reCiiide fur The Mowing Man
tailers ore offering copies Off
4ignit his-laistily)': free to-cliquisnertp„,k„

•
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Phone 753-3642
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effect
It was pointed out that
these finishes are elegant
and allow considerable decorating lee-way. They can
blend equally easily with
many different decorating
schemes.
Storage considerations
have been given top prior1W, too, company spokesmen pointed out, and dressers and armoires have
greater capacity and better
engineered details than
ever before. The conventional high chest has almost completely given way
to the European-styled armoire because of the armoire's greater and more
flexible interior space.
Modest price
All this attention to detail, to styling and to function would seem to cost
more, but Sierra Permaneer
executives indicate that it
comes budget-priced ; with
five piece bedroom groupings ranging from $9 to
$499. At those prices, there's
no longer any excuse for
an odds-and-ends furnished
bedroom!

••••
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%( PINA1OR
UNE Ar...
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legs.

205 So. 5th

753-4669

FENTON & HODGE

basket•Lack to prevent theft•Magnetic door gasket•landing

removable interior shelves one actionable le; Iterght•Studs-oat sterile

•With

Flo Frost storage identification and removal of packages is
easy •Five deep door shelves ',Kiloton, molded puce can rack •Foot

15.7 Cu. FL "NO-FROST" FOOD FREEZER

ArClivisatztoAr•

549.5 POUND
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Sierra Permaneer, a division of Permaneer Corporation, even has an Invention
called a mitre-fold that
cuts into the base In such
a way that the sides can be
folded right into the desired furniture shape
Furniture produced this
way can be a simple, unadorned contemporary
fashion or elaborately decorated in favored traditional styles
More durable
Veneers reproduce the
best segments of wood so
accurately that it Is almost
impossible to tell the real
from the simulated, but the
man-made has many assets
It is more durable
Damp or steam-heated
rooms won't cause warping
Perfume and cosmetics
won't stain or mar surfaces
According to Sierra Permaneer designers, the newest look in bedroom furniture is lighter colored
finishes New collections introduced for 1973 feature
soft, medium toned wood
veneers such as pecan, and
more antique whites to
achieve this lightened

1-••••10 A _
rummers

Chou,•1 Classic
Wto to, Antlers Capper, brocade
Erma. Moven Yellow

I

Furnishing a bedroom —
depending on your pocketbook and taste
can be a
piece-by-piece proposition
or an all-at-once purchase.
For those who 'prefer the
latter course, but are appalled at the thought of the
cost — take heart!
There are many bedroom
collections that don't require the outlay of a government debt to own.
Some of the best and most
technologically advanced
manufacturers have found
new methods of producing
furniture that looks handsome, functions better than
ever before and is priced
within the range of almost
any family budget.
Budget made
The reason is the development of furniture that is
all man-made. In one of
science's more constructive
achievements, manufacturers have developed techniques for laminating vinyl
film onto a particle board
base and applying ornamentation that looks handcarved, but is, in reality,
molded polystyrene.
One leader lin the field,

Man-made bedroomfurniture
copies nature beautifully

THE I.E1H;FK & MIES'LMURRAY, KENTUCKY

Basement doors open wide
to greet seasonal moving

Simple to install, this leak-proof, burglar-proof steel basement
door provides easy access and also increase, the value of your
home. The door shown above, which ii manufactured by the
Bileo Company, New Haven, Connecticut, offers an additional
good feature. When • particularly bulky item must be moved
in or out of the house, the step treads can be quickly removed
so the object can be passed through easily.
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401 Maple Street

TRAI
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wooded lot with an exceptional
fora sumrner retreat. The cabin is on a large
patio for sunning or cookouts
view of the lake. There is also a large deck
Price—S15,000
Possession now
Yftec MINK MINK-)01111161110MMK

A tremendous space saver
Ls a unit that combines
laundry hamper with vanity under a single long
stretch of counter incorporating either one or two
color-matched bowls
A great plus is the enclosure of plumbing pipes —
which are seldom attractive!

Remember that the more
you can build in, the more
space you can save And the
n-_,)re you can enclose, the
more attractive the room
will become

• • •

counter tops, bowls, medicine chests, even towel
racks.
Here are some pointers
on bath Improvement:

A bath is usually the
hardest room in the house
to enlarge. Its fixtures are
fixed, its layout is limited

Even in the smallest full
bath, there's usually room
to space-out to accommodate two.
And in a half-bath, it's
generally true that the
more space you fill with
cabinets, the better you
utilize its limited dimensions

Se lavish with lighting
and mirrors. Nobody likes
to;squint while shaving or
applying makeup Or wait
fot one's mate to clear out
in order to enjoy "seeing
space" at the one minute
mirror.

When you do shop for
space-extenders, take along
a floor plan of your bathroom as it's currently laid
out. Or do the opposite:
bring home catalogs with
complete cabinetry specifications so you can best suit
the hew to the old. You'll be
amazed at how much convenience you can accomplish, starting with a vanity
and planning around it.

by plumbing connections,
its space is constricted by
adjacent rooms.
So the best way to enlarge is from within. And
that means finding a better
way to use whatever square
footage is available, wall to
wall and ceiling to floor.

71179177:4.-'.'

South Branch
12th & Story

Sittill tor Snidr (Ahura AA

North Branch
12th & Chestnut

Wrirard.V2W4P.:teAteet.atietelte•Wl'itIMAIWW1441V.PArigeldlIANSALWA1411

Main Branch
500 Main

It's extraordinary what we can
do for you, if you let us.

a lot of questions. But we do
make sure the loan is arranged
on terms most convenient for
you. And you might be surprised at how much we know'
about money-saving home-improvement methods. Our jack
is quite a handy man.

Member F.D.I.C.
Three Convenient Locations

'We make low-cost home-improvement loans. We don't ask

Whatever addition .to, or remodeling of your house you've
been toying with, it's going to
cost money. We've got the
"jack" to help you do it.

Maybe a cozy, den with a fireplace . . . a bedroom for that
new member of the family . . .
maybe a two-car garage ...

An Extraordinary
Home Improvement Loan

This is the jack
that built the den
•
• that improved the house
where you live.
'I

firm Rutt-Wllliams offers
all manner of decorative
accompaniments to home
Improvement, including
wall cabinets, mirrors, side
and pendant lights, litecaps, hampers,drawer units,

Fixtures were plain and
functional.
So were towels. And there
was no such thing as a bath
boutique to provide decorative boxes, bottles and
sundries.
Then somebody— several
somebodies, in fact — discovered The Bath. They set
about making it something
other than a Plain Jane
One of the somebodies
was a producer of bath vanities named Williams.
Now, besides vanities, the

N.
SVIIIIMfttwcivb-,-eve,
,
,-twiccoy.71001XtyritaXtri

The book, soon to be
published by David McKay Co., Inc will show
the beginner in simple,
easy-to-understand language accompanied by
sketches and pictures,
how to tackle not only
the minor household repairs that are so costly
when one has to hire a
professional, but will
guide the newcomer
through the maze of carpentry to the point where
they can complete major.
creative projects on their

The Lady Carpenter is
not only busy conducting
her carpentry classes, but
is in the process of writing a very special book
on her favorite subject,
carpentry.

Book by Lady
Carpenter for
'handy' gals

Space! No home ever
seems to have enough of
this precious commodity, so
you have to look for and
find it.
Finding storage space in
a bathroom is a particular
problem, since this is one
room it's generally difficult
to add-onto
Rutt-WIlliams offers an
answer in a new wall valet
to mount over the toilet,
where wall space is often
wasted. Styled with louvered or paneled doors above
an open shelf, the compact
and attractive unit is only
22 inches wide, 9 inches
deep and 24 inches high.
A brass or pewter gallery
rail in effect adds a top
shelf for decorative accessories such as colorful boxes
and bottles.
The wall valet is a fine
example of easy improvement for an existing bathroom; a unit to keep in
mind also if you're planning to carve a ha1f4:rath
out of a closet or tuck one
under the eaves. You'll find
it at your neighborhood
bath shop.

End space
needs uoe
wall valk

Here's • way to add storage
space to a small bath: install
a wall valet over the toilet.
The Rutt-Williams unit has
two closed-in shelves and one
open, plus • galleried top for
show-off accessories.

Add storage

It used to be that the bath
was the least decorated
room of the house, because
what could you do with it'

Enlarge, beautify lAtthroom with new storage units
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One of the most beautiful
CAN'T AFFORD CANTERBURY—Now you can'
bedroom, 3 baths, 2 story
streets in this park area. There's an impeccable 5
carpeted. Appointment
handsomely
family,
large
the
for
ideal
contemporary,
only.

Self counter to create a cozy
"soda shop" corner that
children love. Behind the
"soda bar" the walls are
covered with coordinaUng
Con-Tact Polished Petra
self-adhesive vinyl in shiny
red.
To complete the new decorating scheme, black,
white and red Polished Patent Con-Tact patterns were
used to decorate old wooden boxes that now serve as
pretty toy shelves. Let a pattern like Caboose suggest new ideas for
you. There are lots of selfhesive patterns from which
you with your child together can choose Directions
are on every yard of this
instant-decorating product
For best results, apply
Con-Tact to a smooth, rigid
surface. So seal your wall
with shellac for best results
and peel off the backing
paper a little at a time
Happy decorating.
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For the past 18 years the
National Home Improvement Council as the coordinated voice of the $17 billion
home improvement industry
with a network of local
chapters of remodelers and
a national membership of
majOr building materials
manufacturers, associations
of lenders and utility companies and others has
worked to assist;the individual home improvement
contractor to become more
professional at his job.
This has been effected by
various educational:training programs in ethical
business practices and sales
methods. An active seminar
program and regional product shows have provided a
steady flow of invaluable
information affecting the
trade as well as product
development — all in the
interest of assisting the contractor to perform more
knowledgeably and effectively for his customer
The National Howe tits-',
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extend bath storage upward
Stack-on units by Rutt-Williams
Compact two-door stack-ons are
hamper.
or
base
drawer
from
bottles, paper products and cleangreat hideaways for linens,
.
supplies
ing
storage stack-ons in bath
system" for linens and other shops and remodeling cenbath products,
ters
You'll find these new

MODEL TFF-24RP

MODEL TFF-24DP

Just 353/4" wide —
no frost throughout.
Ice Bin stores about 260
Cubes. Refrigerator
features: convertible, 7.
Day Meat Keeper, adjustable door shelves and
adjustable cabinet shelves
of tempered glass, juice
can dispenser.

with immense 300 lb.
capacity freezer

212 E. Main
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MURRAY APPLIANCE CO.

CHILLED WATER
SO EASY TO USE!
Make ice selection,
'then simply press
dispenser cradle to
till glass, pitcher or
bucket Release to
stop. Both water
and ice dispensers
can be used ar
same time.

ICE CUBES

CRUSHED ICE

GE 23.6 cu. ft.
AMERICANA'
Side-by-Side
RefrigeratorFreezer

delivers
ice cubes,
crushed ice,
or cold water...without
opening the doors!

MORE STORAGE SPACE,
PLEASE!
That's something nearly
every homemaker has in
mind when she has in mind
home improvement.
New from Rutt-William.,
is a simple answer to al,'
"more storage space" plea
if the bathroom is where it
is needed. The answer is a
stack-on storage unit to
provide hideaway space for
towels, bottles, spray caw
paper products and clean
ing supplies.
The stack-ons come in
two widths -- 12 and 18
inches — and are 53 inches
high to stack on either
drawer base or hamper unit
4 inches.
/
The depth is 173
which the average existing
base or a new one will accommodate.
Styled with either paneled or louvered doors, and
beautifully crafted, the
stack-ons are decorative as .
well as functional additions
-- thus definite improvements — to the bath. Each
unit has two separate doors,
to provide a kind of "filing

Expand tiny,crowded bathroom
with 'stack-on' storage units

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY; KENTUCKY

prdvement Council through
its chartered local chapters
requires that its members
strictly adhere to the Council's Code of Ethics.
Each member promises to
"observe the highest standards of integrity, frankness
and responsibility in dealing
with the public, by encouraging those home improvement projects which are
structurally and economically sound; by making, in
all advertising, only those
statements which are accurate and free of the capacity
to mislead or deceive the
consumer; by requiring all
salesmen to be accurate in
their description of products anftservices; by writing,
all contracts so that they
are unambiguous and fair
to all parties concerned; by
promptly fulfilling all contractural obligations; by
performing all work in a
manner compatible with
recognized standards of
public health, safety and
•• ,;•:p;)••
appacabte laws."

Local councils guided
by national standards

om feaRedoing a little girl's bedroom into a bedroom/playrocalls for
abo.e
the
like
fountain
cream
ice
own
very
her
turing
Con-Tar
Mom's imagination, Dad's do-it-yourself skill. and
pattern.
Caboo.e
the
in
covering
wall
1.inyl
sive
.elf-adhe

An ice cream soda every
day for your youngster?
Not very good motherly adVic,, unless the ice cream
soda is your child's bedroom
theme.
You and your youngster
can easily create a new,
lively and colorful bedroom
with do-it-yourself ConTact self-adhesive vinyl
wall covering pattern Caboose.
Featuring stylized antique
wagon cars carrying fountain treats of ice cream sodas, cup cakes and peppermint sticks in cherry red,
strawberry pink and limp
green
Caboose is just the right
gay wall covering to revitalize your child's room. The
yummy design is printed on
white, washable vinyl.
And in this room, one imaginative mother applied
Con-Tact to the window
shutters and a do-it-your-

Sugar 'n'spice nice
for the youngsters
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R house on 80'x150'
824 NORTH 1§TH—THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEE
in perfect neighand
sharp
Real
carport.
Single
floors.
d
hardwoo
size lot with
borhood. $24,000.00.

the Herman Lovins home and
FOUR MILES NORTH OF MURRAY we have
s, kitchen with all builtused car business for sale. House consists of 3 bedroom
l family room, full basement.
beautifu
e,
fireplac
with
room
living
large
ins,
all fenced with chain link
central heat and air. Has both garage and carport,
is 50'x46' Lots of parking
fence. Several out buildings, good pond. Clean up shop
Give us a call and look at this
out front, office space. All this and 6 acres of land.
beautiful home and business.

910 Pogue Ave. Brick
EXTRA NICE ONE BEDROOM AND BATH HOME at
and stone, carpet, large living room. $8,950.00.

SUNSHINE NURSERY at 305 N. 7th St. Has aluminum siding, large lot and 3
baths. Owner's apt, has 4 bedrooms. Some carpets_ All furniture and fixtures
except in owners apartment. Could accomodate 35 children Shown by appointment only. Call for details.

LYNN GROVE—BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM brick veneer house on
approximately one acre, with central heat and air, two baths, fireplace and
large family room. 22'122' work shop in back. Can't pass up at $33,000.00.

AT 112 S. 10TH IS A FOUR BEDROOM CAPE Cod home with basement.
On nice lot and has two air conditioners. See to apprecia te.817,500.00

REAL NICE TWO BEDROOM BRICK HOME IN DEXTER Has two-car
garage,fireplace, and a new well. House built in 1969. Priced at $17,000.00.

and frame home on 5 acres. House is brick and frame and has a fireplace and
garage and the price will please you $19,950.00.

Our Sales Staff .. .
Guy Spann 753-2587
Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack Persall 753-8961

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Member of Multiple listings
Phone 753-7724
901 Sycamore Str.
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Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Glenn Wilcox 753-2761
Buddy Sykes 753-3465
Tripp Williams 753-6422

tley 6
37 ACRES ON DR DOUGLASS RD_ with new well and pump-approxima
0.
$12,000.0
bargain.
this
up
pass
Don't
miles east of Murray.

with central
DUPLEX-901 STORY—TWO BEDROOMS each, brick veneer
. Priced right
location
good
in
and
d
carpete
fully
,
built-ins
all
air,
and
heat
927,5000.00.

WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD I AKE LOTS. City and County lots. Some small,
some large. All different price ranges. C'heck with us for residential or commercial lots.

70 ACRES--5,2 MILES NORTH OF MURRAY - West of Almo-hasn't been
farmed recently but has approximately 55 acres tenable. Bush hogged recently.
Good well. $25,000.00.
FIVE ADJOINING WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley Lake. All are wooded
and with view of Highway 68 bridge. On paved road and city water. This is a
prime location and priced right.

PRIME LOCATION. Large commercial lot on 641 S. across from Holiday Inn.
150'frontage and extra deep. Ideal for most types of businesses_ Call for details.

with central heat and
1613 BELMONT—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer home
building. Look only
out
size
nice
and
built-ins
all
carpet,
new
baths,
2
air,
$27,000.00.
BRICK home in Bagwell Manor Has
A LARGE LIBRARY IN THIS LOVELY
.
3 baths, built-ins. Drastically reduced
three bedrooms, central heat and air,
DRIVE. three bedroom birck veneer
NEW HOUSE ON 1208 PEGGY ANN
, two baths, built-ins to include all
carpeted
fully
air,
and
heat
house, central
this one down at $25,500.00.
turn
can't
You
dishwasher and single carport.

Guy Spann Realty

NICE DUPLEX AT 1100 Fairlane. Two bedrooms each side. Drapes and air
cOnditioners. Pull down stairway for storage Range and refrigerator in one
apartment. Call for details.
large corner lot,
FINE LARGE OLDER BRICK HOME in new condition. On
air, 3 fireplaces, 3
11th and Popular. Has 5 bedrooms, 2 baths, central heat and
all modern concar carport, dishwasher, disposal, basement, large patio,
n. Shown
downtow
and
schools
near
Located
built.
veniences and extremely well
by appointment only.

COTTAGE NEAR LAKE--TWO BEDROOM frame cottage partly furnished,
four tenths of mile north of Morgan's Boat Dock. $7,250.00.

ELM GROVE—LOOKING FOR A GOOD HOUSE WITH ACREAGE? Here it is.
A three bedroom brick veneer house and 12 acres. There are two good outbuildings and a log barn. $40,000.00.

905 GATES130ROUGH DRIVE. Here is a brand new 4 bedroom brick veneer
house with central heat and air, fully carpeted, all built-ins, dishwahser included and two baths. Right time for good buy at $35,500.00.

2'x150' size lot
/
504 BEALE STREET—TWO BEDROOM FRAME house on 621
and real sharp. Imagine sitting on a wooded lot with aluminum siding.
$16,900.00_

CORNER OF BAGWELL BLVD., AND GOODMAN Street.—New attractive
three bedroom brick veneer house with central heat and air, two baths, two car
garage,fully carpeted, and almost ready for possession. Must look at this price
$34,500.00.

121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATLEY OUTSIDE CITY LIMITS. Two
bedroom brick veneer house on approximately one acre. Nice double car
garage with apartment. Good income. Also one car brick garage behind house.
Priced to sell, $37,500.00.

A perfect place to get
COTTAGE IN PANORMA SHORES, on Kentucky Lake.
0.
all. $15,500.0
size 50'x120', Pine Bluff Shores—Let's away from it
Absolutely beautiful four
BEAUTIFUL WATER FRONT LOT.
DRIVE—CANTERBURY ESTATES.
2 baths,
/
D
Built in 1971. 21
lot.
1524 OXFOR
large
Look!
gly
exceedin
bedroom
brick veneer house on
one.
and
up
s
bedroom
bedroom
3
split level with
duplex, three bedrooms each side. Central
on the quality of this
central heat gas ) and air,
expound
1810 MONROE—BRICK VENEER
to
availabe
not
is
ent $35,000.00.
down. Fully carpeted. Space
heat and air, built-ins. Fine investm
house. Call and look.
house,
house on large
2 MILE WEST OF TRI CITY, three bedroom frame
1
ON 94 HIGHWAY,/
three bedroom brick veneer
land, over
of
acres
2
/
51
crib,
and
stable
garage,
good
,
DORAN ROAD—BEAUTIFUL double carport, central heat and air and
carpeted
1209
newly decorated,
,
carpeted
water system Extra building lots on
see. Call for an
corner lot with 3 baths, fully
500' highway frontage. On community
professionally landscaped. Must
plenty of built-ins. Yard is
highway. Price 915,000.00.
appointment
veneer. Large living room,
AT 416 SOUTH 16TH STREET,four bedroom brick
together. 312 has three
nt.NORTH 12TH—BOTH MUST BE SOLD
el4
f:3
tl
3
central heat and air,
314 has two bedrooms,
family room, large kitchen and dining area, 3 baths,
bath.
and
bedrooms, dining room, living room, kitchen
On nice corner lot.
property. $29,500.00.
garage with automatic door opener, paved drive and patio.
ent
investm
Fine
.
ailittath
kitchen
dining and living room,
is in good
HARDWARE STORE IN HAZEL. All stock, building and lot. Building
OM brick veneer house on wide and
1601 CATALINA DRIVE—THREE BEDRO
condition. Can be bought at a bargain.
of cabinets, washer and dryer.
plenty
with
I
GE
es
applianc
deep lot. An kitchen
0.
$24,900.0
at
bargain
a
2 miles southwest of Kirlisey. 117 acres of fine furniture in one bedroom. Really
/
THE MAX OLIVER FARM, 11
4
silo,
with
farm
house with central
land and a three bedroom brick home. This is a fine dairy
NEW-807 GUTHRIE—THREE BEDROOM brick veneer
car garage and plenty
tractors, milk barn,63Millt cows, 110 cattle, lots of other farm equipment Also
heat(electric) and air, fully carpeted, two baths, single
appointment.—$27,500.001
tobacco barn. Call for other details.
of built-ins. Almost ready for occupancy. Call for an

shady lot. Two bedrooms and
NICE BRICK DUPLEX AT 204 IRVAN on nice
ners. Also 12.x18' storage
conditio
air
and
Drapes
bath each apartment.
building. Priced right.
brick veneer house, all builtKIRICSEY—BEAUTIFUL THREE BEDROOM
acres, has 2 car work shop and
2
/
11
on
built
house,
in
shop
ins, 2 baths, beauty
waiting for new owner. $37,000.00.

4
/
on approximately 13
ALMO HEIGHTS—FINE FOUR BEDROOM Brick house
trees.
big
of
lots
and
ing
outbuild
size
good
A
2 baths, carpeted.
/
acres with 11
$30,000.00.
central gas heat, bath on each
ON OLIVE STREET,four bedroom home with
has fireplace. This price is
also
yard,
back
the
in
garage
floor, separate
long.
last
won't
$16,900.00. Better hurry, it

BUILDING ON TWO ACRE
AT WISWELL IS A LARGE METAL OFFICE
other. Central heat and air
on
shop
large
and
end
one
on
LOT.itlas four offices
and pro baths.
Trail. Two bedrooms,
CABIN ON KENTUCKY LAKE near Kirby Jennings
who wants to "Get
family
the
for
right
Just
den.
big
in
e
fireplac
beautiful stone
0.
Away Form It All" $13,500.0

AT PANORAMA SHORES. Has
BEAUTIFUL WATERFRONT LAKE HOME
all carpeted. Has 2 fireplaces,
air,
and
heat
central
baths,
two
s,
three bedroom
beautiful lots on the Lake and
most
the
of
one
On
full basement,on paved street.
automatic door lift. Boat dock. A
gently slopes to the water. Double garage with
nice furniture goes with it. Also
lovely year around home and most of the extra
sell.
to
Price
an extra adjoining lot.

HOME AT 307 N. 7th STREET.
NICE FOUR BEDROOM ALUMINUM SIDING
80 x 450 lot. Budget Price at
n.
conditio
good
in
and
garage
car
2
Has carpet.
$12,800.00.
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Realty. We have a
For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact Guy Spann
e you.
large staff of Qualified Salesmen to serv
ON GRAHAM RD. ABOUT 2 MILF-S FROM MURRAY. A nice 2 bedroom brick
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212 E. Main

Phone 753-3361
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decor.
Matching return air grilles
of washable polystyrene are
available for sidewall or
baseboard installation. For
further information, see
your heating contractor.

MURRAY
SUPPLY CO.

eliminating air blasts and
drafts, and permitting unlimited furniture placement,
Thermo-Base by Leigh
Products has a durable
baked-on satin finish, easily
painted to blend with room

Heating, cooling, ventilation and humidity cimtrol can all be
handled through a single duct with Thermo-Base, a quick and
easy system to install in remodeling, add-a-room projects, and
in new home construction.

208 E. Main

- (ea sus)

brriPoom

If your home is one of the
sixty-five percent of U.S.
residences which are forcedair heated, ançlwu have an
add-a-room floject stymied
by the high ost and large
space demands of traditional octopus-type duct.
work, take a' look at the
modern perimeter air
distribution systems now
available.
One of these is ThermoBase, which can deliver
clean draftless heating,
Ventilation and controlled
humidity to a new home
addition through a single
standard duct.
Add cool air to the list if
your basic system includes
air conditioning.
As its name implies,
Thermo-Base is a baseboard
or floor system, with entire
outer wall installations from
a single air source made
possible by the combination
of Flo-Thru filters and corners with air diffuser or
grille units,
The result is a high input
volume of heated (orcooledi
air delivered into the room
at low pressure and velocity,

Save space and needless expense with
draftless, single air control system

153-1586

107 No. 5th Street

Name Brand Furniture and Corp,t
Pho 753.
... EVERYTHING FOR YOUR HOME

ENIX WAREHOUSE DISCOUNT
/SAUL!
20% to 50% Off

When it comes to the carpentry of your_ititchen, you
have a wide choice of manufactured wood cabinets,
steel cabinets, or local cus,
tom-made cabinets
If you choose plastic finished tops, specify tops in
which the surface has been
bonded to hardwood plywood and the edges are
made of the surface material beveled flush, rather
than metal stripping

Kitchen carpentry
offers wide choice
of cabinet styles

The new hydronic boilers
are appliance-styled and
many of them have a woodpanel finish. Smaller but
more efficient than the older
larger boilers, they will save
up to 25 percent in fuel
costs, and make the new
flashed play or work area
in the basement more attractive.

to-wall carpeting

Modern heating systems
become decor accessory

By merely replacing the obi free-standing radiator (photo top)
with ankle-high wall hugging hydronic (hot water) baseboard
heating panels, (photo bottom) says the National Better Heating-Cooling Council, you can enjoy a picture window, floor
length draperies, and wall-to-wall carpeting.

Are you planning any
home improvement projects? If so, advises the
National Better HeatingCooling Council, don't overlook the heating system
Heating is necessary in
90 percent of all home modernization work, and you'll
be dollars ahead if you include it with the rest of the
plans. Also, if it's a new
room, It will be useful all
year long
If your home is equipped
with hydronic (modern hot
water) home heating, you'll
have an easy time extending it to the new addition.
Because modern hydronics
uses finger size tubing, you'll
be able to snake it from
room to room without tearing down walls or ripping
floors
Many home decorators
have been hampered by
large radiators. Replace'
them with ankle-high hydronic baseboard panels. In
addition to the more uniform heat, baseboard heating permits the use of floorlength draperies and wall-

••

MURRAY APPLIANCE CO.

ITHE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY;. KENTUCKY

performing all work in a
manner compatible with
recognized standards of
public health, safety and
applicable

Warm is beautiful
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interest of assisting the contractor to perform more
knowledgeably and effectively for his customer
The National Heine

9-9 Mon.-Sat
1-6 Sunday

HOUSE
PAINT

Phone 753-7724
• tes?-4-

MUITIple Lismiya
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901 Sycamore Str.

Member or
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Tripp Williams 753-641Z

Phone 753-8777
We Reserve The Right To Limit

Acres Of Free Parking

Bel-Air Shopping Center

Guaranteed to cover any
color or surface in one
coat. Dries in 20 minutes.
Hundreds of colors.

HOUSE PAINT

PROTECT

Reg. 17.97

Reg. 17.97

Reg. '6.97

BANKAMERICA,

Reg. '7.97

SEMI
GLOSS
'688 gal

Latex

Thick...won't drip or
spotter - dries in 20
/minutes - easy clean.0w.
up in water - goes on
smoothly,covers evenly - six fashionable
colors.

NO DRIP

Only

1 288
'

Black & Decker
Electric Shrub
and Hedge Trimmer

Single
Edge

Reg. '59.88

• 27' Cut
• 3 HP Briggs Stratton
Engine
• Side Chute Mulchor Plate
• Nylon Bearing Wheels
• 4 Cycle Easy Spin Starter

POWER
MOWER

Model 1422

guaranteed to cover in one coat
*guaranteed washable 5 years
*homogenized...no hard stirring
*resists fading and staining
*new vinyl acrylic latex formula
*16 ready mixed decorator colors

• litscessiad Wheel Design
• H4soyy gouge steel tray
and wheels

Durable attractive finish for
woils,woodwork, toys,furniture.
One coat covers most previously
painted
surfaces.

SATIN PLUS

PAINT TRAY

Six Piece

9

1001 Uses!

DROP
CLOTH

Prices Good thru Sunday, lu

SPECIALS

Home Improvement

Reg. 12'

Latex White

Satn Pkus

GARDEN HOSE

50'

SET

PAINT
ROLLER

Nylon Outside
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Louise Baker 753-2409
Jack Persall 753-8961

a series of large, sliding.
wood sash windows gave
Just the right effect. Eight
6-foot-high gock units of
ponderosa pine were used
to surround the newly formed "ell."
The window choice was
based on a number of practical reasons. The wide expanse of sliding windows
provides maxinium sunlight,
views and excellent ventilation The natural insulation
of wood sash, coinbined with
insulating glass and tight
weatherstripping, cut heat
loss and help keep the room
comfortable in all seasons
Use of insulating glass also
eliminates the need for
bothersome storm sash.
Existing windows in the
original exterior wall were

I
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1210 Main Street

Phone 753-3040

oore paints

M
Tidwell Paint and
Floor Covering

Without proper protection the
elements can damage the
appearance and value of your
home. An application of
MoorGard Latex House Paint
provides a much desired "brand
new" look along with adequate
protection against the elements
for years to come. Versatile
MoorGard can be used on most
types of exterior surfaces.
It brushes freely, dries fast
and is resistant to mil4w,
fumes and alkali. You can expect
one coat coverage on most
repaint jobs.
Benjamin

Low Lustre Latex House Paint

MOORGARD

WITH

To Protect Your Home

FOAM PIANKS
Planks for the ceiling
which resemble limed and
weathered wood are now on
the market as well as
"hand-hewn" beams molded
of lightweight plastic foam.
These "planks" are easy to
handle, and cost much less
than their natural wood
counterparts.

marble,
The latest in wall remodeling products are the
supported and unsupported
vinyl coverings for unfinished walls, peel-and-stick
plastics and prepasted
papers

easons

SOUND CEILING
Acoustical tile provides an
the
attractive ceiling at
helps
same time that it
will
trap sound. However, it
inside
absorb sounds from
with
the house only. Check
deyour local hardware
partment or store. They can
type of
best determine the
ceiling you require.

The list of new materials
y.
for walls grows steadil
They include metal and
hardboard panels, pre-find,
ished hardwood plywoo
cement board, stained lumfiber
ber, plastic and glass
panels, ornamental tiles,

List of new home wall remodeling
dily
materiab; growing stea
glass and masonry.
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Shirley' Garden Center

* Bedding Plants

* Nursery Stock

* Hose Attachments

* Fertilizer and Insecticides

* Garden Tools

* Bird Houses and Feeders

* Aluminum Trellises

* Large Patio Planters

* Rubber-Maid Tree Trim, Border
Fence and Border Bricks
* Cordless Electric Shears and
Clippers

We Most Likely Have it!

•witiatel

PURE PLANT
Plants in a home do more
than just look pretty. They
also help purify the air.

replaced with a double door
entrance to the new addition. Finally, a new pitched
in
roof was designed to tie
with the existing roof.
Finishing touches were
added Inside. Walls feature
vertical moulding strips,and
the floor is "done" in matting squares. The total impression is soft, natural and
sunny.
Closed against the winter
cold, or open to fresh air
and sunshine, the new porch
is used for dining, entertaining, reading, studying,
and watching TV. Not such
an old-fashioned idea
after all.

If It's For Your Yard
or Garden

There's something to be
said for the good old days,
even when you're modernizing.
One family, for example.
decided to update jts home
by adding an old-fashioned
sun porch. The decision
wasn't based on nostalgia,
but on the need for a bright,
sunny room with multiple
year-round uses
First step was to find the
right place for expansion.
The answer lay right around
the corner — of the dining
room. An .L-shaped concrete block foundation was
laid adjoining the dining
area, It added 150 square
feet of space to the house..
Next came creation of an
attractively -updated version of a sun parlor. Here,

An old-fashioned sun 'porch
up-dates home for one family

sunlight, views were'hamBE)(IRE (left): The honer looked old-fashioned; interior lacked
Wa•
old-fashioned sun porch
pered by awnings. AFTER (right): A modern sersion of an
glass. The
ng
insulati
with
pine
and
created with • series of large sliding windows of ponderosa
nce of sunlight and air,
spacious new addition is comfortable year-round, has an abunda
enjoys expansive views of the yard and garden.

Finishing touch to room

re• Lair Sweetheart Chest. Whet%
It's never too late to give
a sprr-ial accent with fine
addilng
of
think
room,
a
modeling
are available in styles to
4
furniture. lane Sweetheart Chttets
decor.
match any

CKY
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Adding comfortable year-round sunlight and air
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the pieces is modest
Their pecan and black
vinyl surfaces trimmed with
a chrome-finished brushed
steel frame reproduce highfashion materials in durable, budget-conscious manmade substances
The hardy vinyl veneer
is laminated to a particle
board base that eliminates
the problems of warping
and provides a washable,
stain, heat and scratch-requalities
sistant surface
that recommend themselves
for any room that takes a
lot of family use
They'd be exceillent for a
living room, particularly in
a home with small children,
and could be moved later, if
preferred, to a family room
or den
The added convenience of
being able to walk right out
of the store with the furniture in a neat little package
is an extra attraction It
can be assembled easily
with just a screw -driver.
The tables, for example,
have two screws for each
leg—eight screws and voila'
a table
With the savings made on
these, it may be possible to
buy that special lamp, picture or other accessory that
will just finish off the room
— and make It really you

_I'

.
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Forty-three million Americans live in homes 10 years
old or older, which accounts
for the present and continued growth of the remodeling market.
The American Institute
of Kitchen Dealers has estimated that 2.44 million
kitchens are being remodeled annually.The average price of a reniodeled
kitchen is from *3,500 to
$5,000.
When a tight-money situation resulted in a decline
in housing starts, rempdeled
kitchens continued to increase, AIKD statistics indicate.
A survey by TIME magazine, in conjunction with
the AIXD,tells why families
remodel their kitchens:
• 59 per cent want new
styling
• 56 per cent want up'
to-date equipment and new
feature.
• 36 per cent have appliances that need replacing
• 17 per cent moved to
another home
• 10 per cent noted other
miscellaneous reasons
(The total exceeds 100
per cent beeause many respondents noted more than
one reason).
Another survey of American homemakers indicated
appearance and the selfcleaning oven were ranked
first and second in priority
by persons buying new
ranges
This explains why in
kitchen remodeling and in
new housing starts, kitchen
designers and builders have
begun to show a preference
for mixing kitchen elegance
with practicality.
One indicator of this is
the use of smoothtop cooking appliances, as standard
features in many new
kitchens, according to Corning Glass Works, the originator of the smoothtop

753-3161

Speed Cylinder Drive is standard—lets
you adjust to crop conditions on the
go. 72-hp gasoline or diesel engines.
Tank capec ty up 10 71 bushels

Industrial Road

,

PIUDAT—JUME U, 073

Phone 753-1319

STOKES TRACTOR & IMPLEMENT CO.

The MF 300 takes a 2- or 3-row cornhead or 10- to 14-foot grain table.
Quick-Attach is standard—to quickly
shift from corn to beans Variable

Best buy in a medium-size combine! MF 300

111111111Mk

104 Maple

MURRAY LUMBER
CO.

together!

Modernized Homes
and
happy families go

Equally at home in a luxurious livinf room or in a budget-priced studio, the elegant silhouettes of modern occasional tables by JS/Permaneer blend beautifully with traditional or contemporary furnishing.. High-piled rug and colorful throw pillows provide textural contrast
to the sleek lines of the tables. A double•legged parsons table effect is achieved by placing two
occasional tables together in corner. Durable as well as flexible., liquid spills or scratches
cannot affect the tables' vinyl laminated surfaces. Approximate results, left to right: small
cocktail table, 2 for-424.95; larger occasional table, 124.95; cocktail table, 124.95. All some
ready-to-assemble.

THE LEDGER & TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

HIT THE 'X'
Make a small:"X" with
cellophane tape before driving a nail into a plaster
wall. It will keep the plaster
from cracking

concept
The large number of options available with smoothtop cooking appliances —
built-in cooktops and both
slip-in and free-standing
ranges — combined with
built-in wall ovens, makes
them a natural in kitchen
design
The built-in cooktops are
available in both two and
four-element units, ideal for
virtually any kitchen
counter or cooking island
installation
Being a fiat, smooth sheet
of glass-ceramic,these cooktops double as additional
counterspace when not being used for cooking and
add to the "clean appearance" of the kitchen.
Corning reports the use
of smoothtops in a number
of kitchens in large-scale
projects from coast to coast
— condominiums, apartments,and housing developments Some of these are • Pineburst Estates, townhouse condominiums adjacent to Pinehurst Country
Club, in Denver.
• Costa Brava, prestige
condominium, in Miami.
• Askborough,• community of distinguished homes,
being built in Dorchester
County, S.C.
• Golden Heritage Homes,
Phoenix.
• Regency Apartments,
Naples, Fla.
Builders and architects,
as well as kitchen remodelers, seem to agree that
convenience kitchens with
the latest in modern appliances can become aipersuasive plus in generating
interest among their prospects

Flat heating surfaces
for smooth cooking

There's probably no decorating problem more intimidating than that of
making a large' room look
important with a limited
amount of money.
How to stretch dollars to
cover basic requirements
and still have enough left
over for extras that add
personality takes a lot of
doing — and more than a
little know-how.
As a starter, an easy ruleof-thumb is to tilt the largest amount into the things
that give the most effect,
and economize on smaller
pieces of furniture and accessories. This provides the
option of gradual replacement of more modest Remit
as the budget alfbws, possibly shifting them to other
rooms.
It might be worth copsidering investing in the rug
or carpeting and major uPholstered pieces first as all
of these provide an abundance of color and design,
and will give the room a
sense of permanence.
A happy solutir for occaponal tables and cabinets
might be found in the new
contemporary collection of
'furniready - to
ture by 38'Permaneer, a
division of the Permaneer
Corporation. Although they
look high priced, the cost of

Budget limited? Ready-to-assemble furniture stretches dollars
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CEILING GRID
A simple way to lower a
high ceiling is offered by
suspended grid systems,
consisting of metal rails
suspended from the ceiling
by hangers supporting panels of polystyrene, plasticsurfaced fiber glass or compressed and fissured wood
fibers.

Using a fancy ruffled valance or cafe curtains with
a window shade can be coordinated into a full-fledged
window treatment by adding a narrow,shirred-fabric
border to the shade with
special, snap-on tape
The ruffle can be easily
removed for washing—and
the vinyl-coated shade will
need only a wipe-over with
a damp cloth.

Shade bordered
with ruffles
adds appeal

focussing attention on more
spacious living, give some
thought to the decorative
aspects of improving your
environment, too.
Start with ,a simple thing
like a chair. Your upholsterer will gladly give you
an estimate, and we think
you'll find the price is right
for a bright new vinyl cover!

-sgg

rit uto

Call Now

Pipes or drains clogged'
)
Adding a new bath? We
can handle any plumbing
job efficiently and quickly.

Help Is Here

SAM CALHOUN PLUMAING
and ELECTRIC CO.
Phone 753-5802
205 N 4th

a

l'hat old. favorite chair looks like new when reupholstered in
colorful and durable vinyl. The pattern here is
by
Masland Duran in a flowering of red, white and blue.

to select a more delicate
fabric you can't sit on for
fear it will soil.
So,home improvers,unite!
While you're adding on,
building in, and otherwise

That old chair. Father's
favorite. Mother's pet peeve.
Don't throw It out. Do it
over.
As near as your nearest
upholstery shop, there's an
expert who can rejuvenate
that sad sack.'01ve it a new
look — and add a lift to
your living room — by giving it a new cover.
Here's a hint: choose a
vinyl reupholstery fabric —
for durability, for color.
Masland Duran supplies
most of the country's leading upholstery shops with
their most popular covers.
Not slipcovers, but permanent make-over materials
that are long for this world.
Long on style, long on wear
There are tweeds, checks,
solids, textures. Elegant traditional patterns and bright
modern florals. Plus vinyls
that look like silk, linen,
matelasse, tapestry or brocade
People used to think of
vinyl as plastic, and sometimes felt they had to apologize for its use. Not so today!
Now people would rather
use vinyl that wipes clean
and withstands wear than

Reupholstering in vinyl
gives new life to chair
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753-3540

FITTS BLOCK and

Watch for our Opening Date on our
new Fully Automated Block Plant

FITTS BLOCK
and
READY-MIX, Inc.

from

Blocks and Ready-Mix

There is no cheaper or more economical way to
improve your home than with ...

Now you see them . . . Now roil don't. Vi ith some creative ideas, inexpensive materials and
a little handiwork you can turn this General Electric compact washer and dryer pair in their
stack rack into a decorative and practical addition to an apartment kitchen or bathroom. An
easy way to do this is to construct two inexpensive plywood panels to fit across the front of the
stack rack when the laundry pair is not in use. The panels can be attractively decorated with
corkboard, contact paper, wallpaper or paint matching the room. The washer and dryer both
have a 5 pound load capacity and operate on standard household current. The washer rolls
to the sink for hookup like a portable dishwasher and features automatic washing cycles from
2 to 12 minutes, two rinses and spin drying, plus high and low water settings. The dryer,
which offers up to 21
/
2 hours of drying time, has Normal and Fluff drying cycles, and a
special Permanent Press cycle.
111~101111sN\WIllk110111\11101011kIn~11101010111111M1~1131M110111~111MWMIk11\1110111\WILW

Clean lines and architectural detailing distinguish a new transitional bedroom grouping from
Sierra Permaneer. Its restrained shadow box moldings and wenn pecan vinyl finish make it
equally at-home with contemporary, Oriental or traditional accessories. Completely manmade, the furniture is particle board laminated with a vinyl film. Decorative elements are
molded polystyrene. Drawer pulls are satin brass. A five-piece group will retail for under $300.

Natig 1 Ners

KEEP RECORD
Always keep a notation
of the brand name and
specific color of paints and
stains When touch-ups are
needed, the correct color
can be easily obtained

"Turn-Ons" come in
bright and cheery colors to
enhance or blend with almost any decor.

There are really thousands of items on the market that fit the needs of
this kind of home Improver
and yet one stands apart
from the rest
It's General Electric's
Super SwltchTM line of mercury wall switches with a
fifty-year guarantee from
the date of purchase against
failure in normal home use. '
And if it does fall, just
return the Super Switchrm
with a request for an exchange and GE will mail you
a free replacement.
Super Switchnd has been
designed to outlast ordinary
wall switches. It has no
mechanical parts to snap,
clatter, arc or click — and
comes with a lighted hahdle, too, for conveniiilice
and safety in bathrooms
and on stairways. The suggested price is a homefrom,
$9 ranging
touui
owner's delight,
about
depending on the model.
And to finish off the project and add a bright color
to the room, GE also has
"Turn-Ons"Tm. These are
decorative wall plates t4
cover
platesy.our new Super Switch
andthey are big enough to
cover marks left by old

Today more and more
Americans are becoming doing it yourself home improvers. And the projects
undertaken stagger the
imagination — from adding
new rooms, to building a
new retreat — from buying
a new color TV to a million
and one little refinements
that make the house more
attractive and safer.
Many do - it - yourselfers
look for a small project —
one that won't take a lot of
time, offers a dimension of
usefulness and doesn't involve a great deal of expense
Yet, the project also must
pe need to fix sometn
isf
gyuth
s
ta
ht

Do-it-yourselfer
finds new switch
a real turn-on

Updating conventional light
switches., this home handyman
installs a General Electric
Super-Switch. It's a mercury
wall switch that is guaranteed
for fifty years against failure
in normal home use.

Bright move
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Our rates melte

7th & Main
r, s..•

40_,4 .4.4.11

Phone 753-7921

Murray Branch

Federal Savings & Loan

owning prospects are good!

lowest in Murray and mortgage money is readily available. Your home-

Come in and talk to one of our home loan specialists.

Found your dream house? We'll help you to make the dream come true.
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wall. It wtil keep the plaster
from cracking

Planning on redoing the
basement into a family
room, but worried what to
use to give it. that sporty
look? Why nht include a
trophy shelf.
Almost everyone has a
trophy or two packed away
in the attic If the kids are
on school sports teams or
cheerleading, Aances are
they will be adding their
own to the collection, and
possibly even outdoing Mom
and Dad in the trophy department.

Trophy shelf
displays family
achievements

cally in the recessed hearth
behind a sliding mesh
screen.
The comfort and relaxation of a log fire may be as
close as your nearest home
improvement or building
supplies center. ,at suggested prices ranging from
$133 to $178.

fr

'

Make Complete with
New Screens
Repair Old Screens
and Storm Windows

fr- Never Rots Out
Never Needs Painting

1202 Johnson Avenue
Murray, Ky.

10,

• Commercial
Store Fronts

Custom Framed...
• Pictures
• Mirrors

*

Phone-Day:
(502)753-7117:

fects.
Ends annual painting
the
To the homeowner,
tage
Niost important advan
type of
of this particular
fact
siding is probably the
goes
that vinyl siding's color
ial,
clear through the mater
need
thus eliminating the
for periodic painting.
The color is an integral
part of the material during its manufacture and is..
"built-in" to the siding and
not just "surface-applied."
The color, therefore,
doesn't mar or show
A
scratches and doesn't peel,
blister, flake, scrape or wear
off.

of
What can the roof
in
your family car have on
g
common with the sidin
your home?
of
Well, if both are made
built
vinyl, then both are
the most
to stand up to
weathsevere conditions of
er and wear.
autoWhile vinyl tops on
available
mobiles have been
of
for some time, the use
g masolid vinyl as a sidin only
has
terial for the home
developbeen a fairly recent
ment, introduced in 1984 home
More and more
now
owners, however, are beg
shifting to vinyl sidin ent
inher
cause of its many
advantages.
Siding supplier
Representative of the
t toproducts on the marke
siding
day is Vanguard vinyl one
n,
from GAF Corporatio supng
of America's leadi
materials
pliers of building
and
including both vinyl
s.
mineral fiber siding
The Vanguard Siding is
—
available In four colors
and
white, yellow, gray,
and can be purgreen
ary
chased with compliment
vinyl shutters.
s
The siding also come
with a 20-year guarantee
deagainst mandfacturing

* Fix-Up and Clean-Up with All Your Gloss Needs From Us
!4c****************************************41

etMen°
Ilil

Windshields

* • Automobile

New Windows
Alcoa Insulating

Phone-Nig
* (502)753-9434
•
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KITCHEN HELPER
A pegboard in the kitchen
can be utilized for spoons,
spatulas, etc. that should be
within quick and easy reach.

. -STORY
CLEAN"
Clean paint brushes immediately and they are
ready to use again at a moment's notice.

long as the house itself. For
this reason alone, it's pretty
hard to get a lemon when
you buy vinyl siding, which
can't always be said about
the faintly car.

VRIE ,AST
STONIt

E. Wain Parts. Tenn., Ph. 642-1199

STONE CRAFT
CONSTRUCTION
CORPORATION

Stone Fireplaces a Speciality

- ANY JOB - CALL US
FROM FOUNDATION TO ROOF
FOR A FREE ESTIMATE

•1.1••••

1301.•••%
MOO..
ADO iv on

And you're covered

•,0141d DOOMS

14..0 V.I..

OW 1•1011

NWT K.. IMMO

SM

One call.

In addition to its maintenance-free features, vinyl
owners
siding offers home
other benefits as well. Vinyl
siding, for example, is selfextinguishing and fire-resistant and, unlike metal
sidings, will not conduct
electricity.
It is also immune to termites and vermin and won't
rot or mat. Finally, any
surface soiling can be easily
removed with just water and
a detergent.
Solid popularity
Overall, the popularity of
vinyl siding is increasing
mainly because the siding is
durable and should last as

high gear — today more and more
Vinyl siding shifts into
to vinyl siding because of its duraink
switeh
homeowners are
e. This home, for example, is
enanc
maint
bility and ease of
from GAF Corporation.
siding
vinyl
sided with Vanguard

smiles
Durable vinyl siding still ials
tr
through all of weather's

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company
ht

fireplace that's on
1)e,o-Glo is the design -it-yourself electric
and trim from
color
of
choice
a
with
tible
the move. It's conver
wall to • cora
rom
ere—f
anywh
goes
it
mod to colonial, and
or an office.
home,
e
mobil
e,
restag
ner, for• house, apartment,

Do you yearn for the
warmth and glow of a fireplace in an apartment or
house where it's impractical
to have' one? Or, do you
have a seashore or lakeside
cottage or a country retreat
which needs moderate heating to give you comfortable
year-'round use?
Yes? A Deco-Glo electric
fireplace by Leigh Is the
answer, and all you need to
install it is a screwdriver
and a 110-volt outlet.
Deco-Glo is the fireplace
that goes anywhere. Brackets are provided for both
wall and corner mounting
— you can move it from
room to room, and even
take it with you if you move.
Deco-Glo can be styled by
your selection of trim to
complement a home that is
modern, colonial or traditional. Color choices are
red, forest green and black
With a simple twist of a
concealed knob, thermostatically controlled forced
air heat flows from genuine
wood logs glowing reapstI",
• ,!

Electric fireplace warms,
glows and goes anywhere
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SPRING CLEANING

I

Murray, Ky. I

STEAM EXTRACTION

Phone 489-2504

Box 354

1119 N. Arcadia

494e),
&few

$9.95
Any Additional Room
I
.401 Prices Good June 29th-July 6th.

$1995

Any Mt*
living Room
Dining Room
And Hall

CARPET CLEANING

Route 1

is, Ira

Larry Lyles
Evenings, 753-3501

Ce.•log S•4. 11••••••••••••.•

•••MN.

•••
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Think of Sears and get
Guaranteed
Installation
by Sears
Authorized
Installers!

HOME
IMPROVEMENT

Wizen You Think

Phone 753-2310

For FREE •stimat• at your
con vsnienc•,

INSTALLATION GUARANTEE

installation workmanIf defects should appear in
lation, Sears will.
ship within one year of instal
defects to be
upon notice from you. cause such
corrected at no additional cost.
„taw,\\\,4\\\.\\\\\1,,Nia.M41141.041:4,04/141.MICI0k1

og price on quality
Let me give you Sears low catal
Sears reputation for
by
d
backe
labor
and
ials
mater
planning and estimatcomplete satisfaction. Detailed
are as near as your
ties
ing as well as credit facili
ded through Sears
provi
labor
lation
instal
All
phone.
anlike manner in
workm
neat,
a
in
shall be performed
trade practices.'
ted
accordance with generally accep
to all local laws;
e
adher
shall
s
lation
instal
Further all
.
ances
ordin
codes, regulations and

LES OFFICE
SEARS CATALOG SAMurr
ay, Ky.
Southside Shopping Center -

Mt 6.4 1100. 0.
AS..0. DI'AI,S

Sears Has a Credit Plan
, to Suit lbw Nerds
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deflectorv sohr winter heatin
Leigh register and grille air
They pretoo.
e,
rtabl
comfo
more
problems and make summer
ns.
soiling of draperies and curtai
sent direct heat damage and
ssystem
air
ating
circul
and improve the efficiency of
hardtors are available at
flector will force the cool
and building supply
ware
and
ate
eirdul
air to rise,
centers. Prices range from
reduce room temperature
50 to under $5.
$2
deflec
ol
contr
Leigh air

For conTake the worry out of Horne Improvement.
hase of your
venient one-stop shopping, from the purc
llation you
merchandise, to expert planning, to insta
ized Installers.
deal only with Sears and Sears-Author
remodeling or
Go easy on yourself . . . arrange for
s home immodernizing jobs with Sears . . . A Sear
and provide
plan
irlp
,
mate
provement expert can esti
and money!
time
you
save
you with handy tips that will

The efficiency of warm
and cool air circulating
systems can be greatly improved by the use of deflectors in conjunction with
existing sidewall and baseboard registers and diffusers.
Leigh Products offers
three adjustable-size styles,
made of crystal clear Wheat polystyrene, with permanent magnets to hold the
deflector in place on the
air flow unit. No tools, no
screws, no holes'
When sidewall registers
are high, the deflector is
used to direct warm air
downward: away from the
ceiling, improving circulation and the eMciency of
the heating system.
With baseboard or floor
registers, air can be deflected to prevent heat-damage and soiling of drapery
fabrica„,and adjacent furniture
For improved summer
cooling, reversing the de-

1
W .01111MOW
1111111110. .41111111111

Complete Your . . .

40111111w

RECORD WALLPAPER
When hanging wallpaper
be sure to keep a record of
the exact number of rolls
used. This will help when
re-ordering next time.. ,

the bag and carry It outside
for pickup. The caddy keeps
the disposable bag away
from clothing to avoid any
soiling in case of spillovers.
An aerosol can In the
compactor sprays a deodorant each time the compactor
drawer is closed. This helps
control odors and keeps your
home fresh and clean.
The compactor takes less
than a minute to operate
A powerful rain drives
downward with a force of
nearly 2,000 rounds compressing cartons, glass bottles, cans, bones, scraps,
all the
paper, plistics
disposable clutter.
And all you do Is turn the
key and press a button to
accomplish this. The keylock is a safety feature
which keeps youngsters
from opening or operating
the compactor and away
from broken glass or sharp
can, in the bin.
A trash compactor is a
smart investment not only
for disposing of your Spring
cleaning rubbish but for
handling your family's trash
year-round.

I CARPET MASTERS

'OW

When you're Spring
cleaning, it's a good idea
to check your cabinets.
You'll particularly Want
to check the medicine cabinet for out-of-date prescriptions, your kitchen
cabinets for stale herbs and
spices, and storage areas
for cleaning compounds and
aerosol sprays that may
have lost their strength
through age
So many times we neglect
to get rid of out-of-date
items and they end up
taking up valuable space In
our cabinets.
If you have a household
trash compactor, it will be
an easy task to dispose of
glass bottles and plastic
containers. A compactor,
such as one offered by General Electric, can condense
a Whole week's trash for an
average family of four into
one neat bag.
It crushes bottles and
cans Into one-quarter their
original volume.
The compactor also eliminates daily trips to the
garbage cans, as a matter
of fact, It eliminates garbage cans, and the flies and
neighborhood pets that they
attract.
Each GE compactor includes a bag caddy to make
e
it easy for you to remov

FRIDAY—JUNE

ation
Improve warm and cool air circul
efficiently with adjustable deflector

KENTUCKY
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Compactor ideal for
all cabinet clean-outs
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If your home it more than
15 years old, it probably is
not adequately insulated.
That means you may be
wasting more than 45'i- of
all the fuel you use. Putting
it more plainly, it means
you are paying almost twice
as much as you should to
keep your family comfortable.
There are some- simple
tests to determine whether
or not you fall in this
category
Place a thermometer
against an outside wall and
another thermometer in the
center of the room Leave
them for 4 hours, then take
readings
The thermometer on the
outside wall should not be
more than 5 degrees lower
than the one in the middle
of the room. If it is, it's a
good indication that your
home needs insulation.
You also may be losing
heat from openings in your
home. Light a candle and
hold it near the edges of
windows and doors. If it
flickers, you probably need
caulking, weather-stripping, or storm windows and
doors. They can cut your
fuel costs by as much as
10 percent.
•
Furnaces should- be
checked and adjusted at
the start of each heating
season.
Air filters should bei replaced at least 3 times a
season.

Insulati▪on test
can add comfort
save you nioney

With the first signs of
spring — young Americans
think of baseball, and with
spring and summer sports
comes a steady stream of
traffic armind the kitchen
•
sink.
To serve the needs of your
thirsty mimpets, consider
installation of an Elkay
water cooler designed for
home use. Featuring an all
stainless steel cabinet, it
can be installed on the patio or any convenient outside location where there's
suitable overhead shelter
Fan-cooled unit has a
capacity to serve 5 to 8 gallons per hour of chilled
drinking water. Freeze
proof protection is available for installations where
temperatures occasionally
fall below freezing
Available from your local
plumbing dealer.

Home water
fountains
cool idea

Little leaguers have big leap*
thirsts and to satisfy their
needs, Elkay has designed this
inside-outside family sixnd
"kitchen saver." The faa'cooled unit chills 5 to 8 gallons of water per hour.
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Appointments Made
To Suit
Your Convenience!
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WHEN IT COMES TO REAL ESTATE . . .
SEE

Buying - Selling - Appraising - Managing

* Member of Multiple Listing *

Ray Roberts 753-5583 - Hoyt Roberts 753-3924
Office Phone 753-1651
Lela Reed 753-6086
T. C. Collie 753-5122

The four Brokers serving you at ROBERTS REALTY twit:

°Csi.
L;

i

$11:

members of the multiple listing service and would be glad toI
work with you in this area.

If a mobile home already placed on the lot is your wish then
we have that too! This is a twelve wide, three bedroom home
on a good lot close to a shopping center. Want more information? Call us and let us tell you about this buy.

Get all set now for next years crop' We have 70 acres of land;
30 acres crop land, n acres pasture and the balance in timber
located just one-half mile east of Almo Heights. The house is
in fair condition with three bedrooms and immediate
possession available.

present
Before spending a pocketful of money on your
on the
have
we
what
you
show
us
let
and
by
come
property,
)we are
market. If we don't have what your heart desires

If you own your own lot, let us sell you this nearly new, twelve
wide, completely furnished mobile home. Complete the sale
today; move in tomorrow!

A grocery; an apartment; a two bedroom, carpeted, P2
bath mobile home! All of this plus an acre and a half of land
can be yours for less than $20,000.00. Drop by and let us tell
you more about it!

Zik

Near the city park we have listed a more than average two t
bedroom brick. This would be ideal for the newly-wed couple. t
The house is air conditioned and carpeted and the price includes drapes. Less than $20,000 would let you move in!

Another real buy is the four bedroom brick at Lynn Grove.
This is located on two acres of land close to the elementary
school. One and a half baths, built in range and oven, storm
windows and doors and two car garage are just a few of the
luxaries this place boasts.

Approximately two miles out of, town we have listed five
acres of land and a three bedroom, frame house. This is on
blacktop road and can be bought for $15,250.00.

For an extremely nice home plus an extra income, let us
show you the house at 1630 Hamilton. On the main floor are
three bedrooms and two baths, entrance hall, family room, 41i
living room and kitchen. In the walk-in basement are five k
rental rooms, completely furnished, plus a large storage
room The house is made complete with central heat and air
conditioning. Let that extra income make the payments on a
very livable home!

Six acres of land and a newly decorated house make the
property at Stella a real buy at only $21,500.00. Immediate
possession is available on this two bedroom brick home.

3

A home which is also a show-place is the beautiful tri-level in
Kingswood' This house features all of the extras that you can
imagine such as dishwasher, built-in range and oven, central
heat and air conditioning, carpets and two baths Call us
about the price you'll be surprised

Just -listed! 140 acres ( 60 acres in crop land) and three
bedroom frame house are all yours for $25,000.00. This place
has a good well and septic tank and is located in the Shiloh
sW*40
community.
i

On Kentucky Lake at Paradise Resort! What location could
be more desirable for those hot, summer days? This particular piece of real estate has 245 feet of water frontage on
the main lake. Besides the beautiful lot there is a two
bedroom cottage, furnished, with large screened in porch. :41!
I et us help you make your plans for summers to come with
this most desirable Kentucky Lake cottage and lot!
41 t
:
Located ,approximately three miles from Murray in a new
subdivision is this three bedroom, brick home. The house is in
excellant condition, and has built-in range and oven. A large
storage room off of the carport is just one of the features.

One of the neatest places in the County is the only way to
describe this three bedroom, well-kept, frame house
Located approximately three miles from Murray, this house
with a one car garage, is situated on a lovely, landscaped
yard, of more than average size. This is priced at $21,500.00.

;

;,;,•

The price reduction on the property on South 13th Street
makes this place more than desirable This three bedroom,
air venditioned, two bath house has been reduced by
$3,000.00. The Owners feel they must sell, so see us about this
place and a real buy!

Located in Kingswood Subdivision is this three bedroom,
brick home. The house'is in excellant condition and immediate possession is possible. The large lot is just one of the
many selling points'. Less than $23,000.00.

$10,950.00 will buy the house at 1104 Mulberry. This
aluminum siding house is in good condition and has storm
doors and windows. Make an appointment to see this house •
soon.

Another "close-in" house for less than $10,000.00 is the one on
Pine Street. This is a six room house, carpeted, storm doors
and windows. The Owner is willing to sacrifice.

This newly decorated house at 423 South 9th Street is a steel
at only $9,500.00. The inside has been completely paneled and
carpeted. The house is located for easy walking to town,
shopping centers. etc.

Just listed at 209 S. 13th, across from Carter Elementary
School, is the perfect home for the young family. This is a
three bedroom house in a good state of repair. The exterior is
frame and aluminum with very little up keep. You must see
the inside to appreciate.

!

:;Itt

•

F-#.3i.X.C..4a.#3764C.C.O:C.07.*::*"..0100:.10::07.07.074.7.07.101(037.*"..*::0"..07.0"..40.11:07.00:0:**
I
. . House run down and needing repair? Neighborhood not suited to your needs 'A
anymore? Too much time and effort required to make your present home comeet
ik
40. up to your standards? if any of these thoughts are going through your mind,
W3
*why not check with ROBERTS REALTY about a new or improved home and
W location? They now have four competent, experienced brokers to help you
1(*: with your real estate needs.
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with some models to get
details.
First take color snapshots
all around the rooms you
plan to decorate—a window
you want changed; a bare
corner that needs a new
treatment; a closet that
cries out to be rearranged.
Then start a room-by-room
scrapbook of the snapshots.
Although the new pocket
cameras are small, they
2-inch pic/
2 x 41
/
take big 31
tures, so choose a generoussize scrapbook with plenty
of pages.
You'll want to add magazine clippings of things you
like, paint chips, wallpaper
samples, fabric swatches
and notes. And flatter your
friends by taking snapshots
of things you like best in
their homes — furniture,
window treatments and
fabric patterns, for example
If a light shows in the
viewfinder when you start

•

••••••
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Phone 753-2243 '
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1, Box 87

— WE COMPLETE THE JOB —

We Have Our Own Finishes

* Other Concrete Needs

* Patios

Call Us for Free Estimate!
* Driveways and Sidewalks

STEPPING STONES

ea i

'3.00
65tti

,
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.,

/

i Starks Concrete Works i
' Almo, Ky., Rt.

,,
:

,
,,'
:
,
,
,'
:
.

;
i

i

Ph. 753-5833

SPECIAL I!

204 No. 4th St

Calloway County
Lumber Co.

from

Buy All Your
Building Material;

:
on
i SPLASH BLOCKS

:..,

TAPE IT!
When painting windows
and doors, use masking tape
to keep paint off glass and
walls. Any accidents should
be wiped off quickly to make
c ean-up easier.

to depress the shutter release, it means the camera
is -going to take a time
exposure. You must then
set it on something to prevent movement that would
blur the picture. The top of
a stepladder works well, and
the ladder can be moved
around the house. Or you
can set the camera on a tripod or some books stacked
on a table, stool or other
flat surface.
A small camera stand
made for Kodak pocket Instamatic cameras is help.
ful, too: it provides a firm
base and tilts to any angle.
A cable release that comes
with it is another aid when
taking snapshots by available light.
When your scrapbook has
been assembled room by
room, decide on a budget.
If it's limited, use the pri'ority system, allotting your
funds to the important
goals first.
Once you've done your
"homework," you'll be ready
to start shopping, with your
scrapbook — or pages from
it—in hand. This professional approach will be a
great help in getting exactly
what you want.
But don't stop taking pictures when the work is
done. A set of "after" snapshots will complete your
scrapbook They will be
nice to have, handy to send
to out of town friends to
show what you've done and,
in addition will come in
very handy in a few years,
when the freshness has
faded and it's time to
change your decor again.

Used Furniture
•
& Antiques
•
•
We
have
a
wide
variety
with
•
• new things arriving every day. •
• Stop in and browse around •
•
at
•
•
•
200 E. Main
•
753-0716
•

0
0

.0000.
•Hank & Jodie's
0
.

.4111
Mrs. Velma Johnson, left, sets her Kodak pocket Imitation,.
30 camera firmly on the edge of a stepladder top to tak,
indoor snapshots without flash. The "before" snapshot, right
of the bedroom shown above became part of her decorating
scrapbook.

This bedroom for a ten-yeair-old is the result of a do-it-yourself decorating project that began with a camera. To begin,
Mother took snapshots of the room and put them in • scrapbook along with fabric, paint and paper samples — a perfect
shopping guide.

Ever daydream about being an interibr decorator"
Wouldn't it be fun to spend
other people's money to
make their homes look
lovely?
But somehow it's a different story when it's time to
redecorate your own home.
Where to start? What to
keep? What to change?
How to describe what you
want to salespeople and
your decorator?
One excellent way to start
is with a camera—a handy
little easy-to-use one like
the Kodak pocket Instarnatic camera that can be
supped into a pocket or
purse. Of the five pocket
camera models, four (models 30, 40, 50 and 80) are able
to take time exposures automatically.
This makes it possible to
stand back and get the full
length of a room in one
picture. Or you can snap
from as close as two feet

FRIDAY—JUNE 22, 1873

Use • little imagination and transform your landing into •
decorative focal point. Here• nautical theme was used on the
main wall, which serves to attract attention of those using the
stairway. Marlite paneling in • wormy chestnut grained finish
was used to provide a textured background. This pre-finished
hardboard paneling comes in 16" x 8 tongue-and-grooved
plank., which can be installed over old walls or framing. It
can be damp-wiped ckan.

TIMES — MURRAY, KENTUCKY

Scrapbook of color snapshots
eases redecorating problems
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is professional, this is one
product that ANYONE can
install! Each press-on panel
measures approx. l' x 2';
requires no tools, no special
skills. If trimming is necessary, panels can be cut with
ordinary household scissors
Peruvian Stone can be
found in paint, hardware.
department storesL•home
centers or discount department stores from Coast to
Coast. For full-color literature on this and other unusual decorating ideas, write
to Decro-wall, Dept. M, 375
Executive Boulevard, Elmsford, New York 10523.

tant role in the visual effect
of Peruvian Stone. Soft
lights turn it into a subtle,
neutral wall decor. Bright,
angled lights turn it into a
shadow-play of excitement!
Although the finished look

flooring provides warmth
and quiet underfoot. A couple can even install this

Probably no other floor
creates as much color and
design excitement as vinyl
A far cry from yesterday's
drab linoleum,today's cushioned sheet vinyl floor coverings by GAF Corporation
offer a range of patterns
from Early American to
Mediterranean or Oriental.
Home remodelers looking
for. easy and economical
was to redecorate any room
of the house should think
about making floors their
focal point.
Cushioned vinylTan provide the detailed pattern
and rich colors needed to
perk up a room. , Flooring
patternalia matched by accessories and furniture in
solid colors can transform
rooms into cheerful living
areas.
Designer Virginia Frankel
captured a teenager's dream
when she planned this romantic bedroom for two
sisters. The hand-painted
Sintra Portuguese tile motif
of GAF Foamcraft sheet
vinyl is extended beyond the
floor.
Plywood posts and walls
behind beds were covered
with the flexible Foarncraft
sheet vinyl to create itith
century four-posters.
Striped linen sheets make
pretty bedspreads and curtains surrounding the fourposter beds. Crisp white
louvered shutters stand out
against the flooring motif
in an inviting window seat
area to complete the all-inone Sintra tile decorative
interest in the girls' bedMOM.
Vinyl flooring is geared to
a teenager's lifestyle, too. It
comes in 9'- and 12'-widths
for wall-to-wall seamless
beauty. The whole room
wipes clean with a damp
sponge!
Foam cushioning in vinyl

* Game Tables

* Furniture Top

Murray, Ky.

••
•
•
•
•
••
•
•
•
•
•

Phone 753-5719

South 9th

THORNTON TILE & MARBLE

1•11•111•11•1=11111111INIIMII

"Quality That Will Please"

with

You Name It—We'll Make It

* Window Sills

* Wall Panel

Create your own individual decor with the
latest in Custom Made Cultured Marble.
* Bathtubs
* Fireplace Facings
* 1-Pc. Vanity Tops

Unique In Western Kentucky

t•••••••••41441

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
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A most reliable check for
a kitchen plan is what is
called the work triangle
Measure the distance
from the front edge of your
sink to the front of the
range, the range to the refrigerator, and the refrigerator to the sink. This path
across the floor should not
be less than 4 feet nor more
than 7 feet with the exception of the path from the
refrigerator to the range,
which could be 8 or 9 feet
Those who bear in mind
the work triangle when
planning a new kitchen will
have a beautifully planned
kitchen

Kitchen triangle
works wonders for
saving steps

95,000 to $9,000

Adding in Outdoor
Swimming Pool

cooling capacity,.

unit operating at
mum

the

501 N. 4111

Murray, Ky.
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The only ro•oen air on
that shows you when its filter
needs cleaning is the new
Superthrust room air conditioner (shown above) with
a special feature called "Dirt
Alert." Introduced by General Electric, "Dirt Alert"
(shown at left) is a transparent tube near the control panel containing a small red indicator ball that rises to the
top of the tube automatically
as the permanent *filter becomes clogged with dust.
When you see the hell at the
top it's time to clean the removable filter to help keep

81,000 to $4,500
$75 to $150 per
100 square feet

Residing, Aluminum,
Wood

foot
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$20 to 840 per

Finishing Basement
Recreation Room
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$1,500 to $4,000
square

$2,500 to $6,500

Kitchen Remodeling
Bathroom Modernizing
Adding • Room

The National liome Improvement Council cautions
the homeowner Vaho expects to recover MS investment
in home improvekent when he sells his present home
not to put more money into the remodeling project
than he can realistically hope to retrieve.
For example, if a homeowner's house is presently
worth $50,000 on the market and his remodeling investment is $25,000, he will most likely not find a
buyer for $75,000.
The Council also provides a rule of thumb estimate
for various remodeling projects. Naturally, costs vary
from region to region. Also, the variety of work done
under the various classifications and the size of the
space affected will influence costs.
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sake, the bath must have
clear, strong light. There
should be one ceiling fixture recessed or surfacemounted.
A cabinet mirror should
be flanked on either side by
fixtures, shielded for shadow-free, glare-free light. If
the mirror is wall-to-wall,
there should be a row of
shielded lamps.
• • •
KITCHEN — There
should be one general lighting fixture for every 50
square feet of space.
Task lighting should include wall or cabinet-mounted fixtures for every three
feet of counter space.
The sink and range areas
should be lit by wall-mounted brackets, located 14 to
.22 inches above the appliance to direct light downward on work areas.
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BEDROOM — Overhead
lighting fixture and wall
switch by the door. Groping
for lamps in the dark is
hazardous. tamps are appropriate for accent and
rea ding
Larger bedrooms may
use either a large ceiling
fixture or an off-center suspended fixture, plus recessed wall lighting.
• • •
RECREATION ROOM -A puN down fixture or lamp
is advised over game table
or conversation center. Recessed lighting with dimmer switch is another idea.
All of the lighting suggestions discussed here may be
viewed at Thomas lighting
and decorating centers
where a lighting consultant
is available to make specific
recommendations for your
remodeling project.

Lighting wall arrangement of new Italian design from Thomas
Industries S.P.A. of Bologna, Italy, subsidiary of the U.S.
lighting manufacturer. Model 1810 is a wall or ceiling lamp
in chromed metal with colored diffuser, availabk in red, green
or white. In this illustration, four of the lamps are grouped
Co.- what might be a wall sculpture by day, exciting illumination by night. Italian lighting designs by Thomas are available
at lighting and decorating centers at budget prices.

So Stop By . . .

BATH — For safety's

•

The correct lighting plan
for safety and efficiency
often Ls overlooked by the
remodeler.
Yet lighting is probably
the least expensive part of
the remodeling project, offering lasting rewards to
the home owner or apartment dweller.
Safety, function and
fashion — these are the big
three words to remember
when approaching lighting
problems A minor consideration is ease of cleaning
and maintenance Dirt and
dust can cut light by as
much as 50 per cent.
Fashion is highly important because your lighting
fixtures and lamps should
harmonize with and complement the other furnishings of the room
Thomas Industries, lertiMg producer of residential
lighting fixtures and lamps,
suggests this checklist for
evaluating your lighting
needs
• • •
LIVING ROOM — Overhead fixtures are being used
increasingly for decorative
accent. A chandelier or ceiling fixture should be considered for general lighting.
Lamps provide illumination
for specific areas.
For subtle, decorative illumination, downlighte may
be used. Reflector bulbs
may be recessed into the
ceiling along one wall,
bathing light on • particularly dramatic wall, such as
brick or stone, or emphasizing an arrangement of
paintings or a prized piece
of sculpture.
Track lighting offers complete decorating freedom,
providing endless opportunities to achieve function
and accent lighting. Track
lighting is a concept of accent Light that can be as
flexible as the imagination.
Recessed, surface mounted or suspended by pendant
stems,Thomas'movable,adjustable track systems can
be swiveled, angled and
pointed in any direction, or
grouped for every functional design effect.
They have applications
foe emery room in the house.

Decorative illumination sheds light
on ideas for remodeling projects
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•PLUMBING REPAIRS, INSTALLATIONS

•AIR CONDITIONING

•FURNACE INSTALLATIONS, REPAIRS
and SERVICE

HEATING and
AIR CONDITIONING
CONTRACTORS

PLUMBER

RULERS RULE
Basic measuring device.;
should include a 80-inch
tape measure, a 72-inch
folding ruler, a 38-inch
yardstick, and a 12-inch
ruler.

JUST DUCKY
If it's raining the day you
plan to paint the living
room wall, try to put it off
until another day. Paint
tends to blister when it's a
wet, humid day

flooring "loose-lay" fashion,
without messy adhesives.
If you're planning to redo
any room of your home,
think about creating a pretty and carefree environment
— from the floor up!

floor
Floor as focal point — today's cushioned sheet vinyl
excitement.
coverings offer a wide range of color and design
GAF
A homeowner transformed this bedroom by extending
Sintra ceramic tile motif in Foismcroft sheet vinyl beyond
the floor for • romantic and carefree environment.

Notice posted: vinyl coverings
go beyond enhancing just floors

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

The carved design of Peruvian Stone is centuries
old, but it is now possible
to achieve this classic look
easily and inexpensively
with new self-adhesive wall
panels.
Made of durable dimensional vinyl, these nonporous "stone" panels are
washable, grease and stain
resistant ... wipe clean with
a damp cloth.
Applied simply by peeling
off the backing paper and
pressing on wall. Peruvian
Stone panels cover up drab
walls . . or cracked "trouble" walls . . . with instant
beauty!
In less than an hour, the
average homemaker can
change the total appearance
of her living room, dining
room, kitchen, bedroom,
hallway, playroom or any
room in her home.
Lighting plays an impor-

BeautyofPeruvian stone
in easy press-on panels

Stone
luxury ..all in minutes! The classic look of Peruvianself-adnew
is easily and inexpensively achieved with these
hesive press-on panels by Decro-wall.
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South 9th

THORNTON TILE & MARBLE

"Quality That Will Please"

with

You Name It—We'll Make It

* Game Tables

* Bathtubs
*1-Pc. _Vanity Tops
* Fireplace Facings
* Wall Panel
* Window Sills

Create your own individual decor with the
latest in Custom Made Cultured Marble.
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Probably no other floor
creates as much color and
design excitement as vinyl
A far cry from yesterday's
drab linoleum, today's cushioned sheet vinyl floor coverings by GAF Corporation
offer a range of patterns
from Early American to
Mediterranean or Oriental
Home remodelers looking
for easy and economical
ways to redecorate any room
of the house should think
about making floc:yrs their
focal point.
Cushioned vinyl can pro
vide the detailed pattern
and rich colors needed to
perk up a room. Flooring
patternalia matched by accessories and furniture in
solid colors can transform
rooms into cheerful living
areas.
Designer Virginia Frankel
captured a teenager's dream
when she planned this romantic bedroom for two
sisters. The hand-painted
. Sintra Portuguese tile motif
of GAF Foamcraft sheet
vinyl is extended beyond the
floor.
Plywood posts and walls
behind beds were covered
with the flexible Foamcraft
sheet vinyl to create 18th
century four-posters.
Striped linen sheets make
pretty bedspreads and curtains surrounding the fourposter beds. Crisp white
louvered shutters stand out
against the flooring motif
in an inviting window seat
area to tomplete the all-inone Stlitra tile decorative
intereist in the girls' bedroom.
Vinyl flooring is geared to
a teenager's lifestyle, too. It
comes in 9'- and 12'-widths
for wall-to-wall seamless
beauty The whole room
wipes clean with a damp
sponge!
Foam cushioning in vinyl
flooring provides warmth
and quiet underfoot. A couple can even install this

Unique In Western Kentucky

* Furniture Top
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a kitchen plan is what is
called the work triangle
Measure the distance
from the front edge of your
sink to the front of the
range, the range to the refrigerator, and the refrigerator to the sink. This path
across the floor should not
be less than 4 feet nor more
than 7 feet with the exception of the path from the
refrigerator to the range,
which could be 8 or 9 feet
Those who bear in mind
the work triangle when
planning a new kitchen will
have a beautifully planned
kitchen.

Kitchen triangle
works wonders for
saving steps
A most reliable check for

501 N. 4th

Murray, Ky.

PLUMBING & HEATING

1753-6168 1
CLAUDE VAUGHN

•PLUMBING REPAIRS, INSTALLATIONS

•AIR CONDITIONING

•FURNACE INSTALLATIONS, REPAIRS
and SERVICE

HEATING and
AIR CONDITIONING
CONTRACTORS

PLUMBER

RULER.S RULE
Basic measuring devices
should include a 80-inch
tape measure, a 72-inch
folding ruler, a 38-inch
yardstick, and a 12-inch
ruler.

JUST DUCKY
If it's raining the day you
plan to paint the living
room wall, try to put it off
until another day, Paint
tends to blister when it's a
wet, humid day.

flooring "loose-lay" fashion,
without messy adhesives.
If you're planning to redo
any room of your home,
think about creating a pretty and carefree environment
— from the 1100r Up!

Floor as [oral point — today'. mainlined skeet vinyl floor
oloverings offer • wide range of color and design excitement.
A homeowner transformed this bedroom by extending GAF
Sintra ceramic tile motif in Foanurraft sheet vinyl beyond
the floor for • romantic and carefree environment.

Notice posted: vinyl coverings
go beyond enhancing just floors
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The carved design of Pe- lant role in the visual effect
ruvian Stone is centuries of Peruvian Stone. Soft
old, but it is now possible
lights turn it into a subtle.
to achieve this classic look
neutral wall decor. Bright,
easily and inexpensively
angled lights turn it into a
with new self-adhesive wall
shadow-play of excitement!
panels.
Although the finished look
Made of durable dimenis professional, this is one
stone' vinyl, these non product that ANYONE can
porous "stone" panels are
washable, grease and stain is.,. install! Each press-on panel
resistant ... wipe clean with • . measures approx. l' x 2,
a damp cloth.
requires no tools, no special
skills. If trimming is necesApplied simply by peeling •
sary, panels can be cut with
off the backing paper and
pressing on wall, Peruviaa
ordinary household scissors.
Stone panels cover up drag
Peruvian Stone can be
walls . . or cracked "troufound in paint, hardware
ble" walls . . with instant
department stores, home
beauty!
.
centers or discount departIn less than an hour, the '
ment stores from Coast to
average homemaker can
change the total appearance: Coast. For full-color literature on this and other unof her living room, dining
usual decorating ideas, write
room, kitchen, bedroom,
to Decro-wall, Dept. M, 375
hallway, playroom or any
Executive Boulevard, Elmsroom in her home.
ford, Newt York 10523.
Lighting plays an impor-
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BeautyofPeruvianstone
in easy press-on panels
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t luxury well in minutes: The classic look of Perusoin'
,tone
is easily and inexpensively achiesed with these new self-adhesive prees-on panels by Derro-wall.
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Lighting wall arrangement of new Italian design from Thomas
Industries S.P.A. of Bologna, Italy, subsidiary of the U.S.
lighting manufacturer. Model 1810 is a wall or ceiling lamp
in chromed metal with colored diffuser, available in red, green
or white. In this illustration, four of the lamps are grouped
for what might be a wall sculpture by day, exciting illumination by night. Italian lighting designs by Thomas are available
at lighting and decorating centers at budget prices.
sake, the bath must have
BEDROOM — Overheadl
clear, strong light. There
lighting fixture and wall
should be one ceiling fixswitch by the door. Groping
ture recessed or surfacefor lamps in the dark isf
mounted.
hazardous. tamps are •
A cabinet mirror should
propriate for accent rural
be flanked on either side by
reading.
fixtures, shielded for shadLarger bedrooms mar
ow-free, glare-free light. If
use either a large ceiling
the mirror is wall-to-wall,
fixture or an off-center susth
hercsholaum
ldpshe a row of
pended fixture, plus reshielded
cessed wall lighting.
• • •
• • •
KITCHEN — There
RECREATION ROOM —
should be one general lightA pull down fixture or lamp
ing fixture for every SO
is advised over•game table
square feet of space.
or conversation renter. ReTask lighting should incessed lighting with dimclude wall or cabinet-mountmer switch is another idea.
ed fixtures for every three
All of the lighting suggesfeet of counter space.
tions discussed here may be
The sink and range areas
viewed at Thomas lighting
should be lit by wall-mountand decorating centers
ed brackets, located 14 to
where a lighting consultant
,22 inches above the appliis available to make specific
ance to direct light downrecommendations for your
ward on work areas.
remodeling project.
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The correct lighting plan
for safety and efficiency
often is overlooked by the
remodeler,
Yet lighting is probably
the least expensive part of
the remodeling project, offering lasting rewards to
the house owner or apartrne
dweller.
afety, function and
fhshion — these are the big
t ree words to remember
wtien approaching lighting
oloblems. A inlmor consideration is ease of cleaning
and maintenance. Dirt and
dust can cut light by as
much as 50 per cent,
lrahion is highly important because your lighting
fixtures and lamps should
harmonize with and complement the other furnishings of the room.
Thomas Industries, leading producer of residential
lighting fixtures and lamps,
suggests this checklist for
evaluating your lighting
needs.
• • •
LIVING ROOM — Overhead fixtures are being used
Increasingly for decorative
accent. A chandelier or ceiling fixture should be considered for general lighting.
Lamps provide illumination
for specific areas.
For subtle, decorative illumination, downlights may
be used. Reflector bulbs
may be recessed into the
ceiling along one wall,
bathing light on a particularly dramatic wall, such as
brick or stone, or emphasizing an arrangement of
paintings or a prized piece
of sculpture.
Track lighting offers complete decorating freedom,
providing endless opportunities to achieve function
and accent lighting. Track
lighting is a concept of accent light that can be as
flexible as the imagination.
Recessed, surface mounted or suspended by pendant
stems.Thomas'movable,adjustable track systems can
be swiveled, angled and
pointed in any direction, or
grouped for every functional design effect.
They have applications
for every room in the house.
• • •
BATH — For safety's
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The only room air conditioner
that shows you when its filter
needs cleaning is the new
Superthrust room air conditioner (shown above) with
a special feature called "Dirt
Alert." Introduced by General Electric, "Dirt Alert"
(shown at left) is a transparent tube near the control panel containing a small red indicator ball that rises to the
top of the tube automatically
ae the permanent filter becomes clogged with dust.
When you see the ball at the
top it's time to clean the removable filter to help keep
the unit operating at maximum cooling capacity.

The National Home
the homeowner who Improvement Council cautions
expects to recover his
In home improvement
investment
when he sells his presen
t
not to put more money
into the remodeling home
than he can realistically
project
hope
to
retrieve
For example, if a
homeow
ner's
house is presently
worth 850,000 on the
market and his remode
vestment is 825,000, he
ling inwill most likely not
variouso
ere
for
hf eo
find a
buyer
Counci5l0W
also provides a rule
of thumb estimate
$remodeling projects
Natural
region
ion Also, the variety ly, costs vary
of work done
under
nvarious
to eg classif
space affected will influenications and the size of the
ce costs
Kitchen Remodeling
$2,500 to $6,500
Bathroom Modernizing
$1,500 to $4,000
Adding a Room
$20 to $40 per square foot
Finishing Basement
Recreation Room
$1,000 to $4,500
Residing, Aluminum,
$75 to $150 per
Wood
100 square feet
Adding an Outdoor
Swimming Pool
13,000 to $9,000
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